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Preface to First Edition.

IT is with somewhat of a feeling of regret that I launch this

third instalment of nyayas; for 1 had hoped that they might be

embodied in a revised re-issue of the first and second, so as to

have the whole alphabetically arranged in one volume. There

are not many, however, amongst India's two hundred and ninety

millions, who take much interest in an effort of this kind, so we
were compelled to follow a less ambitious course. To facilitate

reference, I have prepared an index to the whole of the 430

nyayas explained in the three volumes, and have written addi-

tional notes on several of those contained in the first and

second. The latter will be found in the Superaddenda.

The present
' handful

'

differs materially from the two which

preceded it in that it contains a goodly number of technical

nyayas; to wit, most of those representing important adhi-

Jcaranas in the Mimamsa system, as well as certain paribhd$as

from Patanjali and Nagoji Bhatta. All of these appear to be

quoted as nyayas by writers on the various schools of philo-

sophy ;
and I hope that such explanations of them as I have

been able to give will prove of service to young students of

these interesting works, and that the numerous references to

the Mahabhasya will not be considered superfluous. That work,

as presented in Benares editions, used to have a most forbidding

aspect ;
for sutra, vartika, and bhasya, were crowded together,

like sardines in a box, without numbers or any distinguishing

marks to facilitate reference, and then this conglomerate was

frequently (as in my own copy) sandwiched between two

equally compressed portions of Kaiyata ! Dr. Kielhorn, how-

ever, has turned the impenetrable jungle into a well-laid-out

park in which one can roam about with ease and comfort!

Amongst other treasures, I was delighted to find there my two

mango-tree nyayas, namely,
"
3<mcbft<^ui

" and "

2005778



11 PREFACE.

Now for a word regarding the title of these pamphlets. I am

by no means satisfied with 'maxim' as the equivalent of nyaya,

but adopted it because many great scholars had already done

so. As to the naturalness of such a course on my part let two

Indian poets speak :

"
q^nTCRT 3TgfriT<^d<l 5R: I

rsp^T qjjf ^^q- qr^^qF^tsfq

J: 7R*Trffe" II
The nyayas dealt with

by me come under three distinct heads, and are either ( 1 )

Illustrations [dristanta], ( 2 ) Rules, or principles [as in the case

of paribhasas &a], or
(^
3 ) Topics [ adhikaraiias, as in the case of

the kapinjalanydya and others from the same source]. It

would, therefore, be better, in my opinion, to adopt the term

nyaya itself, without translating it into English.

This would seem to be the most suitable place for a note on

the Khandanoddhdra, a work now in course of publication in

The Pandit, and from which I have occasionally quoted in the

following pages. It has been stated by some Indian scholars

of repute ( beginning with Pandit Taranatha Tarkavacaspati, in

1871, in the preface to his edition of Sdnkhyatattvakaumudi),

and the statement is now stereotyped in the Descriptive Cata-

logue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Government College, Calcutta,

for the year 1900, that the Vacaspati who wrote the above work

in refutation of S'ri Harsha's Khandanakhandakhddya, is

identical with the celebrated philosopher Vacaspati Mis'ra. No

reasons have been given for this assertion, and no evidence in

its favour seems to be forthcoming from the work itself.

In a prefatory note by Mr. Arthur Venis, issued with the

first part of the Tdrkikaraksd ( in the Pandit for Nov. 1899
),

he tells us that Vacaspati Mis'ra and Udayana were contem-

poraries, the Nydyasucl of the former having been written in

976 A. D., whilst the latter composed his LaksandVali in 984-5.

He adds that Udayana was "
probably much the younger man

as his Paris'uddhi is a commentary on Vacaspati's Tdtparya-
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tikd; and he may be supposed to have lived as late as

1050 A. D." Now, on page 13, the author of Khandanoddhdra

quotes Kusumanjali i. 19, prefaced with the words
"<TC[TE;U-

^llh>" and, on the next page, cites i. 10 of the same, with the

words "
sirenrf 3T=3rTf

:" On page 45, he refers to Atmatattva-

viveka in the same way. Is it in the least likely that a re-

nowned Acarya like Vacaspati Mis'ra would quote a very

junior contemporary in such language as that, even if he con-

descended to notice him at all ? Again, on page 25, the author of

the Uddhara says
"

but the author of the Bhdmatt has never been credited with a

treatise of that name, though we know of his Tattvasamiksa.

Lastly, on page 35, there is a reference to fsfa^TTRTj and, on

page 40, to HflfefefonfcRr, which could hardly carry us back

to the tenth century.

It has been suggested by some that S'ri Harsha, too, was a

contemporary of Vacaspati Mis'ra and Udayana, but, since he

quotes the former on page 354 of the Khandana ( as I pointed

out on page 29 of the Second Handful
),

and cites Udayana
four times at least ( see, especially, pages 633-637 ),

this posi-

tion can hardly be maintained. In 1871, Dr. Buhler, on the

authority of a Jain writer named Bajas'ekhara, placed S'ri

Harsha in the twelfth century; and, if that is correct, the ques-

tion of the authorship of the Uddhara is finally settled as

far as Vacaspati Mis'ra is concerned. There was a prolonged

discussion as to S'ri Harsha's date in the first three volumes

( 1872-4 ) of the Indian Antiquary, but nothing was

conclusively established as against Dr. Biihler's view which is

recorded on page 30 of the first volume.

On page 49 of Khandanoddhara we read :

"
si

The passage in question

will be found on page 143 of Khandanakhandakhddya, and
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the commentator S'ankara Mis'ra ascribes this definition of

pramd to the Laksanamdld, a work which the editor, in a foot-

note, attributes to S'ivaditya, the author of the Saptapaddrthi.

The latter was published in the Vizianagram Sanskrit Series

in 1893, and in the Preface we have the same authorship of the

Laksanamdld asserted on the authority of a Citsukhwydkhyd,
the date of which is not stated. In opposition to this, however,

I would point out that Varadaraja quotes the Laltsanamdld

on pages 179 and 225 of his Tdrkikaraksd, and, in both cases,

the famous commentator Mallinatha ascribes it to Udayana.
The doubt expressed by Fitzedward Hall, on page 27 of his Index

as to this being
"
the well-known commentator on the poems of

Kalidasa and others," is set aside by Mallinatha's quoting, on

page 39, a portion of his commentary on Raghuvams'a ii. 34,

and adding
"

G. A. J.

EEDHILL, SURREY. \
October 1904. j



Preface to Second Edition.

With the re-issue of this
' Handful

'

the revision of the three

is complete but by no means perfect ;
for I have been sore let

and hindered by the presence of that powerful 'limiting

adjunct' (upadhi) Avidya. Many a struggle have I had with

it over some of the nyayas ;
but it is for scholars to say with

whom the victory rests. Had it been possible to borrow Indra's

Vimdna for a week-end visit to Poona, a quiet talk with old

friends there would have speedily dispelled many doubts and

difficulties. Especially helpful would it have been to have got

their opinion regarding the nyaya
"

s

to which Kumarila and other writers on Mimamsa appear to

assign a meaning at variance with that of Patanjali as inter-

preted for me by Dr. Kielhorn, an interpretation which seems

to me to be the only reasonable one.

A comparison of this edition with the previous one will show

that considerable changes have been made, especially in some

of the technical nyayas, and that twenty-two new ones have

been added. I have abstained on the present occasion from

appending supplementary notes, but will take advantage of

this opportunity for making an interesting addition to the

the Second Handful, by giving two important

references to it. They are Kathasaritsagara, Book 6, chap i.

verses 43-52; and S'antiparva 11696 ( chap. 317, verse 22 in

Bombay edition ). For the former I am indebted to Mr. C. H.

Tawney, and, for the latter, to Professor Washburn Hopkina

An alphabetical list of the nyayag contained in the three

pamphlets is appended as before.
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I would once more, on the conclusion of the reprint of the

nyayas, congratulate my friend the Proprietor of the Press,

on the high standard of excellence still maintained by him.

My acquaintance with the Press began nearly 30 years ago ( in

the time of its worthy Founder ); and, if I may be allowed to

apply to it a Vedantic '

great sentence
'

in a non-Vedantic

sense, it still stands out amongst the Presses of the dear old

Land of Bharata, as

REDHILL, SURREY, ") HAT
October 1910. f

U A< J<
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A thing done at a wrong time [might as well be left undone,

for it] would be regarded as not done. It occurs in the follow-

ing passage of ^liidhswasNyayamdlavistara 10. 1. 1: "f

Again, in S'abara on Jaimini 6. 2. 25, with reference to the

times prescribed for the Agnihotra, and New and Full Moon

sacrifices, we read "

Compare the following which is quoted on page 284 of

Nyayakandati :

And somewhat similarly we have Patanjali 1. 2. 64 ( vart.

43):
"

:" u

The simile of the eyeball. An illustration of extreme sensi-

tiveness in persons or things. The following from Yogablia-

sya ii. 15 (page 78) is an example of its application to a per-

son:
"^|7^4Hlfe,^:*?IWtTt

T%

This is very well put, also, in the

ManlpraWid on the same siitra. See, too, Tatparyatlka, page

442, line 8, It looks as if this nyaya, like many others found



in orthodox works, came from a Buddhist source. Prof. L. de la

Vallee Poussin has kindly pointed out the following verses on

page 476 of the Madhyamakavritti:

||
The word srf^nrra i-s n t in any of our dictionaries.

In the Yogavartika it is defined thus: "

J II

The rule as to the Agnihotra sacrifice [consisting of morning
and evening libations]. It forms the subject of Jaimini 6. 2.

23-26, where the injunction "^n^ft^rfjTfl^ l^t%" is discussed.

The interpretation put upon these words by the purvapaksin is

that the householder is to do nothing else but offer the Agnihotra

during his whole life ! Kunte thus summarizes his argument:

"From the time of the establishment of a sacred fire to the time

of death the Agnihotra is to be performed continuously, without

the remission of a moment. This is the duty of an Arya. He

cannot rest for a moment. The Agnihotra is not a constituent

part of any other sacrifice. It is an independent sacrifice by

itself. It therefore accomplishes the purpose of a person ;
and

must therefore be unremittingly adhered to; and it does not

matter if, in performing a principal act, minor acts are neglected.

It is therefore reasonable to perform the Agnihotra-sacrifice

alone continuously for life." The reply to all this is that the

meaning of the vidhi is simply that it is to be offered every

morning at daybreak, and every evening, according to the

injunction "si^M^fa^te flrTsr sggprt sn?f:." For a description

of the Agnihotra, see S'atapatha Brdhriicina, Kanda 2,

Adhyayas 3 and 4
;
also a very useful excursus of Kunte's on

pages 410-420 of his Saddars'anacintanikd. Brahmasutra-

bhdsya 3. 4. 32 shows how Vedantists apply the injunction

relating to the Agnihotra.
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Attempting to dispel the darkness with a lamp no bigger than

yourfinger! Endeavouring to bring about a great result by
the use of manifestly inadequate means. It occurs in the follow-

ing passage of AtmatctMvaviveka, page 52: "?r

SROT srshir sTrnrforfa 4i*nH4 *n

I am indebted to Mr. Arthur

Venis for an explanation of this nyaya.

The tip of a finger cannot be touched by itself. Akin to tbe

sayings
" A man cannot mount on his own shoulder," and " The

edge of a sword cannot cut itself." It occurs in Nyayavdrtika-

tdtparyatiJca, page 466, line 10 from bottom: "Rn^T^ T

^ SJR T^ ^T^T Jlftg ^Tf^%." Then in

Madhyamahcvritti, page 62, we have the double simile:

We meet with it again in Parthasarathi's comment on the

S'itnyavada section of the S'lofavartika ( page 288 ): ";r

I do not understand the double statement here about the

finger-tip. Parthasarathi could not mean that the tip of one

finger cannot be touched by the tip of another finger I The

second part of the statement looks like a marginal gloss which

has got into the text.

The following verse is found in PralMranapancilcd, page

63, and in Nyaydkanika, p. 268:



fToFT'TT

51WR

See also Nydyamakaranda, pages 131, 183;

page 169; and Sarvarthasiddhi, page 391.

There are a hundred herds of elephants on Hie tip of my
finger! This illustration of an absurdity occurs frequently. In

Vivaranaprameyasangraha, page 232 g, we read:
"

^MMTI

Then

in Citsukhl ii. 32:

: II ^R II

: i ^ T%

:." Compare S'alika p. 13, verse 4.

In the commentary on KhandanakhandaJchddya, page 104,

the saying is modified to "sr^r^ ^R^r f^T^Tj" and another

of a like kind is added, namely "*re 3J%* JT^f^T f^f:

and in Atmatattvaviveka, page 65, Udayana gives us "

The Umbaka quoted above is

perhaps the Umbeka* referred to by Hall ( on page 166 of his

* Hall found this name ( together with those of Prabhakara,

Vamana, and Revana ) in a verse of the vritti by Charitra Sinha

Gani on the Saddars'anasamuccaya. What is manifestly the same

verse is found also in the vritti ascribed to Ma^ibhadra but there

the name Utpala is substituted for Umbeka. The verse is as

follows :
"
sew-' ^rf^t %f% ^ %f% 5nri^:' i ^TIR^CJ^ %f% ^

f%f%^^nr:
"

|| From the fact that all the other authors and works

mentioned in Gani's vritti are found in the latter also, I am inclined

to think that the two are identical.
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Index ) as an authority on 3Iiimlmsfi. In the Catalogus

Catalogorum, the latter is identified with Mandanamis'ra,

which is one of the names by which Sures'varacarya is known.

*RT: I

Even very powerfid men from town and country are fidd-ln

check by wcaJcer men who have the king's support. This verse

from the Tantravartika ( page 8G3 ), found also, as a quotation,

in Mimdmsanyayaprakds'a, page 35, is thus applied by

Raghunatha:
"

grf STT^R^R WJftfa T^." We may compare with

this the following from Sures'vara's large vartika, page 753 :

;" II

II

The simile of the merchant who was unwilling to give, and

who wrote every day saying that he would give on the morroiv !

It occurs in the following passage of Mallisena's Syadvadaman-

jari ( page 128) :

"



Those who, in an Indian cantonment, have ever undertaken

the thankless task of the collection of promised subscriptions

to a fund, are very familiar with the t: kal do" or "parson Ice

din do," with which their messenger is often greeted, with per.

haps stronger language superadded ! Human nature is much

the same everywhere. Compare Proverbs iii. 28.

A truth or conclusion which implies another truth or

conclusion. This is the third of four kinds of fa^i-ri defined

in Nydyaeutraa 1. 1. 28-31, the others being (1) <-MH~*m-Kl'-H,

(2) MfcdafinlKf, and (4) aregq^RKM. Ballantyne's render-

ing of the four is (1) a dogma of all the schools, (2) a dogma

peculiar to some school, (3) a hypothetical dogma, and (4) a

dogmatic corollary. In Tdrkikarafati i. 29 ( page 126 ) we

have the following description of manas: "

I
On this, Mallinatha comments thus:

"
II

There is another example in Atmatat-

tvavivelca, page 83, line 9; and a third in Yamunacarya's

Agamo.prdmdnya, page 17, line 1.

For an example of the three other kinds of siddhfmta, sec

NydyavdrtiJcatdtparyatlM, page 36, lines 16-27.

n

The rule regarding the qualifications [required of a sacrifice!-].

Jaimini 6. 1. 1-3 deals with part of this; The decision is that

he must be desirous of heaven, according to the vidhis "^frjof-
" The



principal thing here is the desire for heaven, whilst the sacrificial

act is subordinate. The remainder of the pada deals with the

physical and social fitness demanded. See under

c.> below. For a full description of the four kinds of
S3

injunction, of which adhikaravidhi is the third, see Laugaksi-

bhaskara's Arthasangraha, page 4, with Dr, Thibaut's transla-

tion, page 7 &c.

The Padamavjarl would be of no use to one who had not

read the Mahabhasya, and would be equally useless [ because

unnecessary ] if the latter had been read ! This saying is used by

Raghunatha to illustrate the position of the Ganapatas who

regard the worship of Ganapati as essential and all-inclusive.

A portion of the argument is as follows: "gj^: S

T f^?if

5?flf ^

The second nyaya quoted here is a slight modification of

Nfigqjl's paribhascl XLii,

In the Preface to vol. 2 of his edition of the Mahabhasya Dr.

Kielhorn, referring to the above dictum of the Pandits, says,
" Whatever truth there be in this remark, I can say for myself

that I have been much assisted by Haradatta's learned work,

even though it is based to a great extent on the Mahabhasya
itself and on Kaiyata's commentary"; and he points out that,

though the Padamanjari is primarily a commentary on the

Kas'ika, yet its author discusses, often at great length, most of
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the arguments advanced in the Mahabhusya. Jayanta Bhatta

has several verses of the same type as that regarding the

Padamanjari. They will be found on pages 29, 39, 55, 61, 182,

447, and 448 of his Nydyamanjari. I quote that on page 182.

as a sample:

[A rule containing] an injunction or a prohibition [enjoins

or forbids only ]
Unit which is nearest [to it in some other rule].

Here is one of Raghunatha's grammatical nyayas, included in

both of his works. My translation is based on that of Dr.

Kielhorn in his well-known edition and translation of the Pam-

bhasendus'ekhara, where it appears as Paribhasa LXI. NagqjI-

Bhatta took it, of course, from the MahabUdsyo ,
and I have

noted the following ten instances of its occurrence:!. 1. 43

(vart. 3); 1. 2. 48 (vart. 7); 1. 3. 12 (vart. 7);1. 3. 14 (vart. 3);

1. 3. 58 ( vart. 3 ) ;
1. 4. 17

;
3. 1. 67 ( vart. 5 ) ; 7. 1. 21 ( vart. 1

);

7, 2. 3 (vart. 2); and 7. 3. 85 (vart. 4).

The meaning of a word is that which cannot be known

from any other source [ such as implication &c.
].

This is Mr.

Venis' rendering ( in the Pandit, vol. vi, page 97 ) of the maxim

in the Veddntaparibhdsd ( chap. iv. page 280
). It occurs in

Tantravartika (page 340) in a more extended form, namely

"^ra^far f^ sr^??r^*?frs4: 3T^T**m * *Hir: ?r^r:" 11 Prof.

Ganganatha Jha ( on page 474, line 10 of his translation)

translates thus: "In the case of any word, all that is not

cognizable by means of any other word is held to be the mean-

ing of that word." This, however, seems, to overlook the words



The nyaya is found in its usual form in Agama-

prdmdnya, page 35, line 10. In the Purnaprajna section of

Sarvadars'anasangraha ( page 85 of Jivananda's edition ) we

have the cognate nyaya "an^W*?? 311^1%?;", "the rule that the

sense of the sacred institutes is not to be taken from other

sources than these
"

( Prof. Gough's translation, page 101
).

A remark of Udayana's, as to word-meanings, may be of

interest. It is found in Rusumdnjali, vol. 2, page 132: "q- :

That which is not objected to is agreed to. "Silence gives

consent." It occurs in Hemacandra's Paris'istaparvan vii. 36:

The nyaya is found in a slightly different form in Nyaya-

vdrtika, page 41:'%*^ TT ^f^ftff^ T^rt I

'

In his comment on this passage, Vacaspatimis'ra ( on page

97 of TdtparyaHkd) quotes a line of Dignaga's: "cufcd

n^WTqT^T ^^<^<>d srr'-" There is another

example in Prabandhacintdmani, page 205.
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II

Of the proximate [or, closely related] and the remote

[ or, distantly related
],

the former is the stronger. I find it

most difficult to give a rendering of this nyaya. It seems to be-

long primarily to the grammarians, though found also in philo-

sophical works. It is included in Siradeva's list of paribhasas,

but not in that of Nagoji Bhatta. The terms arscT^ and ^HUfl

are, however, explained by the latter, under his paribhasa

in the following manner, and I subjoin

Dr. Kielhorn's translation. As this eminent scholar gives no

English equivalent of the two terms here described, it may

fairly be assumed that no satisfactory one is to be found. " 3^-

"Antaranga

is ( a rule ) the causes ( of the application ) of which lie within

( or before ) the sum of the causes of a bahiranga rule
;
in like

manner ( that rule ) the causes ( of the application ) of which

lie without (or beyond) the sum of the causes of that (antararga

rule) is bahiranga." The Professor adds the following in a

footnote: "STS^-T^ and ^fe^- are two Bahuvrihi-compounds
and denote a rule, or an operation, or that which is taught in a

rule. The word grgr here neither denotes a member of the body,

nor is it the grammatical term aqp as defined in P. 1. 4. 13; but

it is equivalent to mm>i<fr
' that which assists ( an operation ),'

or, in other words, it denotes the fcfa-d, that is, 'the cause' of

an operation."

The nyaya is employed by S'abara on Jaimini 12. 2. 27, and

by A.nandagiri on Brahmasutrabhdaya 2. 1. 4; and there is

another example of it in the following passage of the Vivarana-

prameyasangraha (page 15 ):

"

^cMtlfl TSJllgi'(lR4tif'<MI*f|c|lQ$n' ^5JT

^l^lH<jfllKMfcq^?N dfl^Uqq" where Dr. Thibaut (in

his translation in Indian Thought, vol. i, page 80) renders it
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" the principle that what is intimately connected has greater

force than what is remotely connected."

It is quoted also by Anandagiri in his comment on verse 367

of Sures'vara's Sambandhavdrtika "arscR^ % fesrUT SRJTSTT-

l^srsrra; I *fow ^^^renn^nsrT^T:" II
Mr. S. B. Aiyar's

rendering of the terms antaranga and bahiranga in this verse

is 'subjective' and 'objective/ respectively.

From seeing smoke rising from one house we do not infer

that there is a fire in another house. This is from Tantra-

vdrtika ( page 180, line 9) on Jaimini's sutra

5fnws*swrtnn"(l.3. 15).

A thing, though made for one purpose, may also serve for

another. This is found in Mahdbhdsya 1. 1. 23 (vart. 4), 1. 3.

12 ( vart. 5 ),
and 6. 1. 50, as follows: "q-dug^

i creror i STTS

quoted by S'abara on Jaimini 3. 1. 12 (page 220), and is re-

ferred to by Kumarila in his long and interesting discussion of

"far ( an accessory that which serves the purpose of something

else) in the opening part of the third chapter of the Tantra-

vdrtika. On page 668, line 13, we read:

Patanjali's illustration is found in

Paneapddikd, page 45, and is employed by VidySranya in

Vivaranaprameyasangrafia (page 118, line 9), where it is

styled f^woi^R^TPT. Compare the nyaya
in the Second Handful.
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The law regarding the interruption [of a procession of priests].

It is thus explained by Goldstucker: " Used in the liturgical

writings of the interruption of a procession of priests /
caused by

the inadvertence of one or several amongst them; thus, it being

the rule that at the first Savana of the Jyotishtoma the priests

must proceed one after the other ' in the black-ant fashion,' the

one that comes after holding his preceder by the hem of his

garment, an interruption caused by the dropping of the hem, on

the part of one priest would be ^^^{^tsq
1

^^: &c." This

curious ceremony is discussed in Jaimini 6. 5. 49-56, where

certain penalties are prescribed for letting go the garment (zpss-

f^ffaf). The matter is well and concisely put in the Nyaya-
malavistara on the above portion of Jaimini, and much informa-

tion is contained in Kunte's notes on the same sutras.

The nyaya is employed by writers on Vedanta. It is found,

for example, in Veddntakalpataruparimala, page 10, line 8:

rl1lTU<M 'J>
1IH

The passage of the Veddntakalpataru here explained is found

on page 6, line 8:
"

The ificfmS^m is a part of the STq-e^^n, and derives

its name from sutra 54, namely "q^W 1^4^ 5T^f^R[,"

the subject of the adbikarana being that when the priests, walk-

ing in procession, let go their hold one after another, the one who

does so last is liable to a penalty. This same sutra is quoted in

full in Bhdmat'l, page 5, last line, and is immediately followed

by a verse from Kumarila's Tantravdrtika, page 819; where,

however, the reading of the first line is qf^nr4w3sfaR^ instead

of the ^cjVmcigO^^i f ^e Bhdmat'l. The same verse is

quoted by Vacaspatimis'ra at the bottom of page 59 of his

Nydyavdrtikatdtparyatlkd, where the reading agrees with that

of the BhamatL The a^-^wqiq is found in Venkatanatha's

Sarvdrtkasiddhi, pages 210, 359, and 374
;
and also in S'ribhd-
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sya, page 143, where Dr. Thibaut (on page 26 of his transla-

tion) renders it
" As in the case of the Udgatri and Pratihartri

breaking the chain in succession." The whole ceremony is

very clearly explained on page 156 of the Tattvadipana, and

the passage will repay perusal

\\

General rules are set aside by special ones. This well-known

grammatical rule, found thus in Mahdbhasya 2. 1. 24 ( vart. 5 )

and in a variety of forms in paribhasas, is admitted to these

pages chiefly because, in two of his poems, Kalidasa has adopted

it as a sort of TTTc^>mq to illustrate a phase of human affairs,

namely the subordination of the weak to the strong.

One instance is in Kumdrasambhava ii. 27:

The other is in Raghwvanis'a xv. 7:

In a note on this latter passage Mr. Shankar P. Pandit says

"Whatever may be the value of the simile as regards the

similitude, it certainly cannot be said to be very poetical, being

derived altogether from a pedant's life." At the end of his

comment on the former verse, Mallinatha adds "

may possibly indicate some feeling of disapprov-

al on his part also. It is on the principle enunciated in this

nyaya that the law forbidding the taking of life is superseded

by the Vedic ritual which demands animal sacrifices'; and it is

interesting to note the famous Jaina Hemacandra's denunciation

of the whole argument in the eleventh verse of his Vitaraga-

stuti, the first half of which stands thus:
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In his vritti on the verse Mallisena states the case from the

Mimamsaka's standpoint as follows:
"

(Syadvddamanjarl, page 84).

In connection with the above quotation from Hemacandra,
see the

Scripture attaches a meaning [to an act &c.] when such

[ a meaning ] has not been established [and could not be estab-

lished in any other way ].
I take this to be the drift of this

somewhat difficult nyaya which forms part of Jaimini's sutra

6. 2. 18. In Brahmasutrabhasya 3. 3. 18 there is a discussion

as to the aim of certain S'rutis which prescribe the rinsing of

the mouth, before and after eating, in connection with the

prdnavidya. Were they intended to enforce gn=g*R as an ^
of cleanliness, and also as an act of ritual directed to prana ?

The decision is that the former was already provided for by

smriti, and that s'ruti merely attached to it its significance as a

religious ceremonial. Bharatitirtha sums up the case in Adhi-

karanamala 3. 3. 9, as follows: "5% sn- ^j:

f^^TT." The nyaya is found also in

Tantravartika, page 145, line 3, and again on page 232
;
in

S'r'ibhasya, page 554 ( where it is rendered by Dr. Thibaut, on

page 133 of his translation, "Scripture has a purport with

regard to what is not established by other means"); and in

Nyayakandali, page 5 ( where Prof. Ganganatha Jha's inter-

pretation of it is
" An injunction has its use only in a case

where its object has not been accomplished by other means
"

).

Other references to it are Citsukhl L 7 ( Pandit, vol. iv. page
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475 ); the Eamanuja section of Sarwdars'anasangraha (page

69, line 12, of Jivananda's edition); and Sarvarthasiddhi

pages 93, 263. In Tattvadlpana, page 544, the nyaya is quoted

The more worthy should come first. These words form part

of Patanjali's comment on a vartika on Panini's rule 2. 2. 34 in

regard to the position of words in a dvandva compound. The

whole sentence is as follows: "grerfH <J=r ftqddlfc qth*^ |

Wldlffidtl ST^wV II
Its use is not restricted to grammar, how-

ever, as the following extract from the first paragraph of

Sayana's introduction to his commentary on the Rigveda shows:-

^M^lji 3^133;" II Again, at the commencement of the twelfth

chapter of the Jaiminiyanyayamaldvistara, we read as

follows:
"

:" II
And in Anandagiri on

Brahmasutrabhdsya 1. 4. 28;

II

The principle of an implied axiom [ or, dogmatic corollary ] t

This is taken from Nydyasutra 1. 1. 31 which Dr. Ballantyne

rendered as follows: "A 'dogmatic corollary' is the mention of

a particular fact in regard to anything, not expressly declared

in an aphorism, [our knowlege of the fact coming so immedi-

ately ] from what is recognized [by the maker of the aphorisms,

as to render a demonstration superfluous the fact being thus

entitled to rank not as a deduction but as a dogma ]." The

nyaya is applied by Udayana in .Kiranavali, page 20, line 4

from bottom. See also under 3if^Toil^<M^l^-
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Gourds sink in water, but stonesfloat I This is often quoted as

an illustration of an absurdity. It is as old as the Mahabhdrata

and appears at the end of chapter LXIV of the Sabhaparvan:
" I have met

with it twice in S'abara's bhashya. In 1. 1. 5 (page 11): "ipr-

In 4. 3 10:
"

: &qri

Other references are Sanksepas''arvraka ii. 2 (Pandit, vol. vii,

page 169 ); and, in Prakrita, just after verse viii. 31 of

Balaramdyana.

II

Here is another boil on the top ofa previous one! An illustra-

tion of difficulty upon difficulty; trouble upon trouble. It occurs

in Bhdmatl 2. 2. 37 as follows:"

In the same form it is put into the mouth of Rak-

sasa in Mudrardkshasa v ( page 220
).

The oldest examples,

however, are in Prakrit. In the opening part of S'akuntald ii.

we find it as "^ j l
u^^H &fa fqr^sn^frn" (or, in Dr. Pischel's

edition ,"^ W4W &fo f^Ht^n ?t5^"); aild in Viddhas'dla-

bhanjikd I ( page 12
),

as "

The maxim of a red [ cow ] one year old. This nyaya, found

in Tantravdrtika 1. 2. 41, in Nydyamanjarl, page 294 (
line 2

from bottom), and in Veddntakalpataruparimala, page 619
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(line -4), is the sn^fdRTTO of Jaiinini 3, 1. 12, and is based on

the following words connected with the ritual of the Jyotistoma

sacrifice "scorer filFT^kgKHII gfat tfifrrrfc?" "he buys Soma

with a red-coloured, yellow-eyed [ cow ] of a year old." The

Mimamsaka delights in hair-splitting, and in trifling with lang-

uage; and we have a typical instance of this idiosyncrasy in the

way in which this simple sentence is dealt with. Because the

cow is not actually mentioned, and the word a^son denotes a

quality ( redness ), an objector says
" how can One buy Soma

with a mere quality?" S'abara's reply to this occupies ten octavo

pages, whilst that of Kumarila fills twenty-nine ! The objection

is concisely put in the Nyayamalaviatara, part of which is as

follows:

*U*41

||
The reply to this is:

There is a long discussion on the nyaya in Ranianuja's

S'rlbhasya 1. 1. 13, commencing on page 813 of the Benares

edition. See Dr. Thibaut's translation, page 222.

A mungoose's standing on hot ground. Used of a fickle

changeable person who never sticks to a thing. It is found in

MahabJtdpya 2. 1. 47, as follows:
"

It occurs a second time in 6. 2. 49 (vart. 6), in

company with the expression jd^N J
y|?^. The compound ^ft^cpiop

wliich is found in 2. 1. 42, has much the same meaning. Patanjali

says:

3
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." In MarathI, however, the name

is applied to "a person ever watchful after some booty or spoil,"

a meaning which seems more in accord with the character of

the crow than that assigned to it by Patanjali !

u

For this paribhasa see under ^araJHRTFT. It is quoted by
Kumarila in Tantravdrtika 1. 4 11, more than once, but one

example will suffice:

I 'PTT^^^c^rfl^ f$Swfcl53CT." As a parallel

to this, we might take our word cockroach, which is neither a

cock nor a roach! For other examples of the paribhasa see

Tantravcvrtika pages 538, 1002, 1048, and 1149.

I have met with another reference in Tdtparyatikd, page

150, line 12: "3^ g JIMTT%T3<?T: 't^m

See also Nyayamanjarl, page 385, line 10; and

page 534, line 15.

The principle of the words avi and avika. Though both

mean ' a sheep/ yet a derivative in the sense of the flesh of a

sheep (grrf^O can be formed only from the latter. It occurs in

Mahdbhdsya 4. 1. 88 ( vart. 2 ) as follows: "^RJ grajfc

II Similarly

in 8. 1. 89 (vart. 6): 4. 2. 60; 4. 3. 131; 5. 1. 7
;
5. 1. 28; and 6

2. 11 (vart. 2). This inaccurate compound is one of the

instances brought forward by Kumarila of the way in which

grammar &c. are set aside by learned writers. On this, see

the nyaya "STOT^TT: &c."
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In Nyayamanjari, pages 413 and 414, Jayanta Bhatta joins

in the attack on this irregular compound, and on grammatical

deformities found in the works of such writers as Manu,

As'valayana, Valmiki, and Dvaipayana. The following is a

portion of his comment: "

The quotation "sr^fsn^c^r &&" is from Patanjali on Pdnini

4. 1. 7 (vart. 3), and the sutra quoted is 3. 4. 27. See

Rumania's remarks on this expression in Tantravartika page

201. They would apply equally to "c&q^srr ^f^f &c-" in 7 -

1. 3 ( vart, 5
).

How could men of intelligence be mounted on horses and yet

forget their horses ! Yet grammarians and others sometimes

ignore their own rules ! In Tantravartika 1. 3. 18 ( according

to the numbering of the Benares edition ), Kumarila com-

ments at great length on the corrupt forms of words

employed by even learned writers. On page 200, he says

ft:" and then instances the

curious word 33TP3T which is made to mean " a blow given by
an elephant with both tusks

"

(^IM^VTrert ^TTT^rt 5TT?:). On
the following page he says: "q-sfq- sq-T^uT^ < TR srfM&n: \

II

II

A variant of this is found in S'alikd, page 16, verse 41;

u

Mallinatha probably had this in mind when, in his comment

on Varadaraja's Tdrkikarafoci ( page 20
), he wrote: "3%-
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It is very clear, however, that the nyaya came from a

Buddhist source, since it is found in the following karikd of

Nagarjuna's, on page 502 of the Madhyamakavritti ( for the

reference to which I am indebted to Prof. Poussin ):

In a footnote, the Professor gives a variant from another

Buddhist work, namely, "qUl+Hlfa^: &c."

II

Names are given in consideration of some speciality. This

was perhaps taken from SanJchyasutra V. 112: "^re *jfs?-

"In all [bodies] earth is the

material : in consideration [however] of some speciality, there is

designation as this [or that other element than earth, as entering

into the constitution of some given body], as in the preceding

case." This is Dr. Ballantyne's rendering. The nyaya is found

in the early part of the Aksapada section of Sarvadars'ana-

sangraha, and I append Prof. Co well's translation:
";^j

i

"But here an objector may say,
'

If these sixteen topics, proof

&c., are all thus fully discussed, how is it that it has received

the name of the Nyaya S'astra [ as reasoning, i. e. Nyaya, or

logic, properly forms only a small part of the topics which it

treats of?']. We allow the force of the objection; still, as names

are proverbially said to be given for some special reason, we

maintain that the name Nyaya was rightly applied to Gotama's
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System, since 'reasoning', or inference for the sake of another, is

justly held to be a predominant feature from its usefulness in

all kinds of knowledge, and from its being a necessary means

for every kind of pursuit/' See also S'dlikd, page 98, line 8;

and Bhamatl 1-3-14 ( page 208
).

The simile of licking honey from the edge of a sword ! This

is found in the Jaina chapter of Sarvadarsanasangraha ( page
45 of Jlvananda's edn. ), as follows:

{<

<H^^fi^^' 4J^<f;^fr-

Cowell renders, "An

object recognized as simultaneously existing or non-existing

produces mingled pleasure and pain, as licking honey from a

sword's edge this is vedanfya." Compare Bodhicarydvatdra

n

Heartless words get heartless answer. Like receives like

This occurs in Veddntatattvaviveka, (The Pandit for May 1903),

page 14, line 4 from bottom:"^? ^l^cHW^4j
In the Tdtparya-

tlkd it takes the form of "ar

and is combined with "qr^TT 3T$T^n^fr ^f^J:". The passage

will be found under that nyaya in the second Handful.

In his Nydyadipdvali, page 2, Anandabodhacarya quotes the

nyaya in accordance with Vacaspatimis'ra.

Power [of understanding on the part of the hearer] co-operates

with the verbs expressing a certain sense. This is Dr. Thibaut's

rendering of the nyaya as it appears in Laugakshibhaskara's
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Arthasangraha (page 16) in a passage explanatory of adhikdra-

vidhi. The portion connected with the nyaya, and the transla-

tion, are as follows:"^ srwsafrrfq
1

I 3TKqidl?rnra g^tri srfrR:

l
"In the same manner,

capability (
to perform the duty is an understood qualification );

for the injunction applies only to those who are capable (by

bodily strength and health, mental power &c. ) to carry it out,

according to the principle expressed in the words 'power (of

understanding on the part of the hearer ) co-operates with the

verbs expressing a certain sense' ( the verbs although possessing

a certain sense have no effect on a person not able to understand

it )." The commentator, Rames'vara S'ivayogibhikshu, explains

that blind, deaf, and lame persons are excluded as being incap-

able of performing various parts of the sacrificial ritual.

A much earlier instance of the employment of the nyaya is

met with in Sures'vara's Sambandhavartika, verse 75, which I

here subjoin, together with Anandagiri's comment.

u u^ u

f srfrT ^T^

II

The verse immediately preceding is the following: "^ ^
^^ r 5 TnM^H^

1

:" u

The two are rendered as follows in a translation ( by Mr. S. V.

Aiyar ) which appeared in The Pandit: " A wise man ought
not to speak of success as depending on mere accident. Such

a thing would be within the scope, not of human effort, but

of destiny. It cannot be said that it is also within the scope
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of human effort, on the principle that injunction implies

endeavour; for there is no injunction ( dkhydta ) to that effect."

The nyaya probably originated with S'abara who makes use

of it in his blmsya on Jaimini 1. 4. 30, where the reading is

4 &c - The expression
"

^ui" in Tantravdrtika, 2. 2. 27, page 558, line 9, incorporates

the same nyaya.

II

Though a mango-tree is planted for the saJee of its fruit,

yet shade and fragrance are also incidentally produced.

This illustration is employed by Apastamba in his Dharina-

sutra 1. 7. 20. 3 which I quote together with Dr. Buhler's

translation (in Sacred Books of the East, vol. ii):
"

I "^T

"
Worldly benefits are produced as accessories to the fulfil-

ment of the law, just as in the case of a mango-tree, which is

planted in order to obtain fruit, shade and fragrance are

accessory advantages." Plain and intelligible as this is, ifc is

invariably misquoted, and instead of ftftrer ( from the root for

5TSPTOT ) we find frfifo, or the clearly impossible frfa%. The

nyaya is found in S'ankara's bhasya on Brahmasutra 4. 3. 14,

and in every edition known to me the text and comment stand

thus: r^ i\jf?^f^i^ci^g|^icHcM^i^i^Mi-tt7Tnr T 5
<irt

Then the tikakara is made to say." fofa^ 3TRT17% ?T?ftl%

We find it again in Sures'vara's Sambandhavartika,

verses 96 and 97:
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\

II

' '

Here, again, the unfortunate commentator is made to

misquote the Sutra, with frfrr% for ftfrnr, and to give it the

meaning belonging to the latter, namely
"
f^^r df^t.

" Tlie

translator of the vartika was apparently satisfied with the

reading in verse 97, which he rendered " The mango being the

cause &c." But did Sures'vara really put it thus ?

Apastamba's simile is found also in Kamatirtha's comment

on the Veddntasara, page 90 of my edition.

I may add that the verb ftf*T occurs frequently in Vedic

literature, and means to set up, erect, or fix. The root
tj^r

in

combination with the two prepositions srj
and 33; has no place

in the dictionaries, and may be peculiar to Apastamba.

A wet garment collects the dust brought to it from every side

by the wind. This illustration is taken from the Jaina section

of Sarvadars'anasangraha (page 44 of Jivananda's edn). The

text, and Professor Cowell's translation, are as follows:

STToRT ^l

" "As a wet garment

collects the dust brought to it from every side by the wind, so

the soul, wet with previous sins, collects, by its manifold points

of contact with the body, the actions which are brought to it by

yoga. Or as, when water is thrown on a heated lump of iron,

the iron absorbs the water altogether, so the jwa, heated by

previous sins, receives from every side the actions which are

brought by yoga." In a footnote, the Professor adds: "
Yoga

seems to be here the natural impulse of the soul to act."
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When the wind is blowing in the month Ashddha [ i. e. in

the rainy season, when strong winds prevail ] and the lordly

elephant is being driven about, nothing but the sea can

be the final resting place of the donkey. That is to say, if

the mighty elephant can with difficulty withstand the force

of the wind, the puny donkey must inevitably be blown

into the sea ! I am greatly indebted to Mr. D. Sundara

Eajas'arma of Madras for giving me a reference to this

nyaya in the Veddntas'ikhdmani ( a work which I had not

then read). It appears in a passage on page 393, and I

append an extract from Amaradasa's comment on it:

Raghunatha's application of the simile is somewhat different,

and makes it the equivalent of the 5ps[M4|^PN^u|rmq. He

^rlrf^r

STffrT: I

In a manuscript of the S'ikhdmani copied for me in Poona

the nyaya stands thus: "grrere?nd *wftV3 ^EUdte^ ^rf^T

^i^icjpej^ ^rgr." Though partly inaccurate this clearly

furnishes a variant of the simile. The reading of the India

Office manuscript ( No. 568, page 73 b ) differs materially from

above and seems hopelessly corrupt. It puts it as follows:

IM"! I

)J

Does this, in spite of its inaccuracy, indicate the existence

of another variant ?
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II

On one side a tiger, on the other a precipice! A serious

dilemma ! There is a good example in Hemacandra's Paris'i-

staparvan iii. 166: "^mft sfr: Mfrq^ft | ^r I T% SRtfo

f^TT^T ^tr 5ZTTSI ^reit." Another is found in Syadvada-

manjarl, page 151: "a^T^rac^jn^ SWM ^i^d^flitd

5TTBT I

: i ST^T ?T?;T^ SHTM

5rJTT^TT3[Tj^KI u<jaqcqiifci5jiri

r:" II
la the following verse on page 896 of Upamiti-

bhavaprapancd Kathd we have the nyaya as a compound:

The thing wished for is of more importance than the wish

This occurs in Veddntakalpataruparimala, page 56, as

|| Again, on page 62 of the

same:

:" ||
So too, in Ramanuja's Sribhasya, page 31:

I ^-^1^1 ^W|^|U|i|nf(c|||^vij4||ui 5TTT^[f i^ft^" II

This is repeated verbatim in the Ramanuja section of Sarva*

dars'anasangraha, page 69 ( Jivananda's edn).
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When his st<mach is full his coffers are full. Used of a

lazy fellow who has no ambition beyond his daily food. "Whose

god is his belly." It occurs in Hemacandra's Paris'istapa'rvan

iii. 113:
"

c[TRSnJT 4i<{Ul<t fi

II

It is better to beg than to starve. This is one of Raghu
natha's nyayas and he applies it thus:

It is found in Pancadas'l ix. 119, 120:

II

This is another of Raghunatha's grammatical nyayas. It is

not met with in the Mahabhasya, but forms one of Nagoji-
bhatta's paribhasas. The following is Prof. Kielhorn's rendering
of it:

" An apavada, even though the causes of its (application)

are still to present themselves, supersedes a general rule the

causes ( of the application ) of which are already present." In

connection with this paribhasa we have the ^^
which see below.
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u

A rope which binds at both ends. An embarrassing position ;

a dilemma. The following is from the Jaimini section of

Sarvadars'anasangraha (page 133, Bib. Ind.,or 150 of Jlvana-

nda's edition), with Professor Cowell's translation (page 198):

" If you object that non-existence ( or absence ) cannot be a

cause, we reply by asking you whether non-existence can be an

effect or not 1 If it cannot, then we should have to allow that

cloth is eternal, as its 'emergent non-existence' or destruction

would be impossible. If it can be an effect, then why should it

not be a cause also 1 So this rope binds you at both ends."

The earliest occurrence of the nyaya is in Patanjali 6. 1. 68

(vart. 2 and 5); and it is found in Tantravartika 3. 6. 42 (page

1113) as follows:" ?roft q- STTW^lfo ENx^NcMmifd * %
r^mlni frfecVHjj^l g: ^Tg*nTrT:Tren ^r" II

Mandanamis'ra

used it in Vidhiviveha, page 83; and we find instances of it in

Nycuyamanjarl, page 436, line 16; in Kusumdnjali iii. 6

( page 374
);

in the same author's LaJcsanavali, page 56
;
in

Khandana, page 530 ; and in the opening part of CitsvMil

( Pandit, vol iv. page 466
).

A thing that is changed in one part does not thereby become

something else (literally, like something else). For example,

as Patanjali says under 1. 1. 56 ( vart. 10 ), the cutting of a

dog's ears or tail does not turn it into a horse or a donkey, but

it is still a dog ! Other passages of the Mahabhasya where

this paribhasa occurs are as follows: S'ivasutra 2, vartika 4

(i. e. vol. i. page 21 ); 2. 4. 85 ( vart. 10 ); 4. 1, 83; 6. 1. 69
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(vart. 3); 6. 4. 149 ( varfc. 2
);

and 8. 3. 85. The paribhasa is

No 37 in Dr. Kielhorn's edition of the Paribhdsendusekhara,

and my rendering of it is based upon his. It is included in

Raghunatha's list of nyayas, and is quoted as such by Jayanta

Bhatta in Nydyamanjari, page 589, line 6. For further

illustrations of the paribhasa, see under tsn

u

On seeing one thing we are reminded of others connected

urith it. The nyaya is found in this form in the Nydyapradipa
on Tarkabhdsd, page 44, where the presence of smoke is said to

remind the spectator of the invariably connected fire. In

Amaradasa's tlka on S'ikhdmani, page 93, it is quoted as

l^ m.3% ". In both of Raghunatha-
varman's books it appears as

and, in the larger of the two, he illustrates it thus:

Taranatha (
s. v. 5^) quotes the

saying in the form ifo^j-siF^gjM^ &c. He reverses the above

illustration by saying that the elephant reminds one of the

driver; and adds that a word reminds one of its meaning, a

statement which, in these degenerate times, is not universally

true ! See, too, Tdtparyatikd, page 167, line 18.

II

The rule as to the Eapinjalas [ a kind of partridge]. In

Vdjasaneyi-Samhitd xxiv. 20, we read <j^rdN "^f?^^MI-
55^f," and the question arises, hoiu many of the birds are to

be sacrificed ? Jaimini devotes eight sutras [11. 1. 38-45 ] to

the discussion of this point, and finally decides that three, the

lowest figure representing plurality (two being merely duality),

will satisfy the requirements of the s'ruti. S'abara's lengthy

argument is very concisely summed up in the Nydyamdld-
vistara, as follows;
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II

There is an admirable example in NyayaleandaU, page 50,

where, in commenting on Pras'astapada's

^Ml'JII+i^

It is found also in Tantravartika 2. 1. 12
( page 394 ),

and

3. 5. 26 ( page 1049) ;
in Parimala, page 550, line 3; and in

S'ikhamani, page 303. Commenting on Manu viii. 105,

where certain offerings are directed to be made to Sarasvati,

Kulluka decides that, in accordance with the kapinjala-nydya

three are sufficient The nyaya is clearly of the type of

^ IU accord with the MarathI phrase

The simile of the cleansing of a coarse blanket [by beating it

on the feet, and so dusting them at the same time] ! One of the

numerous examples of the accomplishment of two objects by
one operation:

"
killing two birds with one stone." It is found

in S'abara 2. 2. 25 : "grfo ^ ^r sm^ff
^t?T ^ I T +wfi UMH ^^d-^ (^^ frf

I
The ^55 (the ^55 of the

Marathas) is made of extremely coarse and rough material, and
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generally black or black and grey. In the case of the very

poor, it is often their sole garment by day as well as their

only covering at night.

The nyaya of the trumpeting of an elephant. The word

^ is really redundant, since the whole meaning is conveyed
bv i%*T alone 3^ cbfolfiklftMJU: DUt tne addition, in thi s

and similiar cases, is made for some special purpose. Raghu-
natha defines it thus :"ftft|gcHTH>Hmft q^RT tffa S*lf^I'sror-

This

principle may be exemplified by the following verse from

Kdvyaprakds'a vii. 10:

n

Here the author of the Kavyapradtpa remarks (page 295):

too

Udaharanacandrika:"^

The following additional nyayas are cited by Raghunatha
as belonging to the same class: JMfcHl^m,

each case the first word might be omitted without affecting the

meaning.

The law of [ abstention from] the flesh of an animal killed

ivith a poisoned arrow. " Some hold the Kalanja to be the

flesh of a deer killed by a poisoned arrow; others, hemp or bhang;
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others, a kind of garlic." (Cowell's note on page 81 of his

translation of Kusumanjali). But this can hardly be correct

as the garlic and bhang are mentioned in addition. It may be

noticed, however, that dl-a^d is given as an equivalent of ^55^,
the meaning of which is the tobacco plant. It is deduced from

Jaimini 6. 2. 19, 20, an adhikaraua designed to teach the

evil result of doing forbidden things. The words "q- 3*35^

*T%TUH4 T SEpr f J3f5T ^r" are discussed, and the question

arises as to whether this is an instance of
qjcilfl

or of srfcPTOj

whether it means gprgnn bcU4 or *T^rai ?r ^^^^. The subtle

intellect of the Mimamsaka sees a great difference between

these two, the former being something to be done, and the

latter being something to be avoided ! The siddhantin decides

in favour of the latter. I would advise my readers to study

pages 39-41 of Dr. Thibaut's excellent translation of Arthasan-

graha, in order to get, if possible, a clear understanding of

this peculiar tenet. Many years ago, when in India, I heard

a statement made by a Brahman, to the effect that the words

"put no oil in the lamp," did not mean "
don't put oil in the

lamp," but rather "
put in the lamp

"
some "

no-oil "; in other

words, it was not a prohibition of an act but an injunction to

do something ! This is just the position of the Mimanasaka,

who, in regard to the rule that a Snataka must not look at the

rising or setting sun, says that "
not-looking is something to

be done.
"

The above nyaya is quoted by Anandagiri on Brali~

masutrabhdsya 3. 4. 28, and 4. 1. 13, and is found in Sanksepa-

s'wvraka, i 417-420, and in S'ribhdsya 1. 1. 4 (page 687).

Like the erection of a temple including the pot-shaped finial

[ which is placed on the summit at its completion ].
Used

ironically of one who considers that he is doing something as

meritorious as the building of a complete temple.
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In a footnote to page 73 of his translation of Prdbandha-

cintamani, Mr. Tawney says : "Dr. Burgess informs me that

kalas'a is really the finial of the spire, which is shaped like a

vase or urn." Then, on page 135, there is the following foot-

note: "Mr. Cousens writes in a letter, which Dr. Burgess has

kindly shown me, 'I understand that the term kolas'adanda-

pratisthd refers solely to the setting up of the kalas'a or

pot-finial, the danda being the pole or stick which supports the

finial and upon which it is set up. With a small Jcalas'a made

solid, it would not be required, the neck of the same taking its

place, but it is always required with the larger and more com-

plex kalas'as, especially those made of hollow metal." Fre-

quent mention is made by Merutunga of the erection of a sp^r
and E^I as the completion of a temple. The two are mentioned

on pages 119 and 211, whilst on pages 219 and 222 we have

the tfrg^KuiafggT referred to above. On pages 120 and 224,

the ^ECT is mentioned alone. In Hemacandra's Paris'istapar-

van i. 14, we find * for

The illustration occurs in S'arngadhara's tlka on Udayana's
definition of dravya in his Laksandvali ( page 4

). The

definition is
"

?nr goir^TTTOFTRfaqROT 3^T^ ," and, whilst

explaining it, the commentator attacks the views of Citsukha

Muni as follows :

It is necessary here to bear

in mind the tenet of the logicians
"

The Tattvapradipikd, better known as Citsukhl, is described by
Hall as " a confutation of the Nyaya philosophy, on the basis

of the Vedanta." The wrath of the logicians would of course,

therefore, be kindled against it. The passage complained of

above is the s'loka ii. 4 with the vritti. The former stands

thus: "aU'MiytwjkMiyj ^f ^rSFT: I
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The simile of a crow as a destroyer of curds. An example
of upalaksana, where one represents many, or a part stands for

the whole. So if any one were warned to keep the crows off

the curds, it would imply that all other possible raiders were

also to be warded off. It is thus put by Bhartrihari in Vdkya~

padiya ii. 314 :

This is reproduced, with slight variations, in Tantravartika,

page 731, and is quoted in the same form in EhoLmoLtl 1. 4 3

( page 287 ). Raghunatha's application of it is as follows :

The Is'varagUd forms part of the

uttarabhaga of the Kurma Purdna, and the verse here quoted

is xi. 8. In the fourth chapter of Veddntaparibhdsd ( page
285 ) this is given as an example of 'Jahadajahallaksand.

^l****! ^Te

||
This kind of laksand is termed bhdgalaksand in

Veddntasdra 23 ; and bhdgatydgalaksand in Vivaranapra-

meya, page 229. In the i^c^^l^ too, a part represents the

whola

The being something on which a crow is perched. This

illustration seems to have originated with Patanjali, and is

found in Mahdbhdsya 1. 1. 26 ( vartikas 3 and 4 ) :

rT %rI3I I f% <*K"i* I wmq, I Q^d'S^i
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S[f<r I

It occurs in Vivaranaprameyasa'ngraha ( page 195 ) in the

course of a discussion on Badarayana's second sutra: "^:

s'arlmka i 206 :

"
:TRft.

"
Similarly in SanJcsepa-

:" || With slight modifications it is found also in Tantra-

iwrtika, page 277, line 8 :

"

." See, also, Khandana., page 502.

A Nisadl gives birth to a son, and a Nisdda drinks the

decoction of herbs [ prepared for her ] ! For the context of this

see under "
^f^d *r? g^Rt"

The law relating to "the performance of all prescribed acts of

ritual in orderly succession for a particular object before per-

forming the same acts in the same order for a second object."

This is Sir Monier-Williams' definition based on the commen-

tary on As'valayana's Qrihyasutra 1. 24. 7 which prescribes

certain gifts commencing with i%gR and ending with ift. The
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commentator says "s

.

" In a case of this kind, where

there is merely a bestowal of gifts, and not the performance of

sacrificial ritual, the definition given by Molesworth is more

suitable: "The order, when a suit or set of things is to be

given to each individual of a multitude, of giving at once all

the articles composing the suit or set, as distinguished from

The nyaya represents the purport of Jaimini 5. 2. 3. Kunte

says that the word 3rvq|g[f% used in the sutra means Icdnddnw-

samaya. His notes on sutras 1-3 contain some very interest-

ing items of information, of especial value to us of the West,

bee i3Ti<+*4i oelow.

The figure of the laying down of a water- course for irriga-

tion. An example of a thing made for one purpose subserving

other purposes also. It is found in Vivaranaprameyasangraha,

page 118, line 9:

For the source of this nyaya, see 3n*n$

The simile of [the unwitting employment of] base money

[in one's business]. It is used by Kumarila ( in Tantravdrtika

1. 3. 3, page 95 ) in the course of an argument on the relative

value of S'ruti and SmritL He maintains that if any teaching

of the latter is found to be in opposition to that of the former,

it must be given up; just as a man wljo finds that he has been
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using counterfeit coins must at once abstain from so doing.

The portion containing the nyaya is as follows: "sft

In TantravdrtilM 1. 3. 8 (page 149, line 3 from bottom),

Kumarila compares words to coins which can be tested by in-

telligent people. He says : "gre^m^N^ if

The nyaya is found in Nydyamanjarl, page 162, as

follows :

"
jfnft n^l^T^iqHR^^i^i*fi4(f^^T: 3T f^

1

cn^frlfe^ ^TI

5TT I rTT^T^^t ^ T^: sn*TF*Rft;frsft I fZ^Ht-
' ' It occursqoir|t f^f^ccfei^ff^'gl^N^f^ SJTOTSrft cTg?TT^3f5^.
' ' It occurs

again on page 169, line 3, on page 187, line 4 from bottom, and

on page 531, line 1.

The simile of the well-digger. It is applied by Raghunatha
follows:" qpir cfemsii& <rfor t^rf^ ^Tn%:^t5TrrrHT srsn^as follows:" qpir cfemsii& <rfor t^rf^ ^Tn%:^t5TrrrHT srsn^

grrr rrrrf^sifi^f^g^^f%jft ^My^myn^PTg^rJTf^cq^qr-
l^t-^f *HJ5$ f^^ %fe t^ll

" The illustration is as old

as Patanjali who made use of it in the introductory chapter

of the Mahdbhdsya ( vol. i. page 11 ) when discoursing on

the importance of the study of grammar, and on the merit

which accrues to the user of correct J words. He says:

"3TraTwjm<!|
ii=n vrei <s>^5rrr ^T^^T^T i sitsws^TSfRTfcr ^i^ii^w

3TRT% I ?T%^ ^rPt ^ ^f?T ^^ftsS|T^nT5T *T4cM ll^l*^M'i^* ?TS^-
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This is identical in meaning with

for which see the Second Handful. It occurs in Nydyaman-

jari, page 164 :

"
srfr&dMWl 1^^ jj STfftt <TnxT%ofcft *re*rfo

Lower down on the same

page, there is another nyaya of similar import, in the following

verse :

The rule that " whenever it may appear doubtful whether

an operation has reference to that which is expressed by the

technical or to that which is expressed by the ordinary mean-

ing of a particular term, the operation refers (only) to that

which is expressed by the technical meaning of the term in

question." This is Professor Kielhorn's rendering of the nyaya
as quoted in Nagojlbhatta's vritti to Paribhasa ix: "^5

II
It is taken from the

Mahabhasya where it appears several times. In 1. 1. 23

( vart. 3 ), it is followed by the example
"
s5t% Jll'-H^mH^

<E& 3TRf:
" Slradeva includes it in his^collection of paribhasas,

n

Like an impecunious debtor deceiving the money-lenders

with empty promises. This occurs in Atmatattvaviveka, page

20, as follows:" 3p=re<^ife
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Action may vary, but substance cannot. This is plainly
set forth in S'dnJcarabhdsya 1. 1. 2 ( page 37 ) as follows:

3TT

". Similarly in 2. 1. 27 (page 471): "fsfcnfrre ff......

Then, in Anandagiri's comment on 1. 4, 1 ( page 325 ), we

find the expression fc^Nifcn cH^ft^^xiUmicii^," and on

page 359, "^ T% ^^R fw^ts%." It occurs also on the

first page of the Ramanuja chapter of Sarvadars'anasang-

raha: "?f

r ^f^f^ ^i^i<t;." "Nor

should any one say: Granting the impossibility of the co-

existence of existence and non-existence, which are reciprocally

contradictory, why should there not be an alternation between

existence and non-existence, there being the rule that it is

action, not Ens, that alternates ?
"

This rendering is Professor

Gough's. The nyaya is found, too, in S'dstradipikd 1. 3. 8

( page 154, line 6 ), and Naislmrmyasiddhi iii. 82.

II

WIwt connection lias a camel with the lustration of arms ?

None at all
;
and the phrase is used to indicate that certain

things are not connected. The fUMilfeRr ( as described in

chapter 267 of the Agni Purana ) was a ceremony performed

by kings or generals before going forth to battle, and consisted,

of the purification of the component parts of the army, in-

cluding that of the horses, the elephants, and the weapons

The <nQifUMilfaRr is mentioned in Raghuvams'a iv. 25, on
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which Mallinatha remarks:

bhavaprapancd Katha, page 522: "
The illustration appears in Upamiti.

Like scdt on a wound, "$n?^ f^n; has become proverbial,

and means 'to aggravate the pain which is already unbearable,'

'to make bad worse,' 'to add insult to injury'." ( Apte's Dic-

tionary). He cites Uttararamacarita iv. 7: "q- ^ ^ gpT-

I $1% VK&I4KJ4J *n<-T ?T^ M' Also

Mricchakatika V. 18. I have met with it again in Upamiti-

bhavaprapanca Kathd, page 5, verse 42 : "^jsjf ^i^ji^ql^T-

I ^: ^ra" ^fKPf^t f^>=ftrr f^^i:" II
There is

another example on page 993 of the same.

The figure of the infliction of a fine of one hundred on the

Gargas. There are two paribhasas which are frequently found

together in the Mahabhasya, viz. "j^Nj ^l^^f^^llH:" and

T*n%:." Professor Kielhorn (in his transla-

tion of Nagojibhatta ) renders them (the latter slightly modi-

fied) thus: "What is stated (in grammar of several things)

must be understood (to have been stated) of each of them

separately." And "sometimes (it) also ( happens that what is

stated in grammar of several things) must be understood (to

have been stated) of all of them collectively." Patanjali's

illustration of the former is
"

where, of course, each separate person is to be fed; and his

illustration of the latter is "mfi: ^ ^u^HIH," where the

Gargas collectively are to be fined a hundred. The passages

where these occur are 1. 1. 1 (vart. 12); 1. 1. 7 (vart 1); 2. 1.

4; 2. 3. 46; 6. 1. 5 (vart 2); 8. 3. 58; and 8. 4. 2 (vart 3).
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The two paribhasas and examples are quoted by S'abara on

Jaimini 3. 1. 12 ( page 223
),
and the second one is referred to

as follows by Kumarila in his vartika on the same passage

( page 712):" ^: ^^ ^q^ ^ ^ , f^imm

:
I T 3

This paribhasa occurs also in Tantravwrtika 1. 4. 3

( page 294, line 15
), and in 1. 4. 8 ( page 300 ); whilst the

former one is quoted in 1. 4. 18 (page 314).

The simile of a snake lying dead in a hole. It is employed

by Vijnana Bhiksu ( in his Brahmasutrabhasya 1. 1. 2, page

36) when explaining the line
"
Mmi%: ilgVMl

" from the Ndrasimha Purana. He says
"

on page 96 of the same:"^
On the next page we have it again, in a similar con-

nection, as

The rule as to the [application to the] Garhapatya-fire [of a

mantra in which reference is made to Indra]. This represents

Mlmamsasutras 3. 2. 3, 4 where the Vedic mantra "
ftiftH:

"
is discussed. The question

is raised whether, since the mantra makes mention of Indra>

the adoration is addressed to him or to the Garhapatya ( one

6
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of the three sacred fires perpetually maintained by a house-

holder, and from which fires for sacrificial purposes are light-

ed
). Jaimini's decision is in favour of the latter on the ground

that direct enunciation (s'ruti) is stronger than suggestive

power ( linga ). The following extract from Arthasangraha

page 6, with Dr. Thibaut's translation ( page 11 ),
will explain

this:" j

c^t I RPtJ

minima Ml4ci4fr" "Direct enuniciation is stronger than

suggestive power and the other proofs ( by which one thing is

shown to be subsidiary to another
); ...for this reason we do not

conclude at once on the ground of suggestive power that a

verse (apparently) addressed to Indra (that is, a verse con-

taining a mention of Indra's name, or one of his attributes &c.)

is really to be used for addressing Indra; but rather decide if

we find at the same time a direct enunciation as, for instance,

'with a verse bearing Indra's mark he addresses the Garha-

patya', that in consequence of the direct enunciation of the

second case termination ( Garhapatyam ) the verse is subsi-

diary to the act of addressing the Garhapatya-fire." The words

"ft^fR: WT^T SRJj?rn^"j which, amongst other places, are

found in the Atharvasamhita x. 8. 42, are rendered by Pro-

fessor Whitney
" The reposer, the assembler of good things ";

and by Mr. Griffith,
" Luller to rest, and gatherer up of

treasures." As quoted in S'atapatha Brahmana 7. 2. 1. 20,

Pro Eggeling translates it "The harbourer and gatherer of

riches"! Who shall decide between these learned doctors?

The Garhapatyanyaya is explained and applied in Bhamafa

3. 3. 25 ( page 613), and in other works on Vedanta* Owing
to the word i^fr in sutra 3, the adhikarana is sometimes

styled
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The simile of the milk-pail. It is laid down that a sacri-

ficer who wishes for cattle must bring the water for his sacri-

fice in a milk-pail. But that is not done in other cases. The

godohana is therefore used as an illustration of something
which is occasionally, and not universally, connected with

an act or performance as an essential part of it. It occurs

in S'dnkarabhasya 3. 3. 42, as follows: "qfgft <4>n1#omri3r-

fr-

Then, at the close of the same: "<

It appears

again in 3. 3. 65; 3. 4. 45, and in 4. 1. 6. Sures'vara quotes it

also in his vartika on the Brihaddranyakopanisad 3. 3. 51:

For the mantra regarding the use of this pail, see S'abara

and Nyayamdldvistara on Jaimini 4. 1. 2. Other references

to the nyaya are TantravdrtiJca 3. 6. 43 (page 1118); and

Nydyamanjan, page 166, line 4, in connection with which a

verse is quoted from S'lokavdrtika (page 63) where mention

is made of the godohana. Kunte's long note on the sutra of

Jaimini referred to above will be found useful.

II

When a word has both a primary and a secondary mean-

ing, an operation takes effect ( only ) when the word conveys

its primary meaning. This is an abridgment of Professor

Kielhorn's rendering of Nagojlbhatta's fifteenth paribhdsd;

and the following extracts from the vritti may help to explain

it: "A word which is employed in a secondary sense is so
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employed ( only ) because ( the character of that which it de-

notes in ) its primary sense is ascribed ( to that which it denotes

in a secondary sense )." "For example, the word jfr 'ox' con-

veys the secondary meaning 'one who is only fit for bearing

burdens, an unintelligent person,' because (such a person has)

certain qualities such as stupidity &c. (in common with

an ox )".

The nyaya appears in the above form in Mdhdbhdsya 1. 1.

15, and 6. 3. 46
;
but in 1. 4. 108, and in 8. 3. 82, the word sppf

is omitted. In this shortened form it is quoted by Anandagiri

on Brahmasutrdbhasya 1. 2. 13 ( page 185
),

and 1. 3. 14

(page 246). Then in 4. 3. 12, S'ankara says "qj f| g^ g^y-

In Vedantakcdpataru, page 346, line 3, we read : "rg
T I fliui

In S'abara's bhasya on Jamini 3. 2. 1 ( which deals with the

Barhimydya ) we have a very interesting discussion on jn^T

and
g?sq-,

in the course of which he says "^4HftreFT 5^ ^^1-

^f^^.M ?T^:". The conclusion arrived at is thus expressed:

d*#fi'+<?*Hiiui'm*<?M =M<+M

II

The illustration furnished by [the mention of the washing of]

one cup only. This is the title of the adhikarana comprising

Mimamsasutras 3. 1. 13-15 in which the passage relating to the

cleansing of the soma-cups is discussed. The direction given

is "<j3imfc?>ui srt *imi*",
"ne cleanses the cup with a fringed

filtering-cloth." But there are many such grahas in use; is

only one of them to be washed ? The decision is that all may
be cleansed; and this, according to Madhava (who is closely

followed by Krishna Yajvan in the M^mdmsdparibhdsd), is
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because one represents the whole, and also on the ground of

the rule that "a subordinate act is to be repeated in the case

of each principal thing." The cup is here the 'principal,' and

the act of cleansing is 'subordinate,' and is therefore to be

repeated until each one has been cleansed. The passage stands

thus in the Nyayamalavistara:" iigfofo Qrfl-^1 JTfST%?renn

Kumarila explains this in the following karika of Tantra-

vdrtika 3. 1. 14:

For further applications of the nyaya by him, see pages 339

(line 4 from bottom) and 551 (line 13). For its use outside

the Mimarnsa, see Nyayamanjari, page 287, line 4; and

Vedantas'ikhamani, page 120. The grammarian Nages'a-

bhatta, too, in his exposition of Kaiyata on 1. 1. 14 (page 319)

writes thus : "j

II See, too, Kaiyata on the closing

part of Patanjali 1. 1. 69 ( vol. i. p. 169 b of Benares edition
;

or page 450 ( column 1 ) of the Nirnayasagar edition of 1908).

Like a delineation on stone. Used of something unalter-

ably fixed, "^jqrt <^$4mi4 snsK-dMsrr 5 ft i *R"i 5Rr rrra

arrfsor ^^ jfifi^H.-" Paris'istaparvan xii. 275. Compare
Job's words (

xix. 23 ) : "Oh that my words were now written

that with an iron pen and lead they were graven in

the rock for ever."

* For this, see below.



The simile of Sanded-oil Badarayaua uses this as an illus-

tration in sutras 2. 3. 23, 24. As the application of a drop of

the oil to one part of the body produces a pleasant sensation in

the whole of it, so soul, abiding in one part, namely in the

heart, is yet perceived as present in the entire frame.

S'ankara's exposition of the former sutra is as follows :

3 1 ftH *J I (gl <(

( i iHni Irf

II

The simile of a woman in a picture. An illustration of

that which has only an appearance of reality. Raghunatha
connects with this the M^M^^m and f^i^rM^, and, in his

larger work, ^Nl^fcg: is quoted as follows: "f^wi^

Like his other quotations from Vasistha, this,

too, is from the Yogavasistha, where it stands as verse 4. 18. 69.

Others of alike nature are 4. 1. 11 and 12: "

I f^^^l+C ^ ^RRT?TqTi?f^" II Also

6. 57. 28; "f^rrf^Tft flwt ?TTT

The illustration of a shadow mistaken for a she-goblin!

It is found in Nrisirnhasarasvati's commentary on the last sec-

tion of the Vedantasara, as follows :
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ktR

The simile of a gourd in water. The idea is that of a

gourd, thickly covered with mud, and therefore sinking in the

water, but gradually resuming its buoyancy as the mud is

washed oft The Digambara Jains use the figure to illustrate

the release of the soul from the encumbrance of the body.

Raghunatha puts it thus:"^

This description, without mention of the nyaya, is found in

very similar language in the Jaina chapter of Sarvadars'ana-

sangraha ( page 48 of Jivananda's edition ),
and also in Veddn-

talcalpataruparimala, for which see the

below. The former passage is as follows: "SHIT

The figure of the castor-oil seed is found in the

Parimala passage also. The term sfsiteransr which appears in

Raghunatha's definition, is the name of a subdivision of one of

the five categories (astikaya) of the Jaina system. It is explain-

ed as follows by Anandagiri on Brahmasutrabhdsya 2. 2. 33

(page 563 ) : "sn^T^TTT^l^FTt t^
This is
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referred to in a verse quoted by Madhava in the immediate con-

text of the passage already cited from the Sarvadars'ana-

sangraha, namely : "?T?cn *TWTT te&^ ^S^r^r JTfi: I srenfa

5T forfr% c^l^PFRWHTrTr:" II Professor Cowell's rendering

is: "However often they go away, the planets return, the sun,

moon, and the rest; but never to this day have returned

any who have gone to Alokakas'a." This should of course be

Alokakas'a, as the long vowel includes the preposition an

'up to,' 'as far as,' "those who have reached Alokakas'a" (srr

The law regarding the oblation on the birth of a son. This

is the subject of Jaimini 4. 3. 38, 39. The question arises

whether the offering is for the benefit of the father or the son

( cRl *I^: fo*nc*rft:2fer&re 33 gsifarSRRTra
1

), and the answer is

that it benefits the latter. In the commentary on Lafoanavali

this is applied as follows:"^

The story of the son-in-law's revision [of a book} This

is the original of the Marathi NdNsfefcr which Molesworth

defines as " A phrase, founded on a popular story, to express

the examination of a piece of a composition by a shallow-witted

fellow incapable of discerning its merit." The popular story, as

given on pages 6-9 of Merutunga's Prabandhacintamani, is to

the effect that Vararuci, having been instructed by Vikrama-

ditya to find a suitable husband for his daughter, the princess

Priyangumanjari, he in revenge for a supposed insult offered
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him by her when his pupil, palmed off upon her an ignorant

cowherd as a man of learning ! The king accepted him, and he

became his son-in-law.
" In accordance with the advice of the

pandit, the herdsman preserved unbroken silence; bub the

princess, wishing to test his cleverness, entreated him to

revise a newly-written book. He placed the book in the palm

of his hand, and with a nail-parer proceeded to remove from

the letters in it the dots and the oblique lines at the top

indicating vowels, and thus to isolate them, and then the

princess discovered that he was a cowherd. After that the

'son-in-law's revision' became a proverb everywhere." This

quotation is from Mr. C. H. Tawney's admirable translation of

Merutunga's work; the original being as follows:
"

In the subsequent part of the story we are informed that

the cowherd eventually became the famous poet Kalidasa!

For a similar account from a Buddhist source, see Indian

Antiquary, vol iv. page 103; also vol vii. page 116.

II

Knowledge [of Brahma] abolishes nothing but the ignorance

[which obscures that Impersonality]. This is a bit of Vedant-

ism pure and simple, and has scant claims to a place amongst

popular maxims. It is admitted solely because Raghunatha

includes it in his list. His explanation is as follows: "5

i r
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The so-called nyaya is found in Vivarawprameyasangraha,

page 8, line 9, and in Pancapadikd, page 1.

fo*rre: n

The ^m>cfc or ^rr^, is a sort of small drum, shaped like an

hour-glass, and held in one hand: The ?rfo *s
>
* suppose, the

small piece of wood attached to the string tied round the

middle of the drum, which strikes each end alternately as it is

shaken in the hand, and thus fulfils a double purpose. The

garudls, or conjurors, use a drum of this kind
;
and Apte's

dictionary tells us that the Kapalikas carry one. (For a

description of the latter, see Wilson's Religion of the Hindus

Vol. i. pages 21 and 264.) The nyaya is found in Syddvdda-

manjarl, page 84, where in explaining the words "ftajgTT'sn-
" in Hemacandra's eleventh karika, Malliseua says,

See the nyaya "srT^^nrf ^r^n^" and compare also, the

a page 35 of Syadvddamanjari.

The simile of a young bird which [ has got out to sea on a

floating log and
]
is unable to discover the shore. Its applica-

tion is obvious. It occurs in the second line of verse 19 of

Hemacandra's in Syadvddamanjarl, as follows :

"
dd^idl^fcV

Mallisena explains it thus: -
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The principle of meditation on that [viz. Brahman], Or, one

who meditates on that. This is taken from Brahmasutra

4*. o. 15, 3iRnl cfrl<s <sl
rU^l*<oll

The bhasya on the last term is as follows :

"

'ft

". I subjoin Dr. Thibaut's rendering,

with a few additions of my own in parentheses. "The words,

'and the meditation on that/ state the reason for this twofold

relation [viz. of those who meditate on Brahman with qualities,

and those who worship by means of symbols or images]. For

he whose meditation is fixed on Brahman reaches lordship like

that of Brahman, according to the scriptural relation,
' In what-

ever form they meditate on him, that they become themselves.'

In the case of symbols, on the other hand, the meditation is not

fixed on Brahman, the symbol being the chief element in the

meditation. But scripture says also that persons whose mind

is not fixed on Brahman go to it
;
so in the knowledge [ rather,

the doctrine (vidya)] of the five fires, 'He leads them to

Brahman.' This may be so where we observe a direct scrip-

tural declaration. We only mean to say that, where there is

no such declaration, the general rule is that those only whose

purpose is Brahman [i. e. whose mind is fixed on B.] go to it,

not any others." This is a noteworthy passage. It practically

condemns the use of symbols, or images, in worship, by declar-

ing that the mind of the upasaka is directed to the pratika,

and not to Brahman (or Is'vara). The s'ruti,
"

q^T ?*ftqmd

&c.," which is quoted also in 3. 4. 52, may mean much more

than S'aakara sees in it; for it is an undoubted fact that, in
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{he present life, the worshipper becomes assimilated to the

object of his worship ;
that the characteristics of that object, as

conceived by him, become his own characteristics ;
and that a

man never rises above the moral or spiritual level of that

which he worships. This was clearly set before the Jewish

nation in the teaching of Psalms cxv and cxxxv, where,

with reference to the making and worshipping of images, we

read "They that make them shall be like them, every one that

trusteth in them "
( Revised version ).

The H^r^i-n, which, in its full form seems to be dc

(as in Anandagiri on the closing part of 4. 3. 15), is constantly

quoted in the Veddntakalpataruparimala. It will be found

on pages 229 (three times), 230 (line 9), 235 (line 11 ), 246

( line 6 ), 478 ( line 1 ), 591 ( line 4 from bottom
), 669 (line 10),

and 730 ( lines 9 and 15
).

Also Pancadas'i ix. 145.

: II

The principle that there is another scriptural passage

declaratory of it ( namely, of the secondary matter connected

with a sacrifice, such as the deity to whom it is offered, the

materials to be used, &c). The nyaya represents Jairnini's

sutra 1. 4. 4 ( dcM^-4 t>M3IHsl*O> and is one of the four means

by which Mimamsakas prove that an injunction comes under

the head of n7T^T ('name'), and is not a
5jun%fe ('an

injunction relating to the accessories of the sacrifice,' provision

being made for them in other scriptural passages ). The three

other tests are styled *|c^iwm ('possessive indication')

qiH<*<<j ('split of the sentence' caused by the inclusion of two

or more distinct topics); and d^M^I^H ( which see below
).

The following extracts from the Arthasangraha, with Dr

Thibaut's renderings, illustrate the nyaya.
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^ I

II ( Page 4 )

" That injunction which merely indicates the general nature

of some action is called
'

originative injunction/ as, for instance,

the passage 'He is to offer the Agnihotra oblation.' But it

may be objected, the two forms (aspects) of a sacrifice are

the material ( offered ) and the divinity ( to whom the material

is offered
).

How then can the passage
' He is to offer the

Agnihotra-oblation,' in which neither of these two forms is

mentioned, be considered an originative injunction, the word

Agnihotra ( which seemingly indicates the divinity of the

sacrifice, viz. Agni ) being merely a name ( and not indicating

the divinity ) according to the principle of ( the existence of

another scriptural passage ) declaratory of it. To this objection

we reply: The passage is an originative injunction although

neither of the two forms of the sacrifice is mentioned in it.

Otherwise the passage
' He is to perform the oblation by means

of sour milk' would have to be considered as the originative

injunction ( of the Agnihotra ) as it contains a statement of one

of the two forms ( viz. the material ), and then the passage
' He

is to offer the Agnihotra' would be purposeless." ( Page 7 ).

Again on page 20 of the same:

" In the same manner the pieces of. firewood called samidh

and other things are established as the divinities of the Prayaja

oblations by means of the Mantras ' the samidhs may partake

of the butter &c.,' and therefore the words 'samidh' &c. which

occur in the injunctions
' He sacrifices the samidh &c,' are to
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be taken as names of certain sacrifices (not as denoting

secondary matters) on account of another scriptural passage

declaratory of it"

The nyaya is explained in almost identical language in

Apadeva's work Mrnidmsdnydyaprakds'a, and is applied in

Veddntalcalpataruparimcda, page 150, line 7. We find it,

also, in Nages'a's Uddyota (vol. 3. page 623), under sutra 2. 3. 3.

One who takes the place of somebody else takes upon

himself also the functions of the latter. This is Professor

Kielhorn's rendering of the maxim as found in Nagojlbhatta's

comment on paribhasa CXVL It may have originated with

Kaiyata. On Paiiini's sutra 1. 1. 56 (^IM^|V-!|: &c
-) Katyayana

say8 *?i !**! i^i 'i*4r;<3 1 ^ 1 c

Patanjali follows with the remark "

I ?T?rfT I

Then Kaiyata says

RTT^rr ^T^ff^Jnrt ?E:" n

Under sutra 1. 1. 4, Nages'a Bhatta prepares us for this with

the remark (on page 209 of his Pradipoddyota) "awHsfl

II

This nyaya, which is found in VeddntaJcalpataruparimala,

page 581, line 9, and again in line 8 of the next page, is taken

from the d<*lfed<-cMN of Jaimini 5. 1. 23, 24, the BI^MI^I|-
mMlTUm*llRN*m which Kunte renders "The subject of the

forward transference of acts which follow the Anuyaja-offerings

and the backward transference of acts which precede Prayaja-
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offerings together with the offerings themselves." Regarding the

he says : "Tadddi signifies the first part of

that ; the Tadanta signifies the last part of that These are

Bahuvrihi compounds, and therefore signify that of which the

first part is taken, and that of which the last part is taken.

When forward transference is to be made, the Tadadi is taken

and when backward transference is to be made, the Tadanta is

taken. The following illustration will explain this. When the

Anuyaja-offerings are to be transferred in point of time, the

Suktavaka and the Shanyuvaka which follow it, are to be

transferred along with it, because the Anuyaja is the first part.

Again, when Prayaja-offerings are to be transferred in point of

time, the Aghara and the Samidheni which precede it, are to

be transferred along with it, because the Prayaja is the last

part."

The law that a certain thing is seen to appear when a

certain other thing appears [thus establishing a connection

between them]. Raghunathavarman expounds it thus:

t." I have met with it in the

following passage of the Tantravdrtika ( page 348 ), and

quote Prof. Ganganath Jha's translation of it:

"The Root and the Afiix are always found to appear in a

definite order of sequence ; and, as a matter of fact, we find
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that it is only when the Affix is heard to be pronounced, that

we have an idea of the Bhdvana; and this, too, leads us to

the conclusion that the Bhavana is denoted by the affix.

Because the invariable concomitance of any two objects is not

only such that one cannot exist in the absence of the other,

but also of a kind which we find in the present case, where

we find that it is only where a particular word the Affix for

instance is pronounced that there is a denotation of the

Bhdvana ; and as such, in accordance with the rule that when

one object is always seen to appear when another appears,

there is always an invariable concomitance between the two,

we must admit that the Bhdvana is denoted by the Affix."

(p. 483).

I may add that the passage here cited from the Tantra-

vdrtika is closely connected with that quoted under the nyaya

:" which see below.

The principle of a name indicating resemblance to some-

tiling. This is the title of Jaimini's sutra 1. 4. 5, where the

sentences

and "
srtte Trarf^^H-M^H

" are discussed, and it is decided that

3*fa5 'H-^l? and jft are not the materials of the various sacrifices,

but their names. This is well put in Colebrooke's Essay on the

Mimamsa :

"
It is a question whether the hawk-sacrifice ( s'yenaydga )

which is attended with imprecations on a hated foe, be

performed by the actual immolation of a bird of that kind.

The case is determined by a maxim that 'a term intimating

resemblance is denominative.' Hawk, then, is the name of

that incantation;
'

it pounces on the foe as a falcon on his prey."

So tongs is a name for a similar incantation
;

' which seizes the

enemy from afar as with a pair of tongs'; and cow, for a sacrifice

to avert such imprecations."
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This nyaya, as pointed out under cfcjusq'??^ *8 one ^ ^e

proofs applied in the Mimamsa in support of the rwfefcr divi-

sion of the Veda, and Laugaksibhaskara ( on page 20 ) explains

it thus:

i w

Tfcr" n

In this passage, and in a similarly worded one in Apadevi,

is given as the equivalent of sq-q^r, whilst Kumarila

employs ^n^-q
1

. The dictionaries, however, are silent as to any
such sense of the word. In his translation Dr. Thibaut renders

it
"
comparison."

Hot goes with hot. Like loves like. This is found in the

following passage of Bhcimatl 3. 3. 25 ( page G20 ):

"
^ ^

1

. II

" Mr. M. R. Telang has given me another excellent

example in Vikramorvas'l ii. 16: "
^Fn^Roits^vr^n: 5Toi*r:

nT^TT SfjTFT ^fN"^.
"

Compare, too, "^ ^rf

of Mricchakatika; (page 40). It might be used as

the equivalent of "Birds of a feather flock together"?

The simile of
[
a drop of

] water consumed by hot -iron

[when thrown upon it]. Kamtlrtha employs it when expounding
the words "

q 333 SJTUTT asGWl^l" *n tne ^ast section of the

Vedantasara. He says :

8
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In Nrisimha-

sarasvati's comment on the same portion the nyaya is expanded
and made clearer :

Neither of them, however, was the originator of the simile
;

for it is clearly an adaptation of the line
"

<if?dETI
J-jfa

rimftr ^ ^T^%
" which forms the commencement of

Pancatantra i. 250, and also of Bhartrihari's Nltis'atcika 67.

The illustration [ of the co-existence ] of light atid darkness.

It is found in Pancapadika, page 3, as follows :

"

I

3fifn *i-

The substance of this is reproduced in Vivaranaprameya-

sangraha, page 10.

The custom of taking grass in the mouth [ lit. of eating

grass ],
as a token of submission. This interesting illustration

is found in Prabandhacintdmani, page 93 : trf^OTrft 1% 5^^
5TMT?d" rJ&HTSnJTTc^ I <JiiT^T?T: H^d ^^'^ T^R: ^T^.

' ' ^r -

Tawney renders it thus: "Since even enemies are let off, when

near death, if they take grass in their mouths, how can you slay

these harmless beasts [deer &c.] which always feed on grass ?
"

In a note on page 210, it is stated that we have here an allusion

to a most ancient custom. There is a reference to it in Harsa-
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carita ( Bombay edn. 1892 ) page 132, line 11, on which, the

translators, Cowell and Thomas, remark,
" To carry a straw in

the mouth was a sign of surrender
; compare Acworth's Mara-

tha Ballads, page 43 :

' And '

twixt the teeth a straw is fit

For curs who arm but to submit.'
"

These two lines are deduced from the three words "

301
" of the original.

Merutunga refers to this custom again on page 300 :

"

" Grass is now worshipped in Paramardin's city, be-

cause, when taken in the mouth, it preserved our lord Paramar-

din from Prithviraja, the king of men." (Tawney's translation,

page 189 ).

The late Colonel Meadows Taylor, who was so thoroughly

acquainted with Indian life, put the following into the mouth

of one of his characters in Seeta ( chapter xLvii ) :

" We have

a good many prisoners, for I could not kill the wretches who

had put grass in their mouths and were crying for quarter."

The certainty of the non-appearance of shoots from grains

of rice spoilt by [ contact with ] oil. It occurs in Vedanta*

kalpataru, page 545, line, 17 :

*'

forrerNW-tHfl; <*mfo cT3T%-

In

S'dnJcarabhdsya 2. 3. 31, we read :

[i ii<^vq i w*f^T^T T ii^ 4

Of the snf| in M^I^MI^ Anandagiri says :

"

:"
^ee a^so Nyayamakaranda, page 60. Compare

the jf^fj^flid^l^Kl^ll^HHJrT'lTT) in Second Handful.
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it

The simile of the burnt seed. An illustration of that which

has for ever ceased to be an operative cause. It appears in a

verse of Syadvadamanjari, page 208 :

cHIT ^^ T (tffrf ^qi^t: II

The following is from the Prabandhacintdmani, page 206 :

u

Merutunga ascribes it to a Puraiia. Vijnana Bhiksu quotes

from some Smriti another of a like kind, under Yoyavartika

ii. 3:

See also a verse ascribed to a Charvaka in Prabodhacandro-

daya, page 35.

n n

That which is given once is received back a thousand tiines.

This is found in Merutunga's work, page 266, and I append
Mr. Tawney's rendering: "^sj ^t^q^Fn^:^^ afddlff

"
Then, when Vlradhavala's life was approaching its termina-

tion, Tejahpala, who was on his way to a holy place, in accord-

ance with the proverb that what is given once is received back

a hundred (?) times, gave him the merits of his last birth."

Though the illustration is fable, the principle is true.
"
Give,

and it shall be given unto you ; good measure, pressed down,
and shaken together, and running over, shall men give into

your bosom." Among the Turks there is the saying "Who gives

alms sows one and reaps one thousand." ( Rev. T. Long's

Eastern proverbs and emblems, page 187).
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To sleep like a debtor whose debt has been paid. To sleep

like a top! It occurs in Hemacandra's Paris
1

'istaparvan, ii. 563:

Curds and ciwumber are fever personified ! That is, they

cause fever. This is found in Mahabhdsya 1. 1. 59 ( vartika

6\ and 6. 1. 32 ( vart 6), as follows :

"

i ^fa5i3*i srcq'^ft 3^: i

I 5Tfp^ TTTT: I TTTTTTTTI iT^rf I

RU<-df^fd 5TT^ra"|| Tnis closely resembles Raghunatha's

?f^t 3^?: which I have not yet met with anywhere,

See srr^ an(^ 55T^ sftwn in Second Handful.

The forest-fore which destroys the seeds of the Ratan is also

[ by that means
]
the promoter of the growth of another form.

[namely, the plantain]. This is found in Citsukhl L 15, as

follows: "q^sn

The same idea, with the express mention of the plan-

tain tree, is found under i. 14, and also in the following passage

of the Nydyavartihttcitparyatika page 57: "%

*TWTTT?ra>^j;-" The same passage is found in Bhdmatl page

18, line 7; and, one of the same nature, in S'ikhdmani, page

134, line 8; whilst, in Sarvdrthasiddhiii. 46 (page 207), Venkata

says "^rqfNr^FJT^T ***ri^rc*3T3*^ 5^.
' ' See also Maniprabhd

ill 14 (page 55), and NydyamaJMranda, page 75, line 6.
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The illustration of the eating of an elongate [confection

called ] S'askuli [ said, by the commentator on Yajnavalkya-
smriti i. 173, to be ^q-gjjfhsfTT^PT*: ]

The nyaya is well

defined in the following extract from the Vis istadvaitin (vol.

i. p. 102), for which I am indebted to my friend Dr. Grierson:
" S'ashkuli is a stick-like edible, which a person begins to eat

from one end. While he so eats there are several sensations

present, such as the hardness or the softness of the thing ;
its

surface, round, square &c., uniform or indented; its taste, smell,

color &c. All the sensations do not affect the person simul-

taneously, but one after another. When he is intent on the taste,

he is non-intent on the color
;
when he is intent on the smell

he is non-intent on the surface
; though all the sensations seem

to come to him simultaneously, by reason of the infinitesimal

interval of time dividing one sensation from another."

Nydyasutra i. 16 defines Mind as that in which knowledge

[ of more things than one ]
does not arise simultaneously ;

and

we find the following in Mallinatha's comment on Tdrkikara-

hsa 29, where that sutra is referred to : "^

SF^nft AlTOlftWHt^ fT% KJ+H^ldHj
'

II Again, in the Nydya-

pradipaon the definition ofm^jL in Tar/<;a&/iasa(p.l26)weread:

im

In a discussion on the same subject in Nydyamanjarl page

497, Jayanta Bhatta brings forward three examples of appar-
ent simultaneity, the first of which is quaintly versified as

follows ;
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II

The illustration of distant trees [ i. e. of two trees standing

apart, but which, owing to their distance from the spectator,

seem to be one
]. It is contained in the Laukikanydyaratnd-

kara ( 10 MS. 582, page 219 a
),

but not in the smaller work.

Its author most probably derived it from Citsulthl, where the

following passage is found at the beginning of the second

chapter :

"
$fMfr

ll
The Muni then quotes

Sdnkhyakdrikd vii. "sn%^n^ &c."; and the same karika, with

a somewhat similar context, is cited in the Purnaprajna section

of sarvadars'anasangraha. The simile of the two trees is met

with in the much older work Sanltsepas'driraka (i. 44), name-

ly : "^7^^fR3 ^T^Tfd =1tcjlt^cl%^t T cfef^^fTS^T^
1 ^ ^ T:"||

We have it again in the Pancapddika ( page 7, line 13).

It is interesting to compare with Is'varakrisna's causes of

anupalabdhi those assigned by Patanjali in Mahdbhdsya 4. 1. 3

(vol. ii. page 197). He says : "t

The figure of Devadatta's bravery. Equivalent to Horace's

"Cselum non animum mutant, qui trans mare currunt." The

illustration is used by S'ankara in his bhasya on Brahma'

Sutra 3. 3. 10: "i

yuNdV ir^T^rT^Tri; i ?r

* l'rl<si S3*i ^
'

The cj-d^Tl^rft^H is

mentioned again in the bhasya on the next sfitra. Compare
with this the following from Tantravdrtika, 3. 6. 41 ( page

1108) :

"
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See, also, Slokavartika, page 780
;
and compare

the following from Mahdbhasya 1. 1. 1
( vart. 13)': "^ ^ ^t

I cTOSIT I ^^TU Jp^srf'T vH<fe|

Commenting on this, Kaiyata says :

II

The illustration of the slaying of the murderer of Devadatta.

The point is that the death of the murderer does not bring his

victim to life again. It is applied by Raghunatha as follows :

He probably took it from Nagojlbhatta's comment

onparibhdsa LXIV [ ji|HolM^^|UiMm-d: &a, which see above]

where it reads thus :

"
g

rR?T 3 ^T^ ^^$|^|^^H4^" || Nagqji, on the other hand,
derived it from the Mahabhasya, where (in 1. 1. 57, vartika 4)
it appears as "^ 44^^ 1 1^^cc< i ^^4w srr^vrHr *r^% I * ff ^^^
f^t f^ ^T?TFT STTf^THt wrfiT." So, too, in 6. 1. 86 (vart. 3).

It is quoted in the consolidated form in Pradlpoddyota 1. 1. 5

( page 213).

C* II

A persistent state of cognition. This is Mr. Arthur Venis'

rendering of the expression as it occurs in Veddntaparibhasd

(The Pandit, vol. iv., page 105), and he elucidates it in a foot-

note as follows : "It may be described as a series of states

throughout which the same object is presented in consciousness.

Each state of consciousness lasts only for a moment, a kshana

or unit of appreciable time, and perishes. A second state then

succeeds and is lost, and so on." We find the expression ( in

the plural ) in the Prakaranapcmcikci, page 127, and as

on page 40; whilst, on page 56, the author
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refers to it as the VKHif^brqi4|. I have met with it elsewhere

also. Yet, strange to say, the Vacaspatyam is the only Sanskrit

dictionary that contains it. The term vmmfei^(with
O

cfr%3 also)

is there defined as "^H<m TTrj% *fruilN^i ^I^H ^," and

then follows a quotation from Vedantaparibhasa which imme-

diately succeeds that referred to above: "f%^ fa<l-d >=rnrr-

T

rj TTTT"] "Moreover, according to (Vedantic) tenet,

there is no variation of knowledge in the case of a persistent

cognition ;
but as long as there is a presentation of the jar so

long the modification of the internal organ in the form of the

jar is one and the same and not various
"

(Venis). As found

in Marathi, it has the meaning
" Closeness or intentness of

thought; undiverted and unintermitting prosecution (of any

subject of meditation or study)" ( Molesworth). Strictly speak-

ing, I ought not to include this expression in my pages; but as

Bohtlingk, Monier-Williams, and Apte have ignored it, I admit

it in the hope that it may assist some perplexed student of

Indian philosophy. And let me add that readers of Mr. Venis'

excellent translations will find there many valuable explanations

of technicalities, which they will search for in vain elsewhere.

Acts which impel others to action are not always of the same

kind. This is the first line of a verse in Rumania's S'loJca*

vartika ( page 710
),

the context of which is as follows :

urar *?^T sr*% t^f srfrT 11

II
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A remark of S'ankaracharya's in his comment on Mundaka-

Upanishad 3. 1. 1, illustrates this. He says :

"

Water in a bed of reeds is disease of the feet. That is, it

causes disease in the feet. See

The simile of a dancer. One dancer gives pleasure to many

spectators, just as one lamp gives light to many persons. It

occurs in Jaiminfyanydyamdldvistara 11. 1. 10 as follows:

The last pada is thus explained:
"

Of the same kind, apparently, is the following expression

of the NydyavdrtiJca i. 10 (page 70) : "$d*&dMi f^RW^-
", which is reproduced in the

Nydyavdrtikatdtparyatilcd, page 354 ( line 9 from bottom ) in

these words: "^E^T *TOT
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The simile of a camel with a rope fastened in its nostrils. It

found in verse 78 of Tattvamuldavali :

" He under whose control is that mighty illusion which de-

ceives the three worlds, He is to be recognized as the Supreme

Lord, the adorable, essentially thought, existence, and joy ;
but

he who is himself always under her control, like a camel drawn

by a string through his nostrils, is to be recognized as the indi-

vidual soul, vast indeed is the difference between the two."

The translation is Prof. Cowell's. The dictionaries give refer-

ences to three works where the figure is used, but always as

T^flcfj and, either in text or comment, applied to a bullock, not

to a camel The passages will be found in Tait. Samhitd 2. 1.

1. 2, Vanaparva xxx. 26, and Bhdgavata Purana 6. 3. 12.

The second one reads thus :

TM: ^5T ^ sfaft ST^flRr ^ *ftPf:" II

Compare, too, Magha xii. 10, with its description of a vain

attempt to load a pack-bullock though held by its nose*cord

II

One does not need a looking-glass in order to look at a

bracelet on the wrist. The nearest approach to this that I have

met with is in the Karpuramanjarl, page 17, line 2 ;

"

which is, in Sanskrit,
"
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?r ft

If a man has lost a cowrie he does not spend a kdrshdpana
in the search for it. That would be like expending a sovereign

in order to recover a farthing ! It occurs in the following por-

tion of S'abara's bhashya 4. 3. 39 :

"

ff ufa^raGnT^^
1

fj^f R^Kf^33^n[% U

A things not being heard in one place does not get rid of

the fact of its being heard elsewhere. This is applied by
S'ankara in Brahmasutrabhdsya 2. 4. 1 ( page 681 ) as

follows: "
^l

ff

It is quoted as a nyaya in Vaiyasikanyayamala 2. 3. 2

(sutraS). Compare with it S'lolcavdrtika iv. 161: "r

and see Dr. Ganganath Jha's rendering of that and the

previous verse.

Compare too a saying of Vacaspatimis'ra's on Yogabhdsya
ii. 22 :

"

u

^lw Iguana creeping along does not on that account become

a snake. This is found in Mahdbhdsya 1. 1. 23 (4) as follows:

"T MgC^^tM^d^^d^T^T^^% ^% *rNTT

." The same passage reappears

in 1. 3. 12 (5), and in 6. 1. 50.
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A man who is already in a village does not express a longing

to get there, such as a man might who was out in the jungle !

This is found in, Brihadaranyakabhdsya 1. 3. 28, page 87:

A man who has three sons could not be designated as a

man with two sons. Therefore, if an order were given to

bring the father of two sons, it would not do to bring one

who had three ! This nyaya of Raghunathavarman's, taken

from the Kds'ikdvritti ( with the substitution of 3j?ai% for 5>rT-

), is based on the words "r f|

which form part of Patanjali's comment on Panini's

sutra 6. 4. 96 (gT^sbaUM^Hfl). The meaning of that sutra is

that when the affix sf ( i. e. the krit- affix ST ) follows, the root

(technically described as sif^ ) is shortened to ^ when there

are not two upasargas. So we say M^d, and ^??TES^; but

HjjM^ld because there are two upasargaa But would the root

vowel be shortened if there were more than two upasargas?

No
; for we say ^^'-lim^ld. Yet the sutra seems to make no

provision for this. Patanjali comments on it as follows :

| q-

u

Patanjali was fond of this kind of illustration. The follow-

ing one is employed again and again in various parts of the

bhasya, and always in connection with the paribhasa,

It reads thus : "3T5n
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fjtffr *Rfrf." It occurs in 3.

I. 12 (vart. 4); 3. 3. 19; 6. 1. 45; 6. 1. 71 (vart. 7); 6. 1. 135

(vart. 12
); 6. 3. 34 (vart. 7 ); 7. 1. 37 (vart. 7). The words

appear also in 2. 2. 6. The paribhasa just quoted

is rendered by Prof. Kielhorn thus :

"
( An expression ) formed

by the addition of the negative^ or ( of the particle of com-

parison ) ^ ( to some word or other ) denotes something which

is different from and yet similar to ( what is denoted by the

latter), because it is so that (such expressions) are ( generally )

understood (in ordinary life)." With the paribhasa, Nagoji
has also taken the illustration. In Kaiyata's comment on a

portion of the bhasya under sutra 1. 1. 57 we find the expres-

sion "^

ft

From hearing the unfamiliar word 'cow', an inhabitant

of Cocoanut Island would gain no perception of an object pos-

sessed of a hump &c. This sentence is found in the Nyaya-
vartilca on sutra 3. 1. 67. Again, in Pras'astapada's Vais'esika-

bhasya, page 182, we read : "a^Mfc^sft ^ft&Ssfrrerf^R;

The

commentator, S'ridhara, remarks on this: "c

With some hesitation I have admitted the above into my col-

lection of 'inferences from familiar instances,' on account of the

reference to the unfamiliar Cocoanut Island, and its cow-less con-

dition ! The following passage from Professor Beal's translation

of Hiuen Thsang's work ( Vol. ii. page 252 ) is suppossed to

refer to this island : "The people of this island are small of

stature, about three feet high ;
their bodies are those of men, but

they have the beaks of birds; they grow no grain, but live only
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on cocoanuts." The editor and translator of Itsing's Record

thinks that the island in question is one described by that pil-

grim as lying to the north of Sumatra, and therefore probably

one of the Nicobar group. See page xxxviii of that work.

Jayanta Bhatta refers more than once to the ignorance of these

islanders. See Nyayamanjarl page 118, line 5; page 121, line

23
;
and page 391. Also Tdtparyatikd, p. 66. In Sarvdrtha-

siddhi, page 561, amongst strange things found in ordinary life>

Venkatanath includes
"
^ir&^^l

It is interesting to note that, according to Pras'astapada ( page

267, line 6), the people of south India were at that time as

unacquainted with the camel as those islanders were with

the cow ! Srldhara says : "gft ^r

f ff ^T^lf T^rf%3HKWH
It is not likely that a man who could flee on his feet woidd

crawl on his knees. This is a part of S'ankara's argument on

Brahmasutra 3. 1. 10:

I T % T^TT ^^11^5 MK-M^|U|V ^ir^VIT <V?jrJ4-j4dlkt" "It is,

therefore, the opinion of Karsnajini that the remainder of

works only which is connoted by the term '
conduct

'

is the

cause of the soul's entering on new births. For as work may be

the cause of new births, it is not proper to assume that conduct

is the cause. If a man is able to run away by means of his feet

he will surely not creep on his knees." This is Dr. Thibaut's

rendering.

^ ft

Even cow's milk would cease to be pure ifplaced in a vessel

made of dogskin. This nyaya of Raghunatha's is found in the

following passage of Jaiminfycvnydyamalalvistara, 1. 3. 4:
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f T 3T

Madhava, no doubt, took it from Rumania's vartika on sutra

7 of the same adhikarana, where he speaks of the moral

teaching of S akyas and others as '

." The simile in this form is found, too, in Yamuna-

carya's Agamapramdnya, page 11 line 8, in a context of the

same import. Colebrooke's excellent summary of the teaching

of this part of the Mlmamsadars'ana, given in his Essays (i.

337), may be usefully quoted here : "Besides the evidence of

precept from an extant revelation or recorded hearing (s'ruti)

of it, another source of evidence is founded on the recollections

(smriti) of ancient sages. They possess authority as grounded

on the Veda, being composed by holy personages conversant

with its contents...The S'akyas (or Bauddhas ) and Jainas

( or Arhatas ),
as Kumarila acknowledges, are considered to be

Kshatriyas. It is not to be concluded, he says, that their re-

collections were founded upon a Veda which is now lost. There

can be no inference of a foundation in revelation for unauthen-

tic recollections of persons who deny its authenticity. Even

when they do concur with it, as recommending charitable gifts

and enjoining veracity, chastity, and innocence, the books of the

S'akyas are of no authority for the virtues which they incul-

cate. Duties are not taken from them: the association would sug-

gest a surmise of vice, tainting what else is virtuous." Raghu-

natha uses the nyaya as a warning to a guru to be careful in

the selection of his disciples ;
for aracTT^r ^M^lsmMfasldi Tn%.

On this point see Vishnu-smriti xxix. 9, and Manu ii. 114.
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A beggar ought not to ask alms of another beggar, so long as

there is any one [to beg from
]
wJio is not a beggar! The say-

ing appears in this form in S'dstradlpikd 8. 3. 5; but S'abara,

in the same adhikarana (sutra 11
), puts it thus: "f

yamdldvistara on the same portion. The following, from

Ivanhoe ( Chap, xi ), runs parallel with the nyaya :

" He is

too like ourselves for us to make booty of him, since dogs should

not worry dogs where wolves and foxes are to be found."

f|

Not even to a man whose sight is defective does a lotus on

the ground appear to be in the sky ! It appears in Citsukhi

i. 17 ( Pandit, vol. iv, page 594) :

"
^

frT: I 31?^^ ^TTT?TT f STrfi^^rc^T^ I

n

The position occupied by Devadatta when eating is not that

which he occupies when fighting ! The force of this dristdnta

is best seen from the ddrstdntika in Tantravdrtika, p. 575 :

I cj5T*IM^ThT

10
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* ft flRRRRTN a*

Not even a hundred injunctions could move a man to action

as readily as the desire for gain does. This is found in Tantra-

vdrtika 3. 4. 34 ( page 999 ) :

! II

i H 3 i

'

rj;n^di4^(m4*i*ii r

i T f| ^f^RT^nf^r zw s^r: sr^^r ^SIT ^^r" u

Jayanta Bhatta (on page 361) puts the matter quaintly thus:

Compare Nydyakanika, page 407:"^ ^ i

:

"
II See, too, verses 1040 and 1041

of Sambandhavdrtilca, and Anubhutipralcas'a xiii. 277.

But many centuries before any of these worthies the same

view had been expressed by Patanjali in Mahdbhdsya 1. 3

i; f4f?cT ?IK^H^^M;^m^ ^fw." See another quotation

from the same source under the nyaya
"

snft

^ fl ^[5 *n

Everybody does not know everything. Near the end of the

Laukikanydyasangralca Raghunatha describes his effort in the

following verse :

: n

He then connects various nyayas with the padas of the
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above
; namely, *TR%^ gNfe<Hg<4MH>

and T^cwm ^TRc^^n^ with

the first pada, and, the maxim which we are now considering,

with the third. I think the second of these should read

STN^R. In the larger work the reading is m^aid. Our

present nyaya is found in Upamitibhavaprapancd Kathd,

page 501, as follows : 1%?^: STTf ^fTST ^FT: +l4*WI Trf: I

Hlfr "II On the other hand, we have

the following query in Atmatattvaviveka, page 94: "

T%

//a power is not of itself present [ in a person or thing], it

cannot be supplied ly another. In Brahmasutrallidsya 2. 1.

24 we have part of a discussion as to Brahman's ability to pro-

duce the world without extraneous aid. It is urged that he

has this power in himself, just as the power to produce curds

resides in milk. The objection is then raised that since curds

are not produced without the action of heat, milk is not in-

dependent of other agencies, and so the argument breaks

down. The reply is as follows :

"
qfe^

i *?TSFr*n*TJ3T =3 crer <jpfar ^TTSKT." On this

last clause Anandagiri says : "^T^RTcf I ^ T% ^tfts^fT ?n%: spj-

The nyaya is taken from S'lokavdrtika ii. 47 (page
9

),
of which verse it forms the second line. The first line is

"^3: 4MHMret mTTPrcrffifl% WflHfr" Dr. Ganganath Jhas

rendering of the verse is as follows: "You must understand

that authoritativeness is inherent in all means of right notion.

For a faculty, by itself non-existing, cannot possibly be brought
into existence by any other agency." The whole verse is quoted

in Nyayakanika, page 168; and in Nyayamanjari, page 165.

Compare with the above maxim the following from Brahma.

sutrabhasya 2. 2. 29: "JT ff *ft *TFT ^WT OT?
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A blind man is not qualified for ivork involving the exami-

nation of bv.tter. This is found in Vaiydsikanydyamdld 3. 4.

2 ( sutras 18-20 ), where it is followed by
"
^fq- nfflN^^RiTT^-

q-^ ^fiq-f^jr^:." It was doubtless taken from Tantravdrtika

.1 4. 24 (page 332
),
where we read : ^-cH^ sqrFR *TOT sra^n-

This

sutra 24 is Jaimini's sutra 30, under which we have S'abara's

which see above.

II

The falseness of one person does not prove somebody else to

be false. This is from S'abara 1. 1. 2 (page 5, line 6): "rTJ-

See the same in verse in S'lokavdrtika, page 100
;
on which

Parthasarathi says:
"

." That Kumarila, however, had a poor opinion of human

veracity in general, is shown from the following verse on

page 88: "^71 ^rfq 3W: snWT^^IKH: I

vreisnrflcfT^l^r.
"

Again, on page 178:"^
gTc^HN^I^Id I gifStf ^^ ^^kMI^I^j.d^lKTT." Compare with

this nyaya "?f !

It is not the fault of the post that a blind man cannot see

it. Vacaspatimis'ra quotes this on page 87 of his Tdtparya-

tikd, prefacing it with the words "
srssnfR^fi^RT:."

It will

be found on page 112 of the second volume of the Nirukta.

We meet with it again in the opening sentence of Kusumdn-

jali v. :

"

i
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1

II

Particular [or distinguishing] knowledge does not arise

until that which particularizes [ or defines, the object in

question ]
has been grasped. It is in this form that the nyaya

is found in Kusumanjali iii 21 ( page 527 ), but in Tantra-

vartilea, page 258 it appears in the contracted form "

^f^otf^TFnr," and, on page 287, as "a^dl^Mmi
ng/T 5ET-" IQ Madhava's Nyayamalavistara 3. 1. 6,

it is quoted as "

-n^TT^tROTT f^rsff^:," and in Sapta-

padarthi, page 2, line 6, as "snqgfaftSiqmi
In his commentary on Tarkilcaraksa, Mallinatha twice

( namely, on pages 47 and 107 ) cites the maxim in the con-

tracted form adopted by Kumarila, whilst Raghunathavarman's

version of it is

In Nyayasutravritti ii. 126 (=2. 2. 58) it appears as

?tMUlMiq'? an(i ^r- Ballantyne renders it, "Cognition

which does not apprehend the distinction, cannot infer [the

nature of] what is to be distinguished." The nyaya occurs five

times in Nyayamanjari, and each time in a different form !

The references are as follows: page 320, line 19; 433, line 4

from bottom
; 449, line 3 from bottom

; 538, line 6
;
and 543,

line 7.

In Sir Monier Williams' Sanskrit Dictionary fafei^Qr is

defined as "
differenced or distinguishing knowledge ( e. g. the

knowledge of 'a man carrying a staff' which distinguishes him

from an ordinary man )" ;
whilst Molesworth explains fererg^'H

as "knowledge of an object distinguished or characterized by

something (whether a property or an accident) standing out in

some speciality ( inherent or attached )."

Identical in meaning with the above, though differing some-

what in form, is S'abara's

l. 3. 33, page 82).
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u

That which itself is not an accomplished fact cannot be an

instrument [ with which to bring about some other result
].

In the M'lmdnsdparibhdsa, page 31, this nyaya is quoted in

the discussion on the expression "grfofHf ^l(d". The passage

is as follows : "?f

||
For a rendering of this, see page xxxi of Prof.

Ganganatha Jha's Introduction to his translation of SloJca-

vartilca.

Krishna Yajvan perhaps took the nyaya from the Jaimini-

yanydyamaldvistara, where, in connection with the same

subject, under the gRsn^pqr^j we find the following kurika :

II

The figure of putting the root of the ear with the tip of

one's nose ! It occurs in Sures'vara's Brihadaranyakavartilca

4. 3. 1184, as follows:

On which Anandagiri remarks : "ar

^gl^^l^ c^MnJlfd." 1^ ma7 be compared with the acrobat's

sitting on his own shoulders, and with the edge of a sword's

cutting itself.
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What need has a healthy man of one skilled in the science

of medicine ?
"
They that are whole need not a physician, but

they that are sick." In the Prabandhacintdmani ( pages

106-7 ) there is a story about the poet Bana and his brother-in-

law the poet Mayura, who were favourites of the King Bhoja.

The former, owing to the curse pronounced by his sister
( the

wife of the latter
),

was attacked by leprosy ;
but being healed

by the intervention of the Sun, he appeared at court to quote

from Mr. Tawney's translation
" with his body anointed

with golden sandal-wood, and clothed in a magnificent

white garment. When the king saw the healthy condition

of his body, Mayura represented that it was all due to the

favour of the Sun-god. Then Bana pierced him in a vital spot

with an arrow-like speech.
'

If the propitiating of a god
is an easy matter then do you also display some wonderful

performance in this line." Mayura replied as follows:

rj f^sf7Tc[t

'?TT

As pointed out by Mr. Tawney in a footnote, the poem here

ascribed to Mayura is the Candis'ataka of which Bana was the

author. It was published in the Kavyamala for 1887, and the

first verse commences thus :
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The topic of a Idng who is a Nisada by caste. This forms

the subject of Jaimini 6. 1. 51, 52 and is thus expounded by
Kunte (in Saddars'anacintanika, page 1788): "The term

Nishadasthapati occurs in the Veda. The question is how is

it to be interpreted ? Is the term Nishadasthapati a Karma-

dharaya compound or Tatpurusa compound? The Karma-

dharaya overrules the Tatpurusa; because, in the latter, a case

not directly seen has to be understood, and because metonymy
is thus involved. A direct statement is always to be preferred to

metonymy. The Karmadharaya makes a direct statement and

therefore does not involve metonymy. He who is a Nisada is

a Sthapati; and therefore a superior Nisada is entitled to per-

form the Raudra sacrifice." In other words, the compound
when dissolved is not fcmnr fa: but

In explaining the term sf^refcp in S'ankara's bhasya on

Vedantasutra 1. 3. 15, Vacaspatimis'ra says (on page 213,

line 3 from bottom ) :

" 3^ r

^<4>l>l
"

I
The nyaya is quoted

by Ramanuja in his exposition of the same sfitra, and Dr.

Thibaut translates as follows :
" That this explanation of the

1 Brahma-world
'

is preferable to the one which understands by

Brahma world 'the world of Brahman' is proved by considerations

similar to those by which the Purva Mimamsa sutras prove

that 'Nishada-sthapati' means a headman who at the sama

time is Nishada." The nyaya is also explained in full in

Vedantakalpataru on this passage, and again in Veddnta-

Icalpataruiwrimala. It is quoted by Anandagiri on Brahma-

sutrdbhdsya 3. 3. 24, and by Nages'a on Kaiyata 1, 1. 3. For

the origin of the Nisada, see Manu x. 8.
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The simile of a bird let loose from its cage. Used to illus-

trate the upward flight of the soul when released from the

body. It occurs in Veddntakalpataruparimala, page 443, as

follows :
"
3ftjj|*H sficTCT S^PTR: I It

It will be noticed that there are three

illustrations in the last clause, the third being really the

which see above.

J II

Sir M. Monier-Williams defines it thus :" The performance

of one ritual act for all objects in orderly succession before

performing another act for all objects in the same order."

When it is not a matter of sacrificial ritual, but merely of the

bestowal of gifts, the definition given by Captain Molesworth

is more suitable ; namely
" The order or method ( when a seb

or number of things is to be given to each individual of a

multitude ) of giving first one article of the set to each person

all round ; going round again with another article
;
and again

with a third
;
and thus, until all the articles composing the set

shall have been received by each person." The nyaya sum-

marizes the teaching of Jaimini 5. 2. 1, 2. See

and Karkacarya on Katyayana's S'rautasutra i. 114.

As to externals mind is dependent on others. This oft-quoted

nyaya would seem to have originated with Mandanamis'ra.

It is found in the following verse of his Vidhiviveka, page
114:

11
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Students of the Sarvadara'anasangraJta will remember

that the second line is quoted ( without mention of its source )

in the first chapter of that work, and Prof. Cowell translated

it thus "The eye &c. have their objects as described, but

mind externally is dependent on the others." The depend-

ence of manas is pointed out in three other passages of

Vidhiviveka, on pages 120, 161, and 178. The nyaya is found

in Citeukhi i. 12 ( The Paudit, vol. iv, page 513 ) in the words

It is employed also by the author of Vidydsdgari on Khand-

anaJchandakhMya, page 307 :

lta

He then cites the verse

Is this Tattvaviveka identical with Mandana's

Vidhiviveka, or is it the name given to a section of it ?

This is the first line of Kusumanjali iii. 8, the second being

||
The following is Pro-

fessor Cowell's translation of the verse and of a portion of

Haridasa's explanatory comment: " In the case of contradic-

tories, there can be no middle course
;
nor can you assume the

two contradictories to be identical, because the fact of their

contradiction is directly asserted."
" 'There can be no middle

course,' i. e. you cannot make some third supposition different

from either, from the very fact that they are contradictories

[and therefore the one or the other must be true ] ; nor can you
assume them to be identical." Raghunatha's explanation of the

first line, in his larger work, coincides with this. He says :
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The nyaya is quoted in the vritti on Tattvamuktakaldpa iii. 48,

and in the last sentence of Khandanakhandahhadya iii ( page
561 );

and the whole verse in the commentary on Udayana's

LaJcsandvali, page 47, and in the second chapter of Sarva-

dars'anasangraha. In Tattvadipana, page 234, line 13, it

appears in a somewhat modified form, namely,

Like the rain [ which falls on all places alike ]. It is found

in the following passage of Mahdbhdsya 1. 2. 9 and 6. 1. 127:

<a?qPi STT^f H^qqri, I <WiN I W^ qiqi * ^ tfq-

I This is quoted by Nagojibha^ta under paribhasa

cxi q^-qq^gTOTM^fri;," which Professor Kielhorn translates

thus :
" The rules of grammar are like the rain

[
in this that

they are] applied [both where they produce a change and

where they do not; just as the rain falls upon that which

already is full of water as well as upon that which is empty ]."

There is another example of this in the Panini chapter of

Sarvadars'anasangraha: "n$<mf%fq

." "And again, since general and special rules

apply at once to many examples, when these are divided into

the artificial parts called roots &&, (just as one cloud rains

over many spots of ground ), in this way we can
r

easily compre-

hend an exposition of many worda" The translation is Prof.

Cowell's. We meet with it again in a most interesting passage

of Brahmasutrabhasya 2. 3. 42, where S'ankara tells us that

just as the rain causes the production of barley, rice, shrubs,

&c., by its action on the seeds, so God, making use of men's pre-

vious works, impels them to either good or evil ! There can

be little doubt that the mischievous saying, "^ft snf&T <nfadl

^^ 3ni[," current among the Marathas, was derived from this

source.
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On page 226 of Merutunga's work the following verse is

quoted as from KdmandaMyanUisdra. It is not to be found,

however, in the printed edition of that work, but stands as

verse 161 of Hitopades'a i : "q^T^ ^dMWHSTCP sMtaft: I

T&sT *TMd 5T 3 3T^ "II
" The king is the main-

stay of creatures, like the rain-cloud. For even if the rain-

cloud be somewhat wanting, it is possible to live, but not if the

king is wanting in any respect
"

( Tawney, page 138 ).

(i

The simile of [ the spoon ] made of the Parna wood. Vari-

ous spoons are used in the sacrifices, as described in the foot-

note to Professor Eggeling's translation of S'atapatha Brdh-

mana 1. 3, 1. 1
; and, of these, the juhu is always made of the

wood of the Parna ( i. e. the Palas'a ) tree. This is in accord-

ance with Taittiriya Samhitd 3. 5, 7, where the praises of that

tree are sung, and blessings promised in connection with the

use of the juhu made of its wood, as pointed out in S'abara on

Jaimini 3. 6. 1-8. The quf^^c^ of the g^ employed in the

sacrifices is therefore used to illustrate something invariably

present, in contradistinction to that which is so occasionally,

as in the case of the godohana. For a passage containing both

of these, see under jH^U^KI. Other examples will be found

in Bhamati 3. 3. 61 ; Parimala, pages 624 to 626
;
and S'alika

page 157.

Seeing resemblance to an elephant in a heap of straw. An

illustration of mere semblance of resemblance (mt^mmdl ).

A real likeness is said to be that which stands the test of a close

examination. The figure is contained in Rumania's S'lokavdr-

tika, page 446.
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I) % O II

srftarfr *Tj m&^flw ar^" IIm II

Prof. Ganganath Jha renders the passage thus :

"40. In a case where a notion of similarity is brought about

by means of objects that are not really similar, we have only a

( false) semblance of similarity.

41 42. This is said to be a false semblance of similarity,

because it is subsequently set aside by an idea to the contrary,

e. g. the similarity of an elephant in a stack of hay ;
in which

case when one is sufficiently near the stack, he realizes that

there is no real similarity between the stack and the elephant.

That notion of similarity which is not set aside even on close

proximity to the object, is a case of real similarity." Compare
tne <* c ' <<*

ii

Thou seest the fire burning on the mountain, but not that

which is under thy very feet I "Why beholdest thou the mote

that is in thy brother's eye, but perceivest not the beam that

is in thine own eye?" The above is the first line of Hema-

candra's Parisistaparvan i. 382, the second line being
"
qztf

foqw&i T ^ fosRTfa ^RTH." The next verse continues the

rebuke:" <ur

SHORT ^n^.-" Tne teaching here is akin to that of the

j namely
" Practise what you preach,"
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W| rawiM! HIMtylPdS II

Poisoned wounds will not heal without the use of the lancet.

This is found in Jaiminfyanyayamaldvistara 3. 8. 4, as fol-

lows : "^r % T:^r^t rTTT f^RT ^:^ST^ 1FT ^(d I ^TT ^t%

NM^uiMJ jfhrerffo:" II
This is, perhaps, the source

of Raghunatha's artf Rl^mPlN^ ^mil^uMH: which he makes

use of thus :

fid^i^^^wM+gr^^i^g'ic^" ||
To under-

stand this somewhat involved sentence, it is necessary to bear

in mind that *mKfirfom^ refers to S'iva, whose benevolent

intentions towards humanity are the subject of the immediate

context. Contrast with the above the following saying of

Sures'vara's ( in Brihadcvranyakavartika 4. 3. 176
),

The law of textual sequence. It forms the subject of

Jaimirii 5. 1. 4 7. According to the Mimamsa, there are six

kinds of sequence ; namely, (l)S'rutikrama, or 'direct sequence,'

which is treated of in the first sutra of this chapter. It is

known as the ^PHc^^^H, and is regarded as the strongest

of the six. Then (2) Arthakrama, or 'logical sequence,' which

is discussed in sutra 2, and in which the sequence is deter-

mined by the sense rather than by the order of the text. For

example, take the sentence "a<&^ ^l<J)dM qpwfo," where

the boiling of the rice must necessarily precede the offering of

the agnihotra, although the former is mentioned first. Again

when we read
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the logical sequence, as S'abara shows, is in the reverse

order of the textual. Then comes (3) Pdthakrama, as above,

which S'abara illustrates by the following Vedic passage:

^%." To quote Kunte: "These are what are called the five

Prayaja oblations; and the sequence in which these texts occur

shows the order in which they are to be offered. This is the

application of what is called Pathakrama, or textual sequence."

Under the <M^M^i-qiq in the Second Handful, will be

found a passage from Mahdbhdsya 1. 1. 58 ( vart. 1 ) which

furnishes a good example of the supersession of this kind of

sequence by gnfe^T. The next is (4) Pravrittikrama, which

forms the subject of sutras 8-12. Kunte calls it 'practical

sequence.' "In a series of acts, to be performed upon a series

of objects, a beginning is made from some one object ; then, in

performiDg all the acts, the same object is acted upon first.

This sequence is called Pravrittikrama, which signifies sequence

determined by the conduct of the individual" It is known

as the MNuScbth^^iq. The remaining two varieties are the

Kunte's notes on this portion are well worth a reference; and

much help, too, is to be had from Dr. Thibaut's translation of

the Arthasangraha, where (on pages 11-15) the six forms of

krama are explained under snrtJrfirfo.

The use of these technical terms is not confined to the

Mimamsakas, but is very common amongst writers on Vedanta

also. Four of the above varieties of Jcrama are mentioned in

Bhamati 1. 1. 1, pages 47-49, beginning with the words

"ffT ^fagM^l'iH'*^: 33T' &c-" and enlarged upon in

Vedantakalpataru, pages 32-34
; then, in Bhamatl 4. 3. 6, we

read "m^K^cM?! 5Kpnftr%
*T*n&CT rei^ ^Tf^F," and -so

sutra 12 is next explained, and afterwards sutra 7. For the

pdfhakrama only, see Anandagiri on Brahmasutrabhdsya

2. 3. 15 ( page 620
).
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II

This grammatical nyaya is paribhasa LIX in Nagojibhatta's

treatise, and is taken from Mahabhasya 6. 1. 89 (under vartika

2). Professor Kielhorn translates as follows: "Apavadas
that precede [ the rules which teach operations that have to be

superseded by the Apavada-operations ] supersede only those

rules that stand nearest to them, not the subsequent rules." It

is found also in Patanjali 1. 1. 28; 3. 2. 1 ( 6); 3. 3. 95
;
3. 4. 85

;

4,1. 55 (4); 4. 3. 132 (6); 4. 3. 156 (7); 6. 1. 102 (6); 6. 4
163 (2); and 8. 3. 112. In not one of these examples,

however, do the words "fUKHi" aPPear-

Special rules are taken into consideration first, and after'

wards general rules.
" The meaning is this that he who is

guided solely by the rules ( of grammar ) first looks about to

find out where the Apavdda applies, and having thus ascertain-

ed that a particular form does not fall under that ( Apavada )

he employs for its formation the general rule." See Dr. Kielhorn's

translation of Nagoji's paribhdsa 62. It is found in Mafia-

bhdsya 2. 4. 85 (vart. 11); 3. 1. 3 (vart. 10); 3. 2. 124 (vart.

10) ;
4. 1. 89 ( vart. 2 ) ;

6. 1. 5 (vart. 2); 6. 1. 161 and 186.

u

This is another of Raghunatha's samples of grammatical rules

and is closely connected with ^ ^mi^u &c., to which ifc

forms an alternative. Dr. Kielhorn's translation of it, in the

Paribhasendus'ekhara, is as follows: "Or (we may say that)

first all forms which fall under the Apavdda are set aside, and

that subsequently the general rule is employed ( in the forma-

tion of the remaining forms)." It is found in Mahabhasya
2. 4. 85 (vart. 11 ); 3. 1. 3. ( vart. 10 ); 3. 2. 124 ( vart. 10); 6.

1. 5. ( vart. 2 ); 6. 1. 161
;
and 6. 1. 186. In each case it is inu

mediately preceded by the paribhasa^ fliM^i; &c., the latter

standing alone only in 4. 1. 89 ( vart 2.
).
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The lose and the suffix jointly convey the meaning which

is understood [
from the word

].
This is found in Patanjali

3. 1. 67, vartika 2, and the rendering is that which was given me

(in 1903) by my learned friend Dr. Kielhorn, who also explain-

ed that sreraisj is equivalent to 5R?prRTTT*T. This seems to be

the only reasonable explanation of the term. The nyaya is

used in the above form by S'abara on Jaimini 3. 4. 13 (page
320 ), and 10. 8. 24 ( page 677

),
and appears also in Tantra-

vartilca 3. 1. 12 (page 686). It is quoted, however, with a slight

addition in Vivaranaprameyasangraha,ipa,ge 4, line 14, where it

becomes "jTfjfosrer^T 5r3PTT$ *T 5T: sn^TF^ft ntt', and ( in

Indian Thought for January 1907, page 51 ) it is rendered by
Dr. Thibaut, "According to the principle 'that the root and the

affix of a verb conjointly signify principally what the affix

denotes'," a rendering which differs materially from that given

above. In this altered form it is found again in the Ramanuja
section of Sarvadars'anasangraha, where Mr. Gough gives as its

English equivalent "The base and the suffix convey the mean-

ing conjointly, and of these the meaning of the suffix takes the

lead." This would seem to be based on an expression of Madhava's

in Nydyamalavistara 3. 4. 8, namely, "sr^Tr

ncfr" To say that whilst the

root and the suffix unitedly convey the meaning, the latter is the

more important factor, is a very different thing from asserting

that the two parts together convey the meaning of one of them !

Jayanta Bhatta, on page 403 of the Nyayamanjari, says truly,

I ?f xT

One more example of the nyaya may be adduced from

Tantravdrtilca 2. 1. 1 ( page 348 ), with Prof. Ganganath Jha's

12
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translation :"

" In the Mimamsa S'astra, however, the Bhavana is always

held to be signified by the affix. The sense of this theory may
be thus briefly explained. The sense of the affix is always

expressed by the root and affix taken together; and as the

Bhavana is the most important factor in this joint signification,

it is held to be signified by the affix."

The word mcHl means 'a creative energy,' or '

productive

energy', or 'tendency to realize something'. So Dr. Thibaut.

In- the Arthasangraha ( page 2 ) it is defined as "

^5JI 3TI'<>js^PTnfe$lM:"? "the particular activity of some pro-

ductive agent (bhdvayitri) which tends to bring about the

existence of something which is goiug to be ( bhavitri ) ;

which is capable of future existence" ( Trans p. 3 ). It is further

declared to be twofold, as ^n^ and gnsff. F r tne meaning
of these, see, specially, Professor Cowell's translation of the Jai-

mini section of Sarvadars'aiiasangraha, page 182.

The rule as to the subatitution [ of one material for another,

in a sacrifice ]. This subject is dealt with in Jaimini 6. 3. 13-

17, the five sutras being styled

^R-oi^." Other aspects of srfcrf^^I^ are dis-

cussed in all the subsequent sutras of the pada. Kunte's sum-

mary of the teaching of this pada is well worth reading.

The nyaya occurs in the following passage of S'ankara's

bhasya on Brahmasutra 3. 3. 40, and I append Dr. Thibaut's

translation:
"
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"Even in the case of the omis-

sion of eating, the agnihotra offered to the Pranas has to be

performed by means of water or some other not altogether un-

suitable material, according to the Mimamsa principle that in

the absence of the prescribed material some other suitable

material may be substituted." It must not, however, be sup-

posed that the choice of the " suitable material
" was left to the

sacrificer ;
the substitute was as rigidly prescribed as that for

which it might be substituted. For instance, the juice of the

Putlka plant was the only allowable substitute for that of the

Soma plant, and Nlvara for rice. Ramanuja mentions both in

S'rlWiasya, page 508, and Patanjali speaks of one, in his

discussion of aj|^|, in Mahdbhdsya 1. 1. 56 ( vart. 13). The

passages from the two authors stand thus :

"

T^T^TWTT^frr -fi<R<^ fec[:
I

II ( R)

l

js
m e

&<i
un f

4 I*I5^*< I'Kt^M II (
"

)

sn*R r ^TR^J II

A subordinate act is to be repeated in the case of each

principle thing. The nyaya in this form is found in Jai-

minfyanyayamalavistara 3. 1. 7, and in the Mlmamsapari-
bhdsd, page 36, in connection with what is termed the

which is based on the Vedic injunction

Madhava says': "jrffrrfgr f^^RTT i4^

501

In Jaimi-

nfyasutravrittithG nyaya is quoted as"s

Ganganatha's rendering (
on page xxx iii of the Introduction

to his translation of S'lokavdrtika ) is, "with regard to each

Primary, the Secondary is to be repeated". See the

in connection with thia
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When there is sense-perception, what need is there of infer-

ence
1

? So Raghunatha; but I have nowhere met with the

saying in this form. It is a well-known principle however.

Kumarila says in I'antravdrtiJm, page 87 : "^^l^HH^K
i d^srf^r *n3rc4$r jftr^wrd" n

Amalananda, too, in Veddntalealpataru, page 368 :

"
sic^g

In S'abara 3. 1. 12 ( page 216 ) we read

but Patanjali points out ( in Mahdbhdsya 3. 2. 124 ) that this

is not always the case. He says :

"

I ^T^TT I ^t^id^sfj SJcT^
1

^TnS^j*rM i^
1

<i+Md

There are two references to this in Nyayamanjari. On page

461 ( line 7 from bottom ) we read: "

lf^fd'
&c.". And on page 609 ( line 6

from bottom ) :

"

"
||

For aic/;iri-^?b see also Nyayasiitra 3. 2. 59; Bhdmatl,

page 373, line 15; S'dlikd, page 36
;
and Vdlcyapadiya, i. 131.

With the quotation from Kumarila compare the following

from Nydyakanikd page 268, and Tdtparyatikd, page 27:

" T ff sr^r^oT gpftfa ^SR ^c*i<ui d^^f^^d ^^1^?^:" II
S'ankara

Mis'ra cites this in his comment on Vais'esikasutra 3. 2. 10.
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II

The simile of sherbet. Used to illustrate the production of

some new thing by the union of others, just as sherbet is the

result of the commingling of various ingredients. It appears

in Sahityadarpana, 46, as follows :

"

I rRf: *N"R-JcT: ST^t f^VTT^TT^: ST^RT^n I

nNif%q44teilf%glft <rarei*T: ". This is meant to show

how Flavour is single, though spoken of as resulting from a

composition of causes. Dr. Ballantyne translates thus: "First

each reason is mentioned separately as being percei ved ;
and

[then we say] let all this commingled the Excitants and the

rest constitute, like the [composite] Flavour of sherbet, the

flavour tasted by the intelligent. As from the commingling

of sugar, pepper &c., a certain unprecedented relish is produced

in the shape of the flavour of the sherbet, so is it here also, from

the commingling of the Excitants &c., such is the meaning."

The same illustration is found in Nyayamanjarl (page

372) with ijTTraj instead of 5TTR3J.

:" II
Also Tatparyatlka, page 219, line 26.

Who can resist a stream [of argument] flowing [steadily

on ] because established by proof? This seems to be the sense

of the nyaya as quoted at the beginning of the Arhata section

of Sarvadars'anasangraha. The passage is as follows :
" 3^

c." Professor Cowell

renders it thus: "But the opponent may maintain 'Theim-
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broken stream (of momentary sensations) has been fairly

proved by argument, so who can prevent it ? In this way,
since our tenet has been demonstrated by the argument, what-

ever is, is momentary &c.'" In a footnote to page 62 of his

translation of this portion of Sarvadars'anasangraha in Le

Bouddhisme d'apres les sources brahmaniques, Professor L. de

la Vallee Poussin has recorded Professor Leumann's comment

on the above rendering which he considers inaccurate in respect

of the nyaya. The criticism is just, but, unfortunately, the

printer has made a mess of the rendering which the critic pro-

poses to substitute for Mr. Cowell's.

ii

Unseen influences [ springing from actions, and eventually

producing certain effects
],
however numerous, may be assumed

[ as the causes of those effects ], if of established credibility.

This nyaya is the first line of a verse in Tantravartika 2. 1.

5, where the important dogma of the existence of apurva

is discussed. The second line is "gfggreranftsft ?r ^^ usran-

or^:" ||
The whole verse is quoted in Sures'vara's Brihad-

dranyakavdrtika, page 1124, and again on page 1797
;
whilst

the first line is found in Tdtparyatlkd, page 437, as follows :

There is another example in Citsukhl i 23 ( Pandit, vol. v,

page 27 ) :

"
^djfl^'

A third will be found in Khandana,

page 74, on which the commentator says,
"

^^d." See, too, Tattvadtyana, page

416, and Bhamatl, page 463.
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Raghunathavarman gives the verse in a different form.

According to him, the first line is
"

" whilst "
sroTGT^l^r &c-" is the second. In the num-

bered part of his larger work it is called the qH^ii^M'ffnftsffr

nyaya; but, towards the end of the volume, he quotes ( without

acknowledgment ) the above-cited passage of Citsukht ( together

with a good deal of the context ) which contains the nyaya in

its proper form. On page 514 of his translation of the Tantra-

vartiJca, Prof. Ganganatha Jha renders the whole verse

thus :

" It is a rule, in all cases, that a large number of unseen

agencies may always be assumed, when all of them are justified

by some authority ;
while even the hundredth part of an unseen

agency should not be assumed, if there is no authority for it."

It may be well to call attention here to this transcendental

power adrista, or apurva, invented by the philosophers in

order to account for present things without divine intervention.

In his article on Mimaiusa ( Essays, vol. i, page 343 ), Cole-

brooke says: "The subject which most engages attention

throughout the Mwiamsa, recurring at every turn, is the in-

visible or spiritual operation of an act of merit. The action

ceases, yet the consequence does not immediately ensue. A
virtue meantime subsists, unseen, but efficacious to connect the

consequence with its past and remote cause, and to bring about

at a distant period, or in another world, therelative effect. That

unseen virtue is termed apurva, being a relation superinduced,

not before possessed." Goldstucker ( s. v. g^ ) quotes Kuma-

rila to the effect that Mimamsakas apply that term exclusively

to the unseen influence which follows a sacrificial act; that

attending action of other kinds being styled fi^K. The pass-

age will be found in Tantravartika page 367. A helpful des-

cription of apurva is given also in Rational Refutation of

Hindu Philosophical Systems ( pages 149 and 150), where it is

rendered by Fitzedward Hall "
requitative efficacy." In K. M,

Banerjea's excellent work Dialogues on Hindu Philosophy.
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page 140, srcg is defined as follows: "Technically, in the

usage of philosophers, it means a power or influence inhering

in things both animate and iuanimate. As inherent in the

former it implies an unseen power, both intellectual and active;

as inherent in the latter it signifies a material power, perhaps

partly the effect of previous combinations and motions. .....This

unseen moving power in men is again the consequence of

works done in a previous life, and hence it stands sometimes

for dharmot, and adharma ( virtue and vice ) and Jcarma

( works )." I imagine that it would tax the ingenuity of even

a Mimamsaka to produce proof of g^g and its working ; yet

they tell us that it is not to be accepted without proof !

Even a stupid person does not adopt a course of action

without a motive. This oft-quoted line is found in the S'loko.vdr-

tika (page 653) in connection with an argument regarding

a Creator of the universe. The need of a motive for action is

pointed out on page 4 also of the same work. The following

passage from Nyayamanjari, page 191, is a reminiscence of

Rumania's argument that if the Creator acted without a

motive his intelligence would be at fault: "fqj i%*rfq-

I^<I Wdcl
"

II
On page 339 of the NydyakaniJcd

Vacaspati Mis'ra says : "&$nwm f|

We find the nyaya quoted in full by Anandagiri in his

comment on Brahmasutrabhds'ya 2. 2. 1. The two passages

are the following: "^T%TJOT sn*PT *J5^R
u f^Rorr % u
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Patanjali ( in Mahdbhdsya 3. 1. 26, vart 14 ) tells us that

with whole classes of people the motive which actuates them is

a purely selfish one. He says :

Compare a passage from the same source under the nyaya
"
^ % f^R-RRlft &c."

Bhartrihari reproduces Patanjali's view in the following

verse ( Vakyapadiya iii. page 255 ):

The rule as to the throwing into the sacrificialfire of a

handful of Darbha grass. Kunte says :

" The Prastarapra-

harananyaya is well known among the Mimaoisakas. Prastara

is a handful of Darbha-grass ready for use before a sacrifice

is begun. It is spread on the sacrificial ground ( Vedi ) and

serves as a seat for the sacrificial vessela When a sacrifice is

finished it is thrown into the sacrificial fire as an offering.

A Vaidika text states.
' The handful of grass is to be thrown

into the fire with the Suktavaka.'" The nyaya forms the

subject of Jaimini 3. 2. 11-14 which is otherwise termed

The question which has to

be decided is thus put by the author of the S'dstradipikd:

13
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The decision is that the Suktavaka mantra is subordinate to

the act of offering up the grass, whilst the latter serves the

double purpose of a resting-place for the vessels and an offering

to the gods.

The term srfrPTI% which is found in sfitra 14 is thus explain-

ed by Kunte :

" The rule is that all things connected with a

sacrifice are somehow or other to be used in performing the

same; nothing is to be thrown away, nothing is to be preserved.

The final disposal of sacrificial things for the sake of getting rid

of them is called Pratipatti."

See this explained under

The simile of a fruitful mango-tree. Such a tree not only

produces luscious fruit, but also affords shade and fragrance for

the weary traveller in the hot season. Some of us know from

experience how charming a camping-ground a mango-grove is !

Raghunatha's explanation of the nyaya in connection with the

worship of Ganes'a is as follows :

"

3 'fi^

<Tn 5r^Stft9T4: ll" The quotation here is from

Amarakosa. iv. 33 ( page 87
).

The thought expressed in the

above seems to be that of Apastambadharmasutra 1. 7. 20.

3. viz. "arrer <fi^m Rfira ^PTT ?r?w cq^r," which see above.
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ii

The question of Kus'a grass. This is based on the sentence

"qutefcqfri ^rfrr," "I cut grass as a seat for the gods," which

forms the subject of Jaimini 3. 2. 1. 2. The question is whether

the word ^ff^ is to be taken in its primary sense or in a

secondary one
;
and the conclusion is

"

which see above in the form a

The mind of even those who are highly educated is distrust-

ful of itself. This is the second line of the second verse in

S'akuntaldndtak. In Tdrkikaraksd ( page 208
), in an ex-

position of 37^, we find the following :

"
zpfe

On which, Mallinatha comments as follows :

"

For the benefit of any who may consult the original, I may
add that the quotation from the Nydyavdrtika which imme-

diately follows in Varadaraja's text, is found on page 161 of

that work
;
and that from Yacaspatimis'ra's tika, on page 224.

The simile of a country with several kings [ working in

opposition to one another ].
It occurs in chap, xix of the

Anubhutiprakds'a, which deals with the Kena Upanisad. The

passage is contained in verses 12 and 13 :

4$4iGr SWfceMunfir ^: i
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The nyaya is sufficiently explained by the example. Raghu-

natha links it with the ^^ii^i- which is otherwise

unknown to me.

II

The association of many is good policy. Raghunathavarman

explains thus :

"
sr^sif : mgKq^ |

Rf 17^5
" and then quotes Pancatantra i. 331 by

way of illustration:"
II

For the many variants of this

verse see Indische Spruche 4425, and Peterson's Subhashitavali

2742. The maxim is found in Jaiminfyanyayamalavistara
7. 1. 5, and in Nages'a on Kaiyata, page 16.

The burning of a city just by a child's playing with the

wick of a, lamp.
" Behold how great a matter a little fire

kindleth." I assume that *fow means the bud-like charred

excresence which often forms on the top of a wick in an open

oil-light. The saying is found in Kusumdnjali v. 3, page 89:

5T7TcT

Udayana seems to use the phrase ironically, but I do not

quite grasp the drift of this. We meet with 5r^T^T%^T again

in Syadvddamanjari, page 157: "ST ^ %uirdTd*d^Iwfag?

What need has a hungry man of a pressing invitation [ to

eat ] ; why direct the attention of a longing one to the cry of
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the peacock ? In the Kumarapala chapter of Prabandhacintd-

mani, page 212, we are told thab that king having given

Hemacandra ( a Jain) a pressing invitation to join him in a

pilgrimage to the temple of Somanatha (dedicated to S'iva),

the hermit replied as follows :

"
fgf^T^r f% EUj^uilHg c^-

M

II
"What need is there to show much

zeal about inviting one who is hungry ? Why make one who
is longing, listen to the cry of the peacock ? So runs the

popular proverb, and, in accordance with it, I ask, why does

your Majesty exert yourself to press hermits, whose very pro-

fession is the visiting of sacred places ?
"

This is Mr. Tawney's

rendering, on page 130 of his translation. Indian writers often

tell us that the cries of the peacock intensify the longings of

separated lovers ! For example, Raghuvams'a xiii 27:

II

The figure of a village in which Brahmans abound. This

is in Raghunatha's list, but hardly deserves a place amongst

nyayas. In Vedantakalpataruparimala, page 188, a distinc-

tion is drawn between the expression n^sji^oft 2TTJT: an(i

PTHITOTsr^'ft JTW:? the meaning, in the former case, being a

village in which Brahmans are more numerous than in some

other village, and, in the latter, a village in which the Brah-

mans outnumber the other castes. The passage is as follows :

5TW s[%

Mdl^d." See also Tantravartika, p. 1066 line 2. Akin

to this is the
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The illustration afforded by Bharcku. We learn from the

commentary on Sanlcsepas'drlraka i. 14 that Bharchu was a

Brahman and highly esteemed by the king of his country.

This, however, brought him into disfavour with the jealous

hangers-on at the royal court
; and, to get rid of him, they one

day blind-folded him and carried him off to a forest; at the

same time telling the king that he was dead and had become a

goblin ! After a long time he returned to the town in company
with some foresters, but was prevented by his enemies from

entering it. On one occasion, when in a pleasure-ground out-

side the city, the king actually saw him; but, in consequence of

the false statement that had been made, he supposed it to be

his ghost ! Eventually the whole thing came to light, and the

king discovered that he had been deceived and that the sup-

posed ghost was really his old protege* Bharchu himself.

The verse containing the nyaya is as follows :

tfh" ii

As under the next verse we have a further short comment

on the illustration, and as the verse itself furnishes another

good example of the manimantranyaya in the First Handful,

I subjoin both:
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Raghunathavarman gives a different version of the story,

but names no authority in support of it. He calls it a "

Offering clarified butter on ashes [
instead of on the sacri-

ficial fire
].

An illustration of wasted, or misdirected, effort.

Upamitibhavaprapancd Kathd, page 240: "

1 ^i^i ^rarr ^rer ^fFTTstrTsfcTraT u

iw n" I ^ftrff MHH K*H ti^iWM^ I R?Ti

There is another instance in Hemacandra's Paris'istaparvan i.

i

The nyaya was doubtless derived from Chhdndogya Upani*

shad 5. 24. l: "*r ?

It is found also in Naiskarmyasiddhi
i. 16:

The simile of [ a remnant of ] oil adhering to [ the sides of ]

cc vessel [ out of which oil has been poured ].
In the bhasya on

Brahmasutra 3. 1. 8, there is a lengthy and important dis-

cussion as to whether, on returning to earth, in some new birth,

after a residence in the moon, a man brings with him a remnant

of the works which took him there, this remnant being techni
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cally styled anus'aya. S'ankara affirms that he does, and says :

i %f^rra^T: I

II

The question is then asked, why does he not remain in that

blissful region until the whole of his merit is exhausted 1 The

answer is, that, just as a servant who has long served in a

king's household, finds his wardrobe at last reduced to the

slender proportions of a pair of shoes and an umbrella, and is

therefore unfit to continue in that exalted position, so, too, a

man is unworthy of a residence in the moon who has only a

small balance of merit remaining to his credit ! Here is this

unique reply in S'ankara's own words :

"

T^TTTFT 'SfrjfH <$+i i <?*5 1 \

This is a portion of the system which is regarded as the

highest flight of the Indian mind, and to which some restless

folk in Europe and America are betaking themselves, in order

to find rest for their souls ! There are not a few in India

to-day, however, who have found that rest by turning from

these gropings in the dark, to the midday light afforded by an

accredited revelation. To quote a modern writer: "The

painful, toilsome, searching of the creature into things too

high for it, only ends in perplexity and bitter disappointment."

The simile of the design on a jar. Used, apparently, of

something variable at will. It is found in Khandanakhanda,'

Jchddya ( page 289 of Medical Hall Press edition ) in the

following passage :
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: 1

M <ifr i iftarfein i ft Id I ?T3R^ I

'?'^c$l'1l+l ii*lfl I^MM^l^t U

The commentator S'ankara Mis'ra explains thenyaya thus:

In the edition of S'rI-Harsa's work, ho^vever, now in course

of publication ( together with the commentary Vidyasagari )

in the Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series ( page 528
),

the form

of the simile differs, and a different explanation of it is given:

i vp^t I^M tfi^cfc^'W 1^5^" *T"^I^'<S^ i

The simile is found in Ta&paryaplka ( page 496, last line )

It is declared [by Mlmamsakas] that an accomplished

[ sacrificial
] act is [ not an end in itself, but] for the bringing

about of a residt in the future [such as the attainment of

Heaven &c. ]. And this, they say, necessitates belief in an

Apurva as a connecting link between the two. See the

arguments for and against this theory, in Professor Ganganatha
Jha's translation of Tantravdrtika 2. 1. 5. Most of us will be

thankful for the aid of so able an interpreter of the teaching

of that terribly difficult book !

The nyaya is found, in slightly different form, in the

14
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Sanksepas'driraka i. 143; and, in its usual form, in the com

mentary. I quote only the second half of the verse :

In verse 312 of the same chapter we meet with it again,

and also in the altered form in which a Vedantist would apply

it to his system :

win

i ?TCT:

The above extracts will be found in The Pandit, vol. iv, page

583; and vol. v. page 473.

The nyaya occurs again in i. 395 ( Pandit, vol. vi. p. 167) in

a context dealing with bhdvana, that topic so dear to the

Mimamsaka, for a right understanding of which nothing

could be better than the perusal of Dr. Thibaut's translation of

the Arthasangraha, pp. 3-5. Verse 482 of the same chapter

contains a fourth example. It appears also in Tctffa>adfipanat

page 377, line 7 from bottom, and page 427, line 9 from bottom
;

also in the Mimamsanyayaprakds'a, page 16, section 36.
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The simile of the man who [ in order to become proficient ]

malces drawings of a war-chariot on the ground. This nyaya
is found in S'abara's bhashya on Jaimini 7. 2. 15, and again ( in

conjunction with g^fa-^ I-M ) in 9- 2. 13. The latter passage is

as follows :

"
sTrn^fTT^TTT: f^RifsnirTSn^T d^uirefol I

I JUr^R^T STATIST *JTWTf*J*^ %fg^r I

In his Laukikanyayaratnakara (page 186 6 of India office

MS. 582 ) Raglmnathavarman applies these two nyayas and

the iftiiiclF3TO' as follows:

T

u His explanations

of the three are taken from Jaimintyanyayamalavistara
9. 1. 6 and 9. 2. 2.

The law that [something does not take place ] when the

occasion [ for its taking place ] has once gone. This is Prof.

Kielhorn's rendering of the nyaya as it occurs under Nagoji-

bhatta's Paribhdsa Ixiv. The sentence is as follows "
g^f IT^

II
The reference is to

the Uddyota on 1. 1. 3, and the nyaya will be found in vol. i.

pages 185, 186, 190.

There is an instance of it in Tantravdrtika 3. 5. 46 ( page

1060 ):

"
q^ft ^Hii<;M ^siq*u f^*wft f^r?pT ^^cftr% rT^ft

.

" The nyaya is expressive of a

lost opportunity.
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The simile of the power of an intoxicant. It is employed

by S'ankara in his bhasya on Brahmasutra 3. 3. 53 :

:

"
|| Anandagiri comments on the latter part thus :

"
j

In the Lokayatika section of Saddars'anasamuccaya, karika

94 reads thus :

"
^^nf^^dH^c^r ^r tirf^r^R: |

^^|fa;
I .

"
See, too, S'alika, page 146, line 7

from bottom.

The illustration is found also in Nydyamanjari ( page 439,

line 4 from bottom ):
"
q

foolish one ! thou seest the honey but dost not see tlie preci-

pice. This is the second line of S'antiparva cccxi. 7. (cccx

Bombay edn.
),

the first being
"
^wr^FT^J ^JWRf l^nf T% *

jfE^j^." Anandabodhacarya quotes it in his Nyayamaka-
randa (page 77) as "^5 <T?*rfa ^|[ srw FF T <?3*n^r-"

The editor of that work was apparently unaware of the exist-

ence of the passage in the Moksadharma, for he considered the

srnTToraJ to be based on the following verse of the Devlbhaga-

vata :

"
JJ q^(d 4 U^T JPTTcT ?R T?TT% I

Thanks to the St. Petersburg Lexicon, we can refer to five

other passages of the Mahabharat where the same illustration
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is found. In Vanaparva ccxxxv. 21
( Calc. ), we read :

"ITS wc^rfcr T 3 srw sn-crerai^ ^fcr ?T3^." In Udyoga-

parva L. 27 :
"
fe^tf

." In Dronaparva Li. 11 :

"

'<fifI^Hi^'Q'i'fi^cidd' I W^Kft'^jiti. tiH3M iN(d+f* <Hi^il'^ Again
in cxxxiii. 10 :

"^ q^K^? %&n TT*for ^ *pf:

f%: srn^T 5fl^f?%-" Lastly, in Striparva i. 37: "

SfT STTTrf HI^M^fcT I ^T ^THt ?T$^nT ^it^

Compare the following from Sastradipikci 3. 6. 3, page 340:

I

*

In the Paribhasendiis'ekhara, this paribhasa stands between

KM^Ki: &c., and SR^^^T Rf^T &c.
3
which see above.

Professor Kielhorn's translation of the present one is as fol-

lows :

"
Apavddas that are surrounded ( by rules which teach

operations that have to be superseded by the Apavada-opera-

tions), supersede only those rules that precede, not those that

follow, them." " The reason for ( the validity of ) this Pari-

bhasa is this that ( an Apavdda, when it has become effective )

by superseding the rule which presents itself first, no longer

wants ( to supersede something else )." It appears in Mahd-

bliasya 3. 2. 1 (vart, 6); 4. 1. 55 (vart. 4); 4. 1. 114 (vart. 4

and 6 ); 4. 3. 132 (vart. 6); 4. 3. 156 ( vart. 7 ); 6. 1. 102 (vart.

6 ); 6. 1. 166
;
6. 3. 68 ( vart. 5 ) ;

6. 4. 148 (
vart. 5 ) ;

and 7. 2.

44 (vart. 4). In no case, however, are the words ft^r^ found

in the paribhasa.
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The simile of a slow-poison. It forms nyaya 150 of the

Piirvabhaga of Laukikanyayaratndkara, and is used in oppo-

sition to dMNM^re as follows:"^ % ^nf^MiM^^-
flra?'-fi4n <J*{I I ^t^T^T^ JffasnsjKtf^T 3

It occurs in

S'astradlpika 1. 3.4 (page 148, line 2 from bottom): "^?sj

f|

Not even by the most thorough examination, could one

distinguish between black and white, in intense darkness. The

verse is Rumania's, and is used by him ( in Taniravartika 1.

3. 1 ) to illustrate the impossibility of tracing the sources from

which Manu and other Smriti-authors derived their laws. Just

before the s'loka he says :

"
^ ^ afeffl'Mdf ^T^II^IH4lR4 T^-

: srf^W f% W^RI^m^n^TfWr.
"

Then, immediately

after the verse:
"

q- ^ ?^jif^^T<HI^4^c4 f^3?T:." This

latter clause, as the Nyayasudha points out, is with reference

to Manu's own statement, in chapter il 7, to the effect that

every precept of his was deduced from the Veda.

The very same face uhich looks large [when seen
] in a

large mirror, appears small [ when reflected ] in the pupil of

the eye. The illustration is found in Tatparyailka, page 137

line 16 :
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This very curious simile is found in the commentary on

S'antideva's Bodhicarydvatdra i. 4, the first half of which

reads thus :

"
$r0Rfaf^T ^*TT 5rf%<3S*T gwfaroift." The

tika commences as follows:
"

rnfPTPTJTT.
' ' In a footnote, the editor tells us

that Professor Kern was unable to get any satisfactory

meaning out of the nyaya, but proposed the following: "As

the entering of the tortoise's neck into the hole of the yoke
formed by the great ocean." Before him, Burnouf, who was

equally puzzled, suggested,
"
It is as unlikly to happen as if a

tortoise should put its neck into a hole opening every yuga in

the world's ocean." This was all that I knew when writing

on it early in 1904. A note, however, contributed to the Journal

of the Pali Text Society for 1906-1907, by Mr. Harinath De,

M. A., threw considerable light on the subject. He gave
extracts from three Pali works in which the simile is more or

less directly referred to, and one of them, namely that from the

Majjhima Nikaya, is said by him to be " the original passage

in which the comparison first occurred." Mr. De did not trans-

late it, but I take the following to be the sense of it.
" If a

man were to throw into the sea a one-holed yoke, and it

were tossed to and fro between north and south, and east and

west, and if, once in a hundred years, a tortoise, blind of one

eye, were to rise to the surface, would it be likely that its neck

would enter that yoke ?
"

It was not until after I had made use of this in a note on

the simile which I contributed to the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society in October 1909, that I became aware that

my friend Mr. F. W. Thomas had really explained it six years

previously ! It came about on this wise. In the September num-

ber of the Indian Antiquary for 1903, in an article entitled
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Mdtriceta atid the Mahdrdjalcanikalekha, he quoted a verse

from a Tibetan work, and gave the following translation:

" When like the neck of a tortoise, entering the hole of a yoke
in the ocean, I had obtained the state of man, attended with

the great festival of the good religion." He then added this

explanatory remark: "The reference to the blind tortoise,

which rises from the bottom of the ocean once in a hundred

years, and by a rare chance happens to insert his neck into a

yoke floating on the surface of the ocean, is used to illustrate

the extremely rare chance by which a living creature is born

as a human being.
"

After pointing out the recurrence of the

simile in two other Buddhist works, he added: " I have noted

also a fourth recurrence of it in the Tibetan version of a work

entitled S^hdsitaratmikarandakaJcathd, and ascribed to Sura.

This reference will now be familiar to M. Levi, who has

himself discovered in Nepal the Sanskrit text of the work...

The Sanskrit original here reads. ..as follows:

ata evaha bhagavan manusyam atidurlabham
|

mahariiavayugachhidre kurmagrivarpanopamarn n

Is it not probable that we have here a saying ascribed to

Buddha, which we may hope also to find in the Pali literature ?

[ I now learn from Prof. Rhys Davids that it does occur in the

Majjhima Nikdya: see the edition of Mr. Chalmers iii. page
169 ]."

This is the passage of the NiJcdya quoted by Mr. Harinatha

De, but as he makes no reference to Mr. Thomas' article I

infer that he, too, in 1907, was as unacquainted with it as

myself.

Orthodox writers, such as Kumarila, Vacaspati Mis'ra and

others, have not hesitated to make use of illustrations employ-
ed by Buddhist writers, and that now under consideration

forms no exception. I have recently met with a slightly modi-

fied form of it in the Bodha^sdra, a modern Vedantic work by
S n-Narahari, published, together with a commentary, in the
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Benares Sanskrit Series in 1906. On page 223 the author quotes
a verse from " Vdsistha

"
( probably the Yogavdsistha ) which

I subjoin together with the comment :

^Wm

According to this interpreter, then, we have the tortoise

swimming between two boisterous seas (or waves, according to

him ), and becoming so distressed by the buffeting which

it receives that it thrusts its neck (which is said to stand for

the whole body ) into something or other not specified ! And
this is intended to illustrate the distress caused to a man by
the ills of endless existences in this bhavasagara, and also his

final enlightenment and restraining of his organs of sense from

the external objects which formerly attracted them !

A propos of the above remark as to the adoption by ortho-

dox writers of illustrations taken from so-called heretical

authors, I may add that possibly even the great grammarian

Patanjali borrowed his
"
armIr^g; 3?tfc<KMHS

" from a

Buddhist source; for, in Childer's Pali Dictionary under the

word Seyyatha, we find the following quotation from the

Samannaphala Sutta :

"
SeyyatJiapi, bhante, ambam va puttho labujam vydkareyya,

labujam va, puttho ambam vydkareyya, evam evam &c." " As

a man, Sir, who was asked about a mango, might answer about

a bread fruit, and vice versa, even so &c."

15
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II

The illustration of a devotee who was hindered [in the religious

life ] by the affection which he had for a courtezan [ when he

was a householder
]. It is said to be the subject of a Gdthd,

and is cited to show that the past, equally with the present or

future, may injuriously influence the seeker after the know.

ledge which leads to emancipation. It is found in Pancadas'l

ix. 41:

We are told in the next verse that the Guru, making use of

that self-same incident as an instrument for the conveyance of

Brahmajndna, brought about its removal and secured the

man's emancipation ! The commentator puts it thus :

The three verses immediately preceding the above will be

found under the

A sage
r/neditates [ on Brahman ] and a fool is emancipated !

An impossible sequence. Compare Ezekiel xviii. 2: "The

fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set

on edge." The nyaya forms part of an interesting passage

on page 37 of Veddntatattvaviveka :

3j^ 4^x4d ^d^l^lxA snrtThO Id ?^FT^

For the nyaya 3H^4>4 U^TrERj see below.
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He who performs an action will himself reap the fruit

thereof [ whether in the form of reward or retribution
].

This

doctrine, common to all the orthodox schools, is found in Nyaya-
vdrtiJca 3. 1. 4 and is directed against the belief that the body
is the soul, and that when the body is cremated, the man, with

all his deeds, ceases to exist. This is reasserted in Tatparyatikd,

page 403, thus : "qr <pr stfor: 3J3T H ^ <T*WFT tffofcT 1&k\-

The emphasis, therefore, here is

not so much on the fact that whatsoever a man soweth that

shall he also reap, as that whosoever soweth the same shall also

reap. This, of course, implies that the reaper will be conscious

of the fact that he was the sower, for otherwise the precept

would be of no moral value. It is difficult to see how any one

can hold with the above, and at the same time be a believer in

the doctrine of transmigration, the advocates of which are

compelled to admit that the subjects of those repeated births

have absolutely no consciousness of previous existences. I am

not unmindful of the fact that the followers of the Yoga system

[
sutra iii 16 ] profess to attain to a knowledge of the past and

the future by means of ^pnr ( that is, by T-rnfOTT, TR, and *nTTI%

collectively ) ; but, even if that were so, the number affected

would be infinitesimal.

That for which there is no room on a camel's bade is tied to

his neck ! Illustrates the piling up of misfortunes almost be-

yond endurance. Perhaps akin to our "It is the last straw

Which breaks the camel's back." It occurs in Upamitibhava.

prapanca Katha, page 394 :

"
TRT faficHH I sfft
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Kritya is a female deity

who is invoked for evil purposes. There is another example
on page 895 of the same :

JTTTrT 5

-is a good outward appearance, there also are

good qualities. This is found in Hemacandra's Paris'ista-

parvan iii. 233 :

"
s^i^^um jpTRfq % fg I w\tfo-

^T5T ?pn ^T ^%sft ?fNr^." It is contained also in verse 5076

of Indische Spruche, but whether as a quotation or not, I can"

not say :

"
4f3i$i7)4d3 3TT ^H^ HcJ/^' *{(9jfaftr: UoHa^

f^TT^T." Professor

Bbhtlingk took it from Kosegarten's edition of the Pancatantra

( i. 208 ), but I cannot find it in the Bombay edition. Some

work on ^TIJ-I^T is a much more probable source.

ll

Say what you wish to say about a thing, but its real value

will be shown by the advantage derived from it. In the open-

ing part of the Tdrkikaraksa the author says :

"

On which Mallinatha comments thus :

: u
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That on which the eye depends to perceive an object, it must

also depend on to perceive that object's absence. This is Pro-

fessor Cowell's rendering of the nyaya in the Aulukya

chapter of Sarvadars'anasangraJia (page 126, Jivananda's

prln V " rr _._^.-^. -._... <

^ *v *V 2euu. ) . if 'qWlcM+imtM

;."
"And you need not assert that this absence of light

must be the object of a cognition produced by the eye in

dependence on light, since it is the absence of an object possess-

ing colour [ i. e. light possesses colour, and we cannot see a jar's

absence in the dark ], as we see in the case of a jar's absence;

because, by the very rule on which you rely, namely, that on

which the eye depends to perceive an object, it must also depend

on to perceive that object's absence, it follows that as there is

no dependence of the eye on light to perceive light, it need not

depend thereon to perceive this light's absence."

Most probably Madhava took this from Udayana's Kirandvali

where it stands ( on page 18 ) in a similar context. It occurs

also in iMksantiwlitilta, page 12.

In Anandagiri on Brahmasutrabhasya 2. 3. 45 we read :

^TT. J.here

is no adhikarana of this name in Mimaihsa or Vedanta, but

the reference is doubtless to the

otherwise styled the a<i4A^I^ROT> which comprises Jaimini's

sutras 1. 3. 8 and 9, under which the words zjgf, ^T^ 5
and others

having a double meaning, are discussed by the bhasyakara.

These two sutras are quoted by S'ankara on Brahmasutra 3.

4. 42, and explained by Anandagiri. The matter is well put
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in Colebrooke's Essay on Mlmdmaa (page 339): "A very

curious disquisition occurs in this part of the Mimainsa, on the

acceptation of words in correct language and barbaric dialects,

and on the use of terms taken from either. Instances alleged

are yava, signifying in Sanskrit, barley, but in the barbaric

tongue, the plant named priyangu ; vardha in the one a hog,

and in the other a cow [ or, rather, a crow ] ; pilu, a certain

tree, but among barbarians an elephant ; vetasa, a ratten cane

and a citron [or, rose-apple, jambu]. The Mimamsa concludes,

that in such instances of words having two acceptations, that

in which it is received by the civilized (Aryas). or which is

countenanced by use in sacred books, is to be preferred to the

practice of barbarians ( Mlechha ), who are apt to confound

words or their meanings." The above is of importance to

students of Vedanta; for, in addition to the passages named

above, it is discussed in Bhdmatl 3. 3. 52, and enlarged upon
in Veddntakalpataru, pages 461, 462. The brief allusion, too,

to the same thing, in Blidmatl 1. 3. 22, in the words :

"
q- f^

nfr" is quite unintelligible alone. See too, S'dlikd

page 192
; Tdtparyatllca, page 292

; Kusumdnjali, vol. 2, pages

130, 154
;
and Nydyamanjari, page 288, line. 26.

When the same fault attaches to both sides of an argument
it cannot be urged against one alone. This is Professor

Cowell's rendering of the nyaya in the Panini chapter of

Sarvadars'anasangraha (page 142, Bib. Ind., and 161 Jiva-

nanda's edn. ) It originated, however, with Patanjali, and is

found in Mahdbhdsya 6.1.9 ( vart. 2 ) as "q-^t^qr

S'abara ( on sutra 8. 3. 14) quotes it as
"
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form differing slightly from these

it is quoted in Nydyakanikd ( page 225, line 4 from bottom
),

and is still further changed in the following verse of Anirud-

dha's on Sdnkhyasutra i. 6 :

For other references to the nyaya, see Tantravdrtika, page
947

; Nydyamanjari, page 95, line 10 from bottom
;
and ( in

the poetical form) Tarkabhdsd, page 88. The Khandanakara

cites the first two words of the nyaya, on page 531, and ascribes

it to Bhatta ( Kumarila ).

Toys are not made for the son of a man who has no son !

This is used by S'abara to illustrate Jaimini's sutra 10. 3. 5

says: "^fR^ ^
fcT I

Then, in Parthasarathi's Nydyaratnamald, page 111, we

find the expression

n II

He w/io ^as Nescience [ as an upddhi ] -is tf/ie subject of

delusion ; [ but though ] deluded he is also possessed of sound

knowledge. This is affirmed of the individuated Self, who,

though a portion 'as it were' of the undivided and indivisi-

ble Self, is also the snsrq- of Nescience. This is one of the

mysteries of the advaitavdda. For a full description of sifa

as found in S'ankaracarya's famous bhasya, see Notes to my
edition of the Veddntasdra.

The above nyaya is found in Raghunatha's two treatises, but

his exposition of it is extremely meagre since he ignores the
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second pada of the line. He says :

"

The verse of which it forms the first line is quoted in full by
Ramatlrtha in his discussion of the term adhydropa in Section

6 of Vedantasara. In the Calcutta editions of 1829 and 1886,

the reading of the second pada is
"
$rreT:<^qK)fe *n," whilst

Prof. A. E. Gough, in his translation published in The Pandit

of August 1872, followed the reading
"
^|-rTlW-4tfe<lfd *?:."

In my edition of 1894 (page 104) I adopted the reading
"
STT^: SRSTff %frf *f:>" but I now see that in so doing I was

exemplifying the truth of the first pada ! There was manuscript

authority for it, however, and so Vidyasagari, p. 443.

In its true form the nyaya is found in the commentary on

Sanksepasdriralea iii. 8 ( The Pandit, vol viii. page 660 ), and

again in Tattvadipana, page 179 (with the mislection

for $nTf:)' The former passage is as follows :

If any one can trace Ramatlrtha's verse to its source I

shall be glad. The Yogavasistha is a very likely dkara
;
but

with the weight of seventy summers upon me I am not myself

prepared to join in the search.

He who is bent on destroying another must be stronger than

he. This is contained in an extract ( given by Prof. Kielhorn )

from Bhairavamis'ra's comment on Nagoji Bhatta's paribhasa

cxii, namely fttar* *r$pnQ: (=5rf^=n t*folfcft ^RIFT of

Patanjali 1. 1. 63, vartika 6 ),
which runs thus :

"
j ^ q^-
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(." The example given here, of one of superior might

overcoming a less mighty one, is that of Krishna and the

demon Kamsa. The death of the latter is described in Vishnu-

Purana, Book V, chapter xx. Those who are familiar with the

English Bible will call to mind the words " When a strong

man armed keepeth his palace, his goods are in peace; but

when a stronger than he shall come upon him, and overcome

him, he taketh from him all his armour wherein he trusted,

and divideth his spoils." The 'strong man,' here is the Prince

of this world "that old Serpent, called the Devil, and Satan,

which deceiveth the whole world" his 'goods' are human

souls and bodies; the '

stronger than he
'

is Christ, the Prince

of Peace, to whom has been given the commission "
to bring

out the prisoners from the prison."

II

Here is another of Raghunatha's grammatical nyayaa It

forms paribhasa 57 in Nagojibhatta's work, and is rendered by
Professor Kielhorn as follows :

" A rule which is given ( in refer-

ence to a particular case or particular cases ) to which another

( rule ) cannot but apply ( or, in other words, which all fall

already under some other rule ), supersedes the latter."
" The

meaning of the words $R iiMlH is
' while another rule is neces-

sarily applying,' for the two negatives ( ;f and gy ) import more

force to the word ( $n%, than this word would possess without

them)." The Professor adds the following in a footnote:
" This paribhasa teaches us the meaning of the term apavada,
and in doing so tells us the reason why an apavdda possesses

greater force than antaranga and other rules. An apavdda
is a special rule

;
it is given in reference to particular cases which

all fall under some general rule
( utsarga ) ; as it is not applic-

able in any case which does not fall under the general rule, it

must necessarily supersede the latter, because it would otherwise

not serve any purpose whatever." Kaiyata and Nages'a

generally quote it in the shortened form of i

16
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Under this paribhasa Nagojl introduces and discusses the

, namely
The paribhasa is found in the following passages of the

Mahabhasya:!. 1. 6. (vart. !.);!. 1. 28; 3. 4. 85 (vart. 2);

6. 1. 2 (vart. 4), where the frgfrcHfu^^pr ig brought in; 6. 1.

166; 6. 3. 68 (vart. 5); 6. 4. 163 ( vart 2
),
with

again; 7. 2.44 (vart. 4) ;
7. 2. 117 (vart. 2

), with

8. 2. 23 (vart. 5); 8. 2. 72; and 8. 3. 112.

The simile of the RathaMra. There is a Vedic text which

says,
" In the rainy season a Rathakara ought to establish a

sacred fire." The question then arises, what is meant by the

word Rathakara ? Does it mean a chariot-maker, or is it a

member of the caste produced by the marriage of a Mahisya ( the

offspring of a Kshatriya and a Vais'ya-woman ) with a Karanl

( the offspring of a Vais'ya and a S'udra-wornan
), which is

called Rathakara ? The question is discussed in Jaiinini 6. 1.

44-50, and is decided in favour of the latter. The discussion is

thus summarized in Jaiminfyanyayamdlavistara :

I

s[frT
e^ i -ti*^ i 'a^ftfonfrn^Hi ^sccn^ i %5'n'Tt

:" II

The nyaya is quoted by Nagojibhatta in his vritti on the

ninety-eighth paribhasa (

which Prof. Kielhorn renders thus: "The (conventional)

meaning which a word conveys when taken as a whole, is

stronger than the (etymological) meaning derived from (a
division of the word into ) its parts." In other words, -^.fe^f-

JlHH^fi, which Raghunatha exemplifies by this word Ratha-

kara The vidhi on which this is based is quoted in full in

Nyayamanjart, page 140, line 3.
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ii

The rule as to a night-sacrifice. This is the topic of Jaimini

4. 3. 17-19, and is largely used by writers on Vedanta as a type
of scripture-passage conveying no direct promise of reward, and

therefore dependent on an arthavada-passage for such promise.

Though S'ankara does not mention the nyaya in his bhasya on

Brahmasutra 3. 3. 38, it is evident that he has it in view, and

Anandagiri, and Amalananda ( in the Kalpataru), expressly con-

nect his remarks with it. So also the Kalpataruparimala.
The last-mentioned work quotes it again on page 255 (in
connection with Brahmasutra 1. 2. 24 ) :

"
g^jj

The nyaya is found also in Pancapddikavivarana, page

122, line 8 from bottom, and again on page 134, line 9 from the

bottom. The latter passage is as follows :

"^
&c

"
See, too, S'alika, p. 7 and 157 ;

and

Tattvamuktakalapa v. 81.

The simile of piercing the central figure of a target. That

is, hitting the bull's eye. It is used of something difficult of

accomplishment, and requiring great skill. "In Prakrit the

radha is generally called puttaliya, literally
' a little figure/ as

apparently a little human figure was painted in the middle of

the butt." This note, contributed by Professor Leumann to

Mr. Tawney's translation of Merutunga's work, is probably a

correct explanation of the word ^n 3
rather than the dictionary

meaning,
" an attitude in shooting." The illustration appears on

pages 412, 420, and 434 of Upamitibhavaprapanca, Katha, as

follows :

"
3fT %*Trft ^c*^ i*fifor 4'*TT I ^TMI^
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STT%: imTl'l'ddl" II

Two more examples will be found on pages 575 and 981 of

the same.

The above meaning of rddhd fully explains the epithet

radJiabhedin as applied to the renowned archer Arjuna.

On acquiring the mountain Rohana one acquires the

wealth of gems contained in it. This occurs in the

Pratyabhijna-section of Sarvadars'anasangraha (page 106

of Jivananda's edn.): "<

Professor Gough

renders it thus :

" For when the nature of the Supreme Being

is attained, all felicities, which are but the efflux thereof, are

overtaken
;
as if a man acquired the mountain Roharia ( Adam's

Peak ), he would acquire all the treasures it contains. If a man

acquire the divine nature, what else is there that he can ask

for ? Accordingly Utpalacarya says
' What more can they

ask who are rich in the wealth of devotion? What else

can they ask who are poor in this 1
' "

For a story in connection with the mountain Rohana as

a mine of wealth, see Prabandhacintamani, page 3.
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The belief as to a Yaksa in a Banyan tree. A popular be-

lief, based solely on the tradition of the elders, that a Yaksa,

or goblin, lives in every Banyan tree. It is used as an illustra-

tion of ^f^fr (
'

tradition
'

), which some regard as a pramana, but

which Gautama rejects as such. See Nydyasutra 2. 2. 1. The

Nydyasutravivdrana expounds the term thus: "

II
This is the

position of the objector who maintains that tradition ^s a dis-

tinct pramana; the refutation is contained in sutra 2. In

Ballantyne's Aphorisms of Nydya Philosophy, Book ii, page

66, we have the following rendering of a portion of the Nydya-

sutravritti : "A rumour (aitihya) is what is expressed in this

way 'thus indeed people say' &c. for it is an assertion which

has come from one to another, without any first assertor being

indicated : for example,
' In every Bengal fig-tree there is a

goblin,' and the like." In a foot-note to page 329 of Colebrooke's

Essays, vol. i, Professor Cowell gives to aitihya, the meaning of

"fallible testimony (as opposed to infallible s'ruti)," whilst

Colebrooke himself, on page 427, renders it by
'

tradition.' In

Nydyamanjari, page 194, the nyaya is applied in the follow-

ing way by the disbeliever in the existence of God :

at the top of page 64, there is the following, forming the second

half of a verse :

In S'lokavdrtika ( page 492 ) we read "
TJif^ ^f 5T ^l4 f^?T-

^
" which Prof. Gauga-

natha Jha renders by
" Much of what is known in the world as
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' Tradition
r

is not always true; and whatever happens to be

true that does not differ from ' Valid Testimony.'
"

Partha-

sarathi's comment on this is
"

See, too, Tarkikaraksa, page 117.

As Raghunathavarman had the temerity to include this in

his list of nyayas, I introduce it in order to show its origin and

its worthlessness. At the bottom of page 53 of the Benares

edition of LaukiJtanyayasangraha, it stands thus :

"
^sjy ^

This verse, and the

words which follow it, are taken bodily, from Citsukhi i. 16

( Th? Pandit, vol. iv, page 534 ); but the real source of the

s'loka is Vishnu Purana 1. 17. 31, where it reads "
gTTc?TT

qvTdN^o" the remainder being the same as the above. I got
the clue from the Lauldkanyayaratnakara, where Raghu-
natha apologetically says: "^ %o^m sr^K^

* II

The topic of glory [ or splendour ].
This forms the topic of

Jaimini 3. 8. 25-27. The point discussed is whether in using

the mantra "
?r?n ^gf f^r^j,"

" Fire ! let there be glory for

me in the offerings," the officiating priest (at the 'new and full

moon sacrifices) is to enjoy the fruit, or whether it falls to the

sacrificer. The purvapaksin holds the former view, but the

decision is that it goes to the latter. In this adhikarana there

is mention of karana-mantras, but the term is not explained.

Kunte says that a karana-mantra is that which regulates sacri-

ficial operations ;
and that one which is merely chanted in the

course of a sacrificial operation is called akarma-karana-

mantra.
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II

Showing a looking-glass to a man whose nose has been cut

off! An incitement to wrath ! It occurs in PrdbandJiacinta-

mani, page 291, as follows:"
" As a general rule, point-

ing out the right way leads to immediate wrath, as the showing
of a mirror to one whose nose has been cut off." This is Mr.

Tawney's rendering, and I have adopted the reading of his

manuscripts in the first line. In the second line, the Mss. read

The law regarding the Vis'vajit-sacrifice. It forms part of the

great sacrifice called Gavam ayana which lasts for a year; for

a description of which see Dr. Eggeling's translation of S'ata-

patha-Brahmana, vol. 2, page 427. A quite new explanation

of this sacrificial session is propounded in a book by the

learned Librarian of the Mysore Govt. Oriental Library, entitl-

ed Gavam Ayana, the Vedic era. It was favourably
reviewed by Prof. L. D. Barnett in the Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society for April 1909. The Vis'vajit" is discussed

in Jaimini 4. 3. 10-1 6, and 6. 7. 1-20. In the former, the ques-

tion is raised of the reward which is. to follow the offering of

the sacrifice, since none is mentioned in the scripture prescrib-

ing it
;
and the decision is that in this, and in all similar cases,

heaven is to be understood to be the reward. This is somewhat

quaintly put by S'abara under sutra 16: "
3Hif%Si4>^ 3nfrfa

The offerer

of the Vis'vajit is required to surrender all bis property to the

sacrificing priests, a point which gives rise to a very curious
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discussion in the Sixth Book. Is he then to give away his

father and mother; or, if a reigning monarch, is he to part with

all the lands of his kingdom ? These and many other interest-

ing points are fully argued out by S'abara; and, for some of

them, the English reader may with advantage refer to Cole-

brooke's Essay on the Mlmarasa, vol. i., page 345.

This nyaya is very frequently quoted by writers on Vedanta

and Nyaya. The following are examples. Bhdmati, page 86 :

l Vedantalcalpataru, page 430:"^-

I See, too, Pancapadikdvivarana, pages 134

( line 9 ), 137 ( line 13 ), and 164 ( line 6 from bottom
). Nydya-

vnanjarl, page 524, line 13 from bottom: "
q^M^^Ml^Mdl-

&c." There is another good example of it in the early part of

the Jaimini chapter of Sarvadars'anasangraha.

ii

A bowl of poison with milk on the surface. A wolf in

sheep's clothing. The illustration is found in Merutunga's work

the Prdbafidhacintdmani, page 153: "
Tft|r gEl4g-dK ST3I$r

B><Hlfe<4Ji I ^^-dl^i ft^ frqpT n^<si4^."
" The friend who

behind one's back tries to impede one's business, but in one's

presence speaks kindly, such a friend one should avoid, a bowl

of poison with milk on the surface." This is Mr. Tawney's

rendering ( on page 92 ), and he points out in a footnote that

the verse is quoted in Bbhtlingk's Indische Spruche, and

ascribed by him to Canakya.
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This highly technical nyaya is found in both of Raghunatha-
varman's works. I have taken it from a passage in the Bauddha

section of Sarvadars'anasangraha (page 11 in Jivananda's

edition), and subjoin Professor Cough's rendering (italicizing

the words which represent the maxim
) :

"

" Of these points of view, the momentariness of fleeting things,

blue and so forth, is to be inferred from their existence
; thus,

whatever 'is is momentary ( or fluxional ) like a bank of clouds,

and all these things are. Nor may any one object that the

middle term ( existence ) is unestablished
;
for an existence con-

sisting of practical efficiency is established by perception to be-

long to the blue and other momentary things ;
and the exclusion

of existence from that which is not momentary is established,

provided that we exclude from it the non-momentary succes-

sion and simultaneity, according to the rule that exclusion of

the continent is exclusion of the contained" In S'dlika page

119, line 14, we find the nyaya as "

," and
>
on PaSe 67

>
line 2 "

The simile of the movements of a bird-catcher. It is found

in S'abara on Jaimini 9. 1. 22, as follows: "q^n 3lP

See also

17
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The simile of [the time for sounding] the conch-shell. An

offering called -jqj^M, or ' low-voiced offering,' is performed

between the cake-oblation to Agni and that to Agni-Soma at

the full-moon, and between the cake-oblation to Agni and that

to Indra-Agni at the new-moon ( Dr. Eggling's trans : of Sata-

patha-Brahmana, voL i page 192
). Sometimes, however, the

second oblation is omitted
;
and then the question arises how is

the Upams'uyaja to be offered, since that comes between the two ?

The subject is discussed in Jaimini 10. 8. 62-70, and the above

question is answered by S'abara as follows :

IIJ *d<<

The simile might well be called Vl^M^^I^N? but I have

adopted the name given in the Nyayamalavistara on this adhi-

karana, which also explains it more fully :

"

This is very clear, but what is the meaning of ^MI^^I ? To

be in harmony with the rest of the sentence it ought to indicate

something which, like the sounding of the s'ankha or the beat-

ing of the pataha, takes place regularly every day ;
but how

can any such sense be got out of ndga, unless it refers to the

trumpeting of the royal elephants at some particular time
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of the day ? The S'astradipika, Nyayamalavistara, and Jairai-

niyasutravritti ignore the expression altogether.

In Appai Diksita's Vidhirasayana, page 22, we have an in-

stance of the ^kcjr^H as follows:
"

iH<q i <

?n^T^." See also Vidhiviveka, page 7.

Compare the expression
"
Cockshut-time," in Shakespeare's

Richard iii (Act V. Scene 3 ):
" Thomas the Earl of Surrey,

and himself, Much about cock-shut time, from troop to troop.

Went through the army, cheering up the soldiers." In

Chambers' Twentieth Century Dictionary the expression is

said to mean "
Twilight ; probably referring to the time when

poultry are shut up." Webster's International Dictionary

gives a different explanation.

The illustration of the moth. The destruction of the silly

moth by flying into a lighted lamp is a figure often met with

in Sanskrit works; as for example in S'is'updlavadha ii. 117,

Kumdrasambhava iv. 40, Rajataranginl vii. 375, and

Kamandaki i. 43. According to Merutunga, however, the poor

moth is moved with envy at the brilliance of the light, and so

seeks to diminish it ! He says ( on page 211, at the bottom ):

"The mean man cannot anyhow endure

to behold the exaltation of the man of radiant merit; the

moth even burns its own body to extinguish the bright flame of

the candle." ( Tawney's translation, page 130
).
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When the [ prescribed ] ritual [ for the removal or prevention

of evil] is at an end, up comes a goblin! This implies ulti-

mate failure in spite of effort. It occurs in Citsukha Muni's

comment on NyayamaJcaranda, page 16, as follows: "*ra

In Bhamati, page 93, line 17, the nyaya is quoted as

?)" which makes the goblin appear during the

performance of the ^nf^f, the rite to avert evil. So, too, in

Mandana-Mis'ra's VidhiviveJca, page 210. The purport, how-

ever, is the same as in the other case. In As'valayana's

Grihyasutra 4. 6. 1, ^uPd^ is prescribed when a guru dies,

or on the loss of a son or of cattle.

II

Verbal expectancy is satisfied [or fulfilled] by words only.

This nyaya of Raghunatha's is very frequently met with. It

occurs in the last chapter of Sarvadars'anasangraha (page 157

of Bib. Ind. and 177 of Jivananda's edn. ) with t^zarf
as the last

word; in Veddntakalpataruparimala, page 680, line 7; in

Vaidyanatha's comment on Kavyapradipa page 232 (in the

erroneous form ^n*^r ^l^ferr); in Haridasa's vritti on Kusu-

mdnjali in. 15 ( page 35 ), also- in Rucidatta's commentary on

the same portion ( page 478 ); and, finally, in Sdhityadarpana

ii. 18 ( with

In paragraph 70 of the Tarkasangraha we are told that

there are three requisites to the intelligibility qf a sentence,

namely, expectancy ( akdnlcsa ), compatibility (yogyatd), and

juxtaposition (sannidhi}. In para 71, the first of these is

thus explained :

"
Expectancy means a word's incapacity to

convey a complete meaning, this being occasioned by the
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absence of another word [which, when it comes as expected, will

complete the construction and the sense]." Then in para 72

we read:
" a collection of words devoid of expectancy &c., is

no instrument of right knowledge ;
for example,

*

cow, horse

man, elephant,' gives no information, from the absence of ex-

pectancy:; [ the words having no reference one to another, and

not looking out for one another]." This is Dr. Ballantyne's

translation, accompanying the text
;
and the same subject is ex-

plained by him in his lucid rendering of Sdhityadarpana L 6.

A blow with an instrument such as a pestle, directed

towards the rice, falls instead on the s'ydmdka grain. Aiming,

at a pigeon and killing a crow. It occurs in Nydyavdrtika,

page 46: "cpsj ^uqEM ERPW ^few 1%*TT ^ifr I

sfafRpfefrT I uPUmiftlr

I

"
u

The fruit promised in Scripture [in connection with a sacri-

ficial or other act
]

-is for the performer [
of that act ]. These

are the first words of Jaimini's sutra 3. 7. 18. They are quoted

as a nyaya in a passage of Veddntatattvaviveka, for which

see "gft^T, *jjJf g^." It is cited by Vacaspati Mis'ra,

also, in Tdtparyatikd, page 296, line 6 from bottom, and page

403, line 4, and in his Bhamati, pages 28 and 492. Also in S'rl-

bhdsya 2. 3. 33 ( p. 1688 ),
and 3. 4. 45 ( p. 2028 ), where Dr.

Thibaut renders it, "the fruit of the injunction belongs to the

agent." The first part of Tattvamuktdkaldpa ii. 59 reads thus:
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104

&c.," on which the

Patanjali on Pauini 1. 3. 72.

&c." Compare

The simile of men carrying a palanquin. Used by Jayanta
Bhatta to show how all the words in a sentence unitedly convey
the sense of the latter. It occurs in Nydyamanjari, page 397,

line 12 : '^jf

l fa <=W

11 from bottom:"
." Again, on page 400, line

." Of. Brihadarnyavartika, 1. 4. 1600.

The simile of touching the nose by encircling the head [ with

one's arm
].

That is, putting the arm round the head instead

of bringing it directly to the face. Raghunathavarma classes

it with nyayas expressive of a round-about way of doing

things. It is quoted by Vijnanabhiksu on Brahmasutra

3. 3. 37, in the form

Raghunatha tells us that, by some, it is styled

j
and in Molesworth's Marathi Dictionary we find

w defined as "a circuitous or devious mode of

speaking or acting, ambages, tortuous procedure." This is not

the first time that this fine dictionary has come to our aid

when the more-pretentious Sanskrit lexicons have failed us !

But we should like to know how the expression came to

have the meaning here assigned to it. Doubtless hereby

hangs a tale ;
can our Indian pandits throw light on it ?
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The simile of the shining-forth of a thousand lamps stand-

ing in the midst of solid rock ! It occurs in Brahmasutra-

bhasya 2. 2. 28, near the end :

Dr. Thibaut renders it

thus: "Moreover, if you maintain that the idea, lamplike,

manifests itself without standing in need of a further principle

to illuminate it, you maintain thereby that ideas exist which

are not apprehended by any of the means of knowledge, and

which are without a knowing being; which is no better than to

assert that a thousand lamps burning inside some impenetrable

mass of rocks manifest themselves."

The figure of a sham-sacrifice. That is, the performance

of sacrificial ceremonies, by a pupil, with a view to his becoming

proficient in them, without the offering of a real sacrifice. This

is classed with ^fftnrf^J
in S'abara's bhashya on Jaimini 9. 2.

13, and an extract from the passage will be found under that

nyaya. The term ^^fe, as adopted in MarathI, is thus ex-

plained by Molesworth: "Dry exercise or blank practising;

performance or doing, antecedently to the occasion, of a work

or matter in which the performer is ignorant or inexpert ( in

order that the necessary knowledge or ability may be acquired

in provision for occasions anticipated )."

II

See this explained under
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II .

One should do to-day that which one intends to do tomorrow.
" Boast not thyself of tomorrow

;
for thou knowest not what a

day may bring forth." The verse containing this nyaya of

Raghunatha's occurs three times in S'antiparva, namely in

chapters CLXXV, ccLXXvm, and cccxxui of Calcutta edition. It

reads as follows :

u

It is quoted in the Prabandhacintamani, page 111, and

Mr. Tawney ( on page 68 of his translation) renders it thus:

" One should do to-day the duty of tomorrow, and in the fore-

noon the duty of the afternoon, for death will not consider

whether one has done one's work or not."

Compare the following well-known story. "An old Rabbi

was once asked by his pupil when he should fulfil a certain pre-

cept of the law, and the answer was ' The day before you die.'

'

But,' said the disciple,
' I may die tomorrow.' '

Then,' said the

master,
' do it to-day."

II

The simile of the attempt to straighten a dog's tail. An

illustration of wasted effort. It occurs in the following verse of

the Upamitibhavaprapancd Kathd, page 448 :

See also under suuiifl^^m in the second Handful
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I)

Like a milky preparation that has been licked by a dog.

Used of something which has become impure and therefore

unacceptable. It is found in the following verse of the last

chapter of the Sarvadars'anasangraha :

"

Compare with this the nyaya

A dog, when an ear or its tail has been cut off is still a dog,

not a horse or a donkey ! This is Patanjali's illustration of the

vartika tr^^f^^^^^^^^ ( which see above ) and is referred

to by Nages'a in his comment on Kaiyata ( under S'iva sutra 2,

vartika 4), as the fod^a*Mimd. Compare also Nagojibhatta's

paribhasa xxxvii. Akin to this illustration is Rumania's "f f|;

?ft%T% 5TKT TWot ^r W ?ft^ ftfcfrarT," which is found in

Tantravartilca 2. 1. 34, page 418; and "

I^," on page 617.

The rule as to the use or omission of the Sodas'istotra [ at

the Atiratra-sacrifice
].

In very common use as an indication of

option being allowable in regard to something. From the in-

troduction to the third volume of Dr. Eggeling's translation of

the S'atapatha Brahmana, we learn that " the distinctive feature

of the Atiratra-sacrifice, as the name itself indicates, is an 'over-

night' performance of chants and recitation...At the end of each

round, libations are offered, followed by the inevitable potations

of Soma-liquor...and the performance partook largely of the

character of a regular nocturnal carousal." Then, as to the

18
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S'odas'in, he says ( page xviii ) "As regards the ceremonies

preceding the night-performance, there is a difference of opinion

among ritualists as to whether the S'odas'i-stotra is or is not a

necessary element of the Atiratra...As'valayana ( 5. 11. 1 ) refers

incidentally to the S'odas'in, as part of the Atiratra, though it is

not quite clear from the text of the sutra whether it is meant

to be a necessary or only an optional feature of that sacrifice."

There can be little doubt, however, that the learned writers

who use the nyaya, regard the use of the stotra as optional.

For example, as illustrations of option in action, S'ankara,

in his bhasya on sutra 1. 1. 2 ( page 37 ), and again on sutra

2. 1. 27 (page 471), quotes the Vedic sentences "aff^RT^

MfcfcM gpft" "=TTRT% <rkr%* qsrEr." Then at the close

of 1. 4. 13, he says: arcgrrir^
1

fRTRsft qir 3^TI%^t i^uililgui I

an(^ ^n 3. 3.

2, "^ f| trkRiaguiiiiguijTUkUnft fcrerer." In his comment

on 3. 3. 26 ( page 893, line 5 from bottom ), Anandagiri makes

use of the expression "qi^iij^uiin^ui^^q- sn?r>" and repeats

it three lines lower down. In Vedantakalpataruparimala,

page 539 (line 7 from bottom), we read U
MI jfeii^ui^jiq

and on page 656 ( line 4), qTstofWrg^qi
dwr;." The optional character

of the stotra is made use of by Laugaksibhaskar also, in Artha-

sangraka, page 24, from line 14
;
and by Nages'abhatta in the

Pradipoddyota on Mahabhasya 1. 1. 44 ( vart. 7
).

This is Nagojibhatta's shortened form of the

forft^r **M ^n^^5
which Professor Kielhorn renders

thus: ''When (two rules), while they apply (simultaneously),

mutually prohibit each other, that which is once superseded is

superseded altogether." This is illustrated by the following from

ordinary life:
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I
The paribhasa is found in Mahabhdsya 1. 1. 56

( vart. 25^26, 27); 1. 4. 2 (vart. 7); 6. 3. 42 ( varfc. 5); 6. 3 139;

6. 4. 62 ( vart. 2); 7. 1. 26; 7. 1. 54; and 7. 1. 73. The illustra-

tion is met with in 1. 4. 2 ( vart. 5 ), and 6. 1. 85 ( vart. 3 ).

The rule regarding a sacrificial session. For this kind of

sacrifice, lasting several days, not less than seventeen sacrificers

are absolutely necessary. But what if one of them should leave

or die before the completion of the ceremony ? In such a case

he must be replaced by a substitute, or the whole thing becomes

null and void. This, however, cannot be done when there is

only one sacrificer engaged in a sacrifice. The nyaya is the

subject of Jaimini 6. 3. 22. In sutras 23 to 26 it is laid down

that the substitute does not reap the benefit of the sacrifice,

but that it goes to the man whose place he has taken. It is

very clear, from the above, that the mention of the gra^nr on

page 430, line 5 of Vedantakalpataru, is wrong, and that the

reference is really to the ^rrfsKTsT^PT which see above.

The meaning of an ambiguous expression is to be determined

from the context. In Brahmasutrabhasya 1. 3. 14 there is a

discussion as to the meaning of the 'small ether' of Chhandogya

Upanisad 8. 1. 1, and Anandagiri makes the following comment

on the closing part of it:
"

The nyaya is quoted again in his tika on 3. 3. 52. It is taken

from Jaimini's eutra 1. 4. 29, "*h%$g qmflMK" which is

quoted and applied by the author of the S'astradipilw, in hia
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discussion, under 1. 3. 8, of such words as q

others, to which the Aryas attach one meaning and the Mlecchas

another. We find it, too, in Rumania's lengthy exposition of

the same portion, in the words: "sn^rtj ^ *T% <4lH<3IMUl

"
(page 148); and again under 3. 4. 36 (page 1003):

See also Bhamatl 3. 3. 34 (page 641 ).

For this paribhasa, see under Jn

II

When a sentence can suitably be regarded as one, it is not

right to divide it. This oft-quoted line of Kumarila's was

directed against an older writer, named Bhavadasa ( so Partha-

earathi tells us
),
who proposed to divide Jaimini's sutra 1. 1.4

into two parts. The line is found in S'lokavartika, page 135. It

is quoted in Bhamatl 1. 1. 28 (page 159), 1. 2. 13 (page 206),

1. 4. 3 (page 286), 1. 4. 16 (page 308), 3. 3. 57 (page 668),

and 3. 4. 20 ( page 678). In Anandagiri on Brahmasutrabhasya
1. 2. 15, We read '

^Tti^C3S^chqi=tMdl Hl cM$t<:qi<:
l

=j|Tl<ctl 5rM<n-

$$1*?^ ^isH^gfot ^^wfrnf^T*?:," and
'

in tlie lafcter Part

of the bhasya on 1. 4. 3, S'ankara himself has a good deal to say

on u^n-iHi. Then Anandagiri quotes the nyaya in his com-

ment on 2. 3. 2 and 3. 3. 14.
" A vakyabheda split of the

sentence-takes place according to the Mimamsa when one and

the same sentence contains two new statements which are

different." (Dr. Thibaut's Translation of Sankara's bhasya,

vol. i. page 177 note). See, too, Prof. Cowell's long note on

page 68 of his Translation of S'andilya sutras.
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n

A qualifying word is of use when it is appropriate [ that

is, when it suits the fcfrm ],
and when [ without it ] a wrong

meaning would be conveyed.

The nyaya is quoted as above in the commentary on San-

ksepas'dmraka i. 347 ( The Pandit, vol. v. page 676 ), and on

page 401 of Vidycisdgarl ( a comment on Kfiandanakhanda-

Jchadya)', whilst, on page 215 of the latter, it appears without

^rr^r. There is another good example on p. 592.

I have traced it, however, as far back as Kumarila, but can-

not say whether he was its author or not. In Tantravartika

1. 3. 18 (
= Jaimini 1. 3. 24.) there is a discussion (as a

purvapalc$a) of the reasons assigned by Patanjali for the

study of grammar. One of these is that, without a knowledge

of grammar, the performance of the injunction
"
stiffUR ft^i-

would be impossible; on which the

purvapaksin says :

Dr. Ganganath Jha renders this ( and the preceding clause )

as follows :

" We must explain the expression
' the Veda with its six sub-

sidiary sciences' as referring to its constituent parts,
in the

following manner. The 'six subsidiaries' referred to must be

taken to be the six means of interpretation Direct Assertion

&c.
;
as it is only when interpreted through these that the Veda

becomes capable of rightly pointing out Dharma, An objec-
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tion is here raised : If the subsidiaries referred to be taken as

those contained in the Veda itself ( i. e. Direct Assertion, &c.),

and not anything outside it (
as grammar, Nirukta, &c. ), then

in that case the qualification with the six subsidiaries would be

absolutely meaningless. Specially as we can have a qualifica-

tion, only when such a one is possible, and when a qualification

is actually needed for the purpose of setting aside certain

incongruities (or contradictions); and as there is certainly

no incongruity in the Veda with regard to Direct Asser-

tion &c. what could be specified by a qualification of these sub-

sidiaries ? [ That is to say, Grammar not being invariably con-

comitant with the Veda, a qualification is needed in order to

make it an object of study together with the Veda
;
while Direct

Assertion &c., are always contained in the Veda, and hence

any qualification of these would be absolutely meaningless ]."

.Page 281.

Another good example is furnished by Sures'vara in his

vartika on Brihaddranyakopanisadbhdsya. At the beginning

of the second Brahmana of the sixth Chapter, referring to the

prayer
"
3?^ ^q- ^IJSJT *T^T &C-" at the end of the seventh chapter

of the dranyaka (the fifth of the Upanisad), he says:

"
II

Anandagiri explains verse 3 as follows:

The fourth verse of the vartika still further elucidates it:

I

:" II II
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Everything is suitable [ or proper ] for the strong.
"
Might

is right." In other words, a strong man may be lawless with

impunity ; or, to quote Prof. Ganganatha Jha's explanation of

it,
"
for a pious man all actions are equally lawful." This is

quite in accord with the teaching of the Bhdgavata Purdna
x. 33.30,31:

Kumarila quotes the nyaya ( in Tantravdrtika, page

134, line 14) in the course of a long explanation of the evil

doings attributed to certain holy personages; but, in order

to discourage persons of less piety from imitating them,

adds : iff^^'iRTT <l'*iRJ *i ^ 1 4<i^T^ITq^^TOT?TT^ iq t i^l i<< < ^TT^.

In the opening part of the Tdtparyatikd, Vacaspati Mis'ra re-

produces Kumarila's warning in the following words :

"

All the different schools of a Veda acknowledge one and the

same sacrijicial action. The followers of the Mimamsa evident-

ly regard this as an important point, for Jaimini devotes 25

sutras, viz. 2. 4. 8-32, to the discussion of it. Kunte's remarks

on the bearings of the question, in his Saddars'anacintanikd,

are worthy of perusal. The nyaya is frequently quoted in the

philosophical works. Instances of it will be found in Tantra-
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vdrtika, page 84, line 7; in Pancapddikdvivarana, page 16?,

line 3 from bottom; in Nyayamanjarl, page 256, line 16
;
in

Vivaranaprameyasangralia, page 169, line 17; and in Srlbhd-

sya 3. 3. 53. Raghunathavarman makes use of the nyaya but

does not include it in his numbered list.

The law relating to the Sdkamedha offerings. This is

the topic of Jaimini 5. 1. 19-22. The group of offerings called

Sdkam-edhdh form the third of the three seasonal, or four-

monthly (caturmasya), sacrifices which are performed at the

parvans (or commencement of the spring, rainy, and autumn

seasons), and which, in this case, last for two days; three of the

group ( consisting of seven ) being offered on the first day, and

the remainder on the second day. An objector urges that two

days are required for each of the group, but this is set aside,

and the ruling is as above. For a full description of these four-

monthly sacrifices, see Dr. Eggeling's translation of the S'ata-

patha-Brdhmana, vol. i. pages 383 and 408.

// a man with eyes is led by somebody else, it is clear that he

does not see with his eyes ! This is found in S'abara on Jaimini

1. 2. 31 and is used by an objector to illustrate his argument
that it is not necessary to understand the meaning of Vedic

sentences employed in sacrificial rites, since the way in which

they are to be used is clearly laid down in works prepared for

the purpose. The illustration is quoted by Jayanta Bhatta in

Nydyamanjarl, page 286, line 12.
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An injunction in general terms is indefinite. It appears

as a nyaya in the second part of the Laukikccnydyaratndkara

(I. O. MS, page 319 a), where Raghunath applies it thus:

It is doubtless derived from

the following verse in Tantravdrtika 3. 4. 47 ( page 1020 ) :

The verse is cited in VeddntaJcalpataruparimala (page

253), where the second line reads "

and the first line is quoted by the author of the Nydyasudha
in his comment on Tantravdrtika 1. 2. 42 which defines the

term nft^^T ('limitation,' or 'exclusive specification/ as Dr.

Thibaut and M. M. Kunte respectively render it).

The lack of definiteness in general statements is alluded to

by S'abara, also, on Jaimini 10. 8. 16, where he says ";f%sn*n-

*miTfl ST*^t n^NMRre^fa?" but Kumarila points out ( on page

1027 ) that the f^r^f requires the srreTT'Sr. He says :

"
^ sr

f^%tlr^ <J44d

H

That [injunction] which leaves no room [for others] is

stronger than one which does. For example, an injunction

directing animal sacrifice ["srsfffofof M^l^frrT' ] and which

leaves no room for option, overpowers the more general one

forbidding the taking of life ["r f^lc^Nl *jdlft"]- In this

way one Smriti may prevail over another. The nyaya is

found in Raghunatha's list, and is applied by him as follows :

19
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A reference

to Brahmasutrabhdsya 2. 1. 1 will fully explain the two terms

of this expression. In his comment on it Anandagiri quotes
the nyaya twice, and again under 2. 1. 4, 6, and 13. In im-

mediate connection with the first of the five, Anandagiri quotes

also the nyaya
"
gftrgrfc^ l KKM grer *Tc5^n^" and the two

occur together in the following verses of Yamunacarya's Aga-

maprdmdnya, page 63; "

I sn ^JTnr W^nn mra II
See also Citsukha

Muni on Nyayamakaranda, pages 7 and 148
;
and "

^rqg^-

?W^ ^%" in Mahdbhasya 2. 1. 69 (vart. 6) and Syddvada-

manjari, page 19.

II

Like a lion'8 first step. This obscure nyaya occurs in Meru-

tunga's work, page 278 :

"
^^i^iN^i4

Mr. Tawney
renders it thus ( on page 174 ) :

" Whether with due considera-

tion or not, this great king has been set in motion, and has

started on his expedition; on the principle of the lion's first

step, he cuts a good figure on the march." Does the illustration

mean that a lion in motion presents a finer appearance than one

at rest ?

II

The simile of a well [ dug ] in sandy soil [the sides of which

are incessantly falling in
].

Used of an argument that will not

hold water. It is found in Brahmasutrabhdsya 2. 2. 32:

cHIT rHTT IrT5Ern'^>73'fg^M^r *^ I T 'bil^^suHfixi M^Ml+J!" II



The figure of oil from sand. A non-entity like a hare's

horn. The following is from Bhartrihari's Nitis'ataka (verse

5):-

51 3 5Ti2J^TrWRT*" II

In Brahmasutrabhdsya 2. 1. 16, we read: "

* ^^ * ^33 3ctr3TcT *T?TT ti^mRrehnqr/' Compare with this,

Yogavasistha 2. 5. 23, "^ q^nftr *T^TT 5rr^ra ^JT^rf:", where

^^^^cf; is given as a variant. American rock-oil was not

known in those days I There are two good examples of this

illustration in Nydyamanjar^,. On page 493, line 1 :

:
"

II
On page 494 :

"
l^rsff T%5RTT:

U ^TTwftsf^ ^sff ?TT5 ^R%."

Compare also Paris'istaparvan viii. 152 :

The law as to the SuJctavdka [ or song of praise]. This is

the topic of Jaimmi 3. 2. 15-18, and immediately follows the

Prastara-praharananydya with which it is closely connected.

Both form a part of the New and Full Moon sacrifices in con-

nection with which there is the direction
"
^tMI-4H STW STftfrT-"

The question then arises as to whether the whole of the mantras

which comprise the Suktavaka are to be repeated on each of

the two occasions, or only a part. S'abara's argument is thus

paraphrased by Kunte :

"
Though the Veda mentions positively
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that certain mantras are to be used in certain sacrifices, yet they

are not to be so used blindly. The mantra which serves some

purpose of a sacrifice is to be used. Though the Veda prescribes

the use of the whole mantra, yet it is not to be obstinately

maintained that the whole is to be recited. A whole mantra

like the Suktavaka, or a part only, is to be recited according

as it is necessary. This is to be ascertained by the sacrificer

himself. Hence it cannot be said that the whole Suktavaka is

to be recited on the occasion either of the new or of the full

moon day." Again :

" That portion of the Suktavaka which is

recited at the new or full moon sacrifice is the whole of it in

reference to the sacrifice itself
;
because the Veda never pre-

scribes a certain text as constituting the Suktavaka, and because

the Veda simply states that the Suktavaka, is to be recited...

The Suktavaka is not one text only, but is composed of different

texts. The principal god connected with a sacrifice is mention-

ed in the middle of the Suktavaka, while something connected

with the sacrifice to be performed is described at its beginning

and end All that is sought is the accomplishment of the

new or full moon sacrifice. Hence there is no necessity for dis-

cussing whether the whole Suktavaka or a portion of it is to be

recited; because whatever mantras are sufficient to accomplish

a sacrifice constitute the whole Suktavaka so far as the sacrifice

is concerned."

11

The simile of a bird tied by a cord. It is found in the

Chhdndogya Upanisad 6. 8. 2, namely: "^ qv
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Vidyaraiiya versified the above in his Anubhutiprakds'a

(iii. 81) and Pancadas'i. (xi. 47) respectively as follows:

;" 11

I have omitted, in each case, a second verse relating to the

ddrstdntiJca.

The simile of the thread [about to be woven into a] gwr-

ment [ and already regarded as a garment ]. Baghunatha ex-

plains it thus :

"
?rsf 3 *TTT%T

I

It is no doubt derived from the following passage in the

Mahablidsya 1. 3. 12 (vartika 2):
"

^." This

is repeated in 2. 1. 51 ( vartika 4 ). Kumarila employs the

illustration in Tantravdrtilca 3. 7. 33 (page 1145):
"

Light is thrown -upon this by the following extract from

Ballantyne's Aphorisms of the Nydya, ii. 127. The sutra-so

numbered is "^^^ui^Mdl^ &C." "Though its meaning be

not so and so, it is figuratively so employed in the case of a

Brahman, a scaffold, *a mat......in consideration of association,
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place, design 'though it be not so and so,' i. e., though
such be not the direct meaning of the word, it is figuratively

employed; for example, the word 'staff' &c., is employed for a

Brahman &c., because of association In like manner

from the 'design' (tddarthya), 'He makes a mat' (kata)

implies his aiming after a mat
;
for the mat, inasmuch as it is a

thing non-existent [ until made ] can have [ at the time when

one is spoken of as making it] no maker."

Again, under sutra 4. 1. 50 [ ff^r^ 5 d<^rij? the author

of the vritti says ( as interpreted by Dr. Ballantyne ) :

" The

weaver sets himself to work, having considered, that,
' In these

threads [ i. e., constituted by these threads ] there will be a

Web,' but not with the understanding that 'there is a web';

for, if that were the case, then, the product being supposed ex-

tant, there would be no setting one's self to work, because

desire [ precluded by possession ]
would be absent." See also a

passage in Tatparyatlka, page 254, beginning at line 14
;
and

SankhyatattvaJcaumudi on karika 9, pages 52, 53.

A man does not [attempt to] put a second shoe on a foot

already shod, for it would be an impossibility. This is found

in the bhasya on Jaimini 1. 2. 33, where the purvapakshin

objects to certain Vedic texts as unnecessarily setting forth

things already known.

The simile of vegetable [ or mineral ] poison and animal poi-

Bon [^jj-m^M]. An illustration of one thing being counteracted

by another. In his smaller work Raghunathavarman places this

amongst the purely grammatical nyayas, immediately after the
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l'M',
and describes it as follows:

"

HM <!<{^^ ^TW.' I ^r!lTaTTc

II
In the

larger work, it stands amongst miscellaneous nyayas near the

end of the uttarabhdga, and is numbered 242. I extract from

it the following:

An example of animal poison proving an antidote to the

other kind is found in Adiparva, chap, cxxviii ( Calc. ). The

wicked Duryodhana mixed some kdlakutaka in Bhima's food

and, when he had eaten it and become unconscious, threw him

into the water. The story then continues thus: "^r fosiaift

I sTTWRnrnr^r ^37 im$+m=t>i^ u ?RT:

.

Compare the NMHryl^P-CVMI^ in Sarvarthasiddhi on Tattva-

mulddkalapa ii. 53.

II

A man who tries to burn his enemy by setting fire to his

own fingers, may or may not burn the enemy but certainly

burns his own fingers! It occurs in Nydyavdrtika 2. 1.

12 in reference to a person who denies the validity of Proof.

Sutras 8 and 12, as translated by Dr. Ballantyne, are as fol-

lows :

"
[ Perhaps some one will say ] the nature of a Proof
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does not belong to sense &c., for it cannot be so at any of the

three times [into which Time is divided]." "[If there be no

such thing as Proof] because [ forsooth ] nothing can be such at

any of the three times, then the objection itself cannot be esta-

The illustration of throwing away a garment because ofa louse

in it! It occurs in Upamitibhavaprapancd K&tha (page 160

line 10): "qrfr

;" II Compare Raghunatha's

The illustration afforded by buried treasure [ over which

men may walk again and again, unconscious of its existence].

It is found in the Chhandogya Upanisad 8. 3. 2 as follows:

t: 5JUT ST^T^'T^?! ST^^s T T^r^qfq
1

f^ Sp^lT:" II

SuresVaracarya makes use of it in Sambandhavartika,

verses 294 and 295 :

t << Pi (VJ,ITI i
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The translator of the vartika, Mr. S. Venkataramana Aiyar,

gives
" the illustration of the golden mine," as the 'rendering

of the nyaya in verse 295
;
and adds in a footnote,

"
people,

other than professional detectives of mines, will not discover

a rich mine of gold hidden deep beneath the surface of the

earth
"

;
but I think that my rendering is more in accord

with S'ankaracarya's interpretation of it in the Vedic passage.

He says :

s[f?T

There is no thought here of a mine, but of treasure buried

in the ground with a view to its being taken up again on a

future occasion.

The two verses from the Vartika reappear as Pancadas'i ix.

39, 40, preceded by the following:

20
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T^iSTc^ymqf iii.

1

ii.

iii

iii.

siH^i'"^*<4l*l *'

iii.

:il

*5H^fti.



ERRATA.

Page 6, lines 7 and 9 from bottom :

For 4ini read

Page 29, line 8 from bottom :

Put the inverted commas before
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to acknowledge at once your Brief Notes on Satara, which I have

read with much interest. It seems to me that you have recorded

precisely the right things, and in excellent language
Your illustrations are verv good. I am particularly pleased with

the Chief of Phaltan.
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